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Abstract
Concurrent programming has become popular in the recent years to facilitate exploitation of hard-
ware capabilities. Because threads are executed concurrently on different processors, and are subject
to operating system scheduling decisions, page faults, interrupts, etc., we must think of the computa-
tion as completely asynchronous, so that the steps of different threads can be interleaved arbitrarily.
This significantly makes the task of designing correct concurrent data structures quite challenging.
Furthermore, the issues of correctness and performance are closely tied to each other: algorithmic
enhancements that seek to improve performance often make it more difficult to design and verify a
correct data structure implementation.
Firstly, we considered the problem of graph coloring on static graphs. The basic motivation behind
this problem was to limit the number of threads being created at runtime (irrespective of the size
of the graph to be colored). We explored four different approaches: (1) barrier synchronization; (2)
jones plassman; (3) locking variants and (4) using transactions. The barrier synchronization and
Jones Plassman Algorithm do not fare well and are not comparable to the sequential coloring. On
the other hand, locks and transactions seem to perform fairly well in terms of time taken for coloring
maintaining a reasonable number of colors used. We also present ideas to cut long waiting chains
formed by locks.
Concurrent data structures or CDS such as concurrent stacks, queues, lists etc. have become very
popular in the past few years due to the rise of multi-core systems and due to their performance
benefits over their sequential counterparts. But one of the greatest challenges with CDSs is devel-
oping correct structures and then proving their correctness either through automatic verification or
through hand-written proofs [1]. Considering the complexity of developing a CDS and verifying its
correctness, we address the most basic problem of this domain in this chapter: given the set of LPs
of a CDS, how to show its correctness? We have developed a hand-crafted technique of proving
correctness of the CDSs by validating it LPs which is inspired by rely-guarantee approach [2, 3].
Our technique can be applied to prove the correctness of several commonly used CDSs developed in
literature such as Lock-free Linked based Sets [4], hoh-locking-list [5, 6], lazy-list [6, 7], Skiplists [8],
etc.
Graph is a common data-structure that is being used in various fields where they are very large and
dynamic in nature. Dynamic graphs are the one’s which are subjected to a sequence of changes
like insertion, deletion of vertices and/or edges [9]. We have been specifically motivated by the
problem of Serialization Graph Testing (SGT ) scheduler [10] from Databases and Transactional
Memory [11]. The SGT scheduler maintains the property that conflict graph always remains acyclic
to ensure correctness. The traditional solution employed by SGT in Databases & STMs to maintain
dynamic graphs is to use a single coarse lock to protect the entire graph. We first propose a solution
for this problem by developing a concurrent directed graph data-structure which allows threads to
concurrently add/delete/contains on vertices/edges while ensuring linearizability. Furthermore, we
also provide a linearizable solution for SGT i.e. (1) identifying all conflicting & real-time edges, (2)
adding all those edges while ensuring acyclicity. Both these occur atomically while ensuring that
the history generated satisfies strict-serializability.
iv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Around 2004, 50 years of exponential improvement in the performance of sequential computers ended.
Although, the quantity of transistors on a chip continues to follow Moores law (doubling roughly
every two years), it has become increasingly difficult to continue to improve the performance of
sequential processors.
So, for some years the clock rate of processors grew exponentially and going from below 1MHz to
around 3GHz took the computer industry less than 40 years. However, power and cooling concerns for
the computing systems at high clock rates have discouraged this option to achieve better performance.
Thus, the need for computational power, has lead to a completely new trend, which is commonly
referred to as a “multi-core revolution”. So, many-core and multicore systems were born as industries
response to the single processor’s saturation in performance improvement. Instead of increasing the
clock speed of processors, more cores are being put on a single chip. Multiprocessing, which used to
be a feature of only high-end machines, has become commonplace in personal computers and laptops.
It is possible that, in the near future, mobile phones, media players, and other small devices will
become equipped with many processors.
The architecture of these computers puts two or more independent processors on a single chip
and connects them through a shared memory. The architecture is similar to shared memory
multiprocessors.
This parallel architecture offers a potential solution to the problem of stalled performance growth.
The number of processors that can be fabricated on a chip will continue to increase as per the Moore’s
law, at least for the next few generations. So, to exploit the parallel architecture, applications need
to be parallel programmed, obviously for performance reasons. Unfortunately, parallel programming
is far more difficult to design, maintain and debug than sequential programming. Formulating
algorithms and proving their correctness is even more difficult. The bugs are non-deterministic
and parallel programs often give poor performance. Adding to the woes, reasoning about parallel
programs doesn’t come naturally to human mind. For instance, implementing a sequential queue
data structure is very easy but implementing a queue that allows concurrent operation on both
its ends is still an active area in research. Therefore, parallel programming, which used to be the
domain of a few high-performance computing experts, will now have to be mastered by common
programmers. Multithreading is essential for full exploitation of the multi-core hardware and effective
use of multiple processor systems. However, they do pose some challenges, some of them being:
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1. Collaboration between threads which involves sharing of data in memory or on secondary
storage.
2. Uncontrolled writes can lead to inconsistent data values.
3. Synchronized memory access is required since processors cannot modify independent memory
locations atomically
Graph Analytics is becoming ever more ubiquitous in today’s world. However, situational
dynamic changes in input graphs, such as changes in traffic and weather patterns, lead to variations
in concurrency. Moreover, graph algorithms are known to have data dependent loops and fine-grained
synchronization that makes them hard to scale on parallel machines.
In this thesis, we solve four problems to exploit concurrency in graph algorithms: static as well
as dynamic graphs. Firstly, we considered the problem of graph coloring on static graphs. The
basic motivation behind this problem was to limit the number of threads being created at runtime
(irrespective of the size of the graph to be colored). We explored four different approaches: (1)
barrier synchronization; (2) jones plassman; (3) locking variants and (4) using transactions. The
barrier synchronization and Jones Plassman Algorithm do not fare well and are not comparable to
the sequential coloring. On the other hand, locks and transactions seem to perform fairly well in
terms of time taken for coloring maintaining a reasonable number of colors used. We also present
ideas to cut long waiting chains formed by locks.
Concurrent data structures or CDS such as concurrent stacks, queues, lists etc. have become very
popular in the past few years due to the rise of multi-core systems and due to their performance
benefits over their sequential counterparts. But one of the greatest challenges with CDSs is developing
correct structures and then proving their correctness either through automatic verification or through
hand-written proofs [1]. Considering the complexity of developing a CDS and verifying its correctness,
we address the most basic problem of this domain in this chapter: given the set of LPs of a CDS,
how to show its correctness? We have developed a hand-crafted technique of proving correctness of
the CDSs by validating it LPs which is inspired by rely-guarantee approach [2,3]. Our technique can
be applied to prove the correctness of several commonly used CDSs developed in literature such as
Lock-free Linked based Sets [4], hoh-locking-list [5, 6], lazy-list [6, 7], Skiplists [8], etc.
Graph is a common data-structure that is being used in various fields where they are very large
and dynamic in nature. Dynamic graphs are the one’s which are subjected to a sequence of changes
like insertion, deletion of vertices and/or edges [9]. We have been specifically motivated by the
problem of Serialization Graph Testing (SGT ) scheduler [10] from Databases and Transactional
Memory [11]. The SGT scheduler maintains the property that conflict graph always remains acyclic
to ensure correctness. The traditional solution employed by SGT in Databases & STMs to maintain
dynamic graphs is to use a single coarse lock to protect the entire graph. We first propose a solution
for this problem by developing a concurrent directed graph data-structure which allows threads to
concurrently add/delete/contains on vertices/edges while ensuring linearizability. Furthermore, we
also provide a linearizable solution for SGT i.e. (1) identifying all conflicting & real-time edges, (2)
adding all those edges while ensuring acyclicity. Both these occur atomically while ensuring that the
history generated satisfies strict-serializability.
2
Chapter 2
Parallelizing Graph Coloring
Algorithm
2.1 Introduction
The Graph Coloring Problem pertains with attributing colors to the vertices of a simple graph such
that no two adjacent vertices get the same color (also termed as vertex coloring). Proper coloring of
an arbitrary graph using number of colors equal to its chromatic number is known to be an NP-hard
problem. Thus, the primary goal in the graph coloring problem is to reduce the coloring time and
minimize the number of colors used (ensuring proper coloring).
With the growing use of multi-core systems, hardware capability can be completely exploited
with parallel algorithms. Each core can independently process a subtask and this can speed up
the overall performance of the algorithm. However, sequential algorithms act only on single core,
albeit availability of multi-cores. The development of multi-core systems has been followed by the
advent of shared memory programming paradigms like OpenMP and Pthreads, which are very
easier to program. In this chapter, we simulate using Pthreads for fine grained control over thread
management.
The basic motivation behind this chapter is to limit the number of threads being created at
runtime (irrespective of the size of the graph to be colored). It is a very common practice in the
literature dealing with parallel graph algorithms to create a thread corresponding to each vertex in
the input graph. This is not practically feasible owing to the constraints on the resources (stack
size, etc.) available. Also, increasing the number of threads beyond the hardware capacity does
not lead to any improvement in the performance of the algorithm. To highlight this point, we have
evaluated a parallel algorithm for increasing number of threads as shown in Figure 1. We see that
with continuous increase in number of threads, the performance starts worsening. In this chapter, we
present algorithms for graph coloring which facilitate the user to input the number of threads to be
acted upon depending on the hardware architecture (hardware threads, number of cores) available.
We look at four different approaches: (1) barrier synchronization; (2) jones plassman; (3) locking
variants and (4) transactions. The first algorithm deals with the most widely studied technique of
coloring using barrier synchronization [12–14]. A barrier is a command in the source code for a set of
threads/processes which acts as a synchronization point for all of them. When the threads execute
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Figure 2.1: Time Taken in secs v/s Number of Threads
the barrier point, they must stop and cannot proceed until all remaining threads/processes have
reached the barrier. The literature about parallel graph coloring refers mainly to the algorithm using
barrier synchronization. However, they do not prove the correctness of the algorithm. This is crucial
because all the threads run in an asynchronous manner and the behaviour of a thread at a particular
time instant cannot be determined. In this chapter, we present a modified version of this algorithm
in section 3 and give a proof of correctness of the algorithm. Subsequently, we also present a shared
memory implementation of the Jones Plassman Algorithm. The later subsections puts forth new
approaches for graph coloring using some standard locking techniques. We ensure that deadlocks do
not occur. In Section 4, we then evaluate the performance of the presented algorithms against the
sequential greedy coloring algorithm. We see that the performance of our proposed approach (using
locks) outweighs the other existing algorithms on shared memory architecture. Finally, section 5
concludes and provides a direction of future work in this area.
2.2 Background
2.2.1 Problem Definition
A graph G is represented as a pair (V,E) of a set of vertices V and a set of edges E. The edges are
unordered pairs of the form {i, j} where i, j ∈ V . Two vertices i and j are said to be adjacent if and
only if {i, j} ∈ E and non-adjacent otherwise. The degree of a vertex v is the number of vertices
adjacent to v and is denoted by deg(v).
The Graph Coloring Problem:
A vertex coloring of a simple graph is an allotment of colors to the vertices such that no two adjacent
vertices are assigned the same color. It is easy to see that any arbitrary simple graph can be colored
with ∆ + 1 colors where ∆ is the maximum degree of the simple graph.
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2.2.2 Related Work
The problem of parallel graph coloring has been studied extensively, even on multi and many-core
architectures [13–16]. Jones & Plassman [17] proposed a distributed graph coloring algorithm in
which they process the vertices of a graph in a random order. The difficulty with this approach
lies in identifying the most effective ordering of the vertices according to the graph in question.
Hasenplaugh, et al. [18] proposed two ordering schemes which performs efficiently on the shared
memory implementation of the Jones Plassman Algorithm. Gebremedhin & Manne [12] presented a
basic parallel graph coloring algorithm using block partitioning. However, it can be seen that it is
highly inefficient owing to the synchronization in each iteration of tentative coloring phase. Also,
all the vertices with conflicting colors are colored sequentially. This leads to reduced parallelism
in the algorithm where number of conflicts are high. Gebremedhin, Manne & Woods [16] propose
several enhancement over [12] to reduce the number of conflicts by the use of graph partitioning
packages. However, since the underlying algorithm itself does not completely exploit the parallelism,
this algorithm does not fare too well.
Boman, et al. [14] presented a novel distributed graph coloring algorithm based on the previous
notions, by improving the parallelism. This algorithm also assumed that the number of processors
available would be significantly less as compared to the number of vertices in the graph. Hence
it partitioned the input graph and assigned a subset of vertices to each processor. C¸atalyu¨rek, et
al. [13] extend the previous notion for shared memory model. However, the algorithm create threads
for each vertex in the input graph in each iteration of the algorithm. This increases the overhead
significantly. Also, the paper does not provide a proof as to why the algorithm would terminate in a
finite number of steps or would result in proper coloring of the graph eventually (without the use of
locks for accessing shared memory).
2.2.3 System Model
In this chapter, we assume that our system consists of n processors, accessed by p threads/processors
that run in a completely asynchronous manner. Hence, we make no assumption about the relative
speeds of the processors. We also assume that none of these processors and threads fails.
2.3 Solution Approaches
In this section, we present various approaches suitable for dealing with the Graph Coloring problem
on a shared memory programming model which means that threads communicate only by writing
to and reading from the shared memory. We begin by assuming that all the vertices in the graph
are assigned unique id’s from {1, 2, . . . , |V |}. Initially, the graph G = (V,E) has been preprocessed
by partitioning it uniformly into p partitions where p is the number of threads. Then the vertices
with their corresponding id’s in {1, . . . , |V |/p} are assigned to partition V1, {|V |/p+ 1, . . . , 2|V |/p}
get assigned to partition V2 and so on until Vp. It seems only fair that the graph partitioning
preprocessing time be included in the overall time taken for graph coloring. Hence, using this random
heuristic based partitioning helps us bring down the overall time taken for coloring. Therefore, we do
not use a graph partitioning software for minimizing the crossing edges between various partitions
because it effectively increases the coloring time.
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The vertices in each partition/block can be classified into:- internal vertices (whose all the
neighbouring vertices lie in the same partition) and boundary vertices (those who have neighbours
belonging to other partitions). Each thread is responsible for proper coloring of all the vertices in
its partition. The subsequent subsections present algorithms using the First Fit Coloring strategy,
which assigns each vertex the least legal color available. All the algorithms can be easily adapted to
other coloring strategies like Largest Degree First, etc.
2.3.1 Using Barrier Synchronization
The barrier synchronization based algorithm has been widely explored in the literature [12–14].
However, the major difference in the algorithm presented here is that [13] has not explicitly used
barriers for synchronization. We use barriers because it is more efficient than creating new threads as
in [13]. As discussed before, a barrier is a synchronization point amongst threads. This algorithm has
two phases: tentative coloring and conflict detection phase. Each thread maintains a copy of colors
assigned to its neighbours locally in ForbiddenColors List. In the first phase, a thread assigns a color
to all the vertices in its partition by taking into account all its previously colored neighbours from
the local copy. However, it might result in two threads simultaneously coloring the vertices adjacent
to each other with the same color. Hence, in the second phase, each thread Ti checks whether the
vertices in Vi have been assigned valid colors by comparing the color of each vertex against all its
neighbours. If any vertex and its neighbor have the same color, then the vertex in the partition with
lower partition id is marked for recoloring.
The first and second phases are synchronized by a barrier that ensures that all the p threads start
their execution at the same instant. This is crucial because if a thread were still coloring while other
tries to detect conflicts, then this can lead to false detection eventually leading to improper coloring.
The algorithm has been described in Algorithm 1.
Lemma 1: Barrier Synchronization Algorithm results in proper coloring of the graph.
Proof: Let us prove by contradiction. So, we assume that the barrier synchronization algorithm
does not result in proper coloring of the graph meaning that two adjacent vertices in the graph have
the same color at the end of the algorithm.
Each round/iteration of the algorithm consists of 2 phases: coloring and conflict detection phase
respectively. We denote the coloring phase of ith iteration as i.1 and conflict detection phase of ith
iteration as i.2.
Without loss of generality, let us say that a vertex vx which is adjacent to a vertex vy, gets colored
c in round i.1 and vertex vy gets assigned the same color in round j.1, both belonging to different
partitions and i ≤ j.
colori.1(vx) = color
j.1(vy) = c where vx, vy belong to different partitions
Now there are two possibilities as follows:
a) vx was assigned color c in round (j − 1).1: In this case, in round (j − 1).2, vx and vy would be
identified with same color and the vertex in the lower partition id would get recolored in round j.1.
Hence either vx or vy would have a color different from c. Also since i ≤ j, this means that both
vertices get properly colored. Hence this is a contradiction to our initial assumption.
b) vx was assigned a color different from c in round (j − 1).1: In this case, vx got recolored back to
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Algorithm 1 Using Barrier
1: Input: p ← no of threads
2: uniform partitioning of V into V1, V2, . . . , Vp in increasing order of vertex ids
3: m ← maximum degree of graph
4: procedure ParallelGraphColoring(G = (V,E))
5: for all thread Ti | i ∈ {1, ..., p} do
6: Identify boundary vertices of partition i
7: Initialise TotalColors[m + 1] ← {0, 1, . . . , m}
8: for v ∈ Vi do
9: Create List v.ForbiddenColors
10: Initialise v.ForbiddenColors to −1
11: end for
12: Ui ← Vi
13: while Ui 6= ∅ do
14: for each v ∈ Ui do . Phase 1 starts
15: Assign color(v) ← min{TotalColors − v.ForbiddenColors}
16: for each u ∈ adjacent(v) | u ∈ Vi do
17: Update color(v) in u.ForbiddenColors
18: end for
19: end for
20: Wait for all threads to reach here . Using barrier
21: Ri ← ∅ . Phase 2 starts
22: for each v ∈ Ui | v is a boundary vertex in Ui do
23: for each u ∈ adjacent(v) | u /∈ Vi do
24: Update color(u) in v.ForbiddenColors
25: if color(u) = color(v) | u ∈ Vj and i < j then
26: Ri ← Ri ∪ {u}
27: end if
28: end for
29: end for
30: Ui ← Ri
31: Wait for all threads to reach here . Using barrier
32: end while
33: end for
34: end procedure
color c in round j.1, then a conflict will be detected in round j.2 and it will be resolved in round
(j + 1).1. Hence it again contradicts our assumption.
Thus we can conclude that eventually all the conflicts get resolved and no two adjacent vertices get
assigned to a same color. 2
Lemma 2: Barrier Algorithm terminates after a maximum of p+ 1 iterations.
Proof: The partitions of the graph are V1, V2, . . . , Vp. In each round, a vertex in Vi is recolored if
it has a conflict with a vertex in Vi+1, . . . , Vp.
In the 1st round, at least all vertices of Vp get properly colored and all conflicts of the vertices in
Vp−1 with vertices of Vp are identified, which are resolved in the next round.
Similarly, in the 2nd round, all vertices of Vp−1 get properly colored and all conflicts in Vp−2 with
Vp−1 are identified, which are resolved in the subsequent round.
Thus by induction, it is easy to see that after p+ 1 iterations, V1 gets properly colored. Also, the
maximum number of times a vertex in partition Vi gets recolored is (p− i). 2
2.3.2 Jones Plassman Algorithm
The Jones Plassman algorithm is a very popularly known distributed graph coloring algorithm. In
this subsection, we present a shared memory implementation of the Jones Plassman Algorithm.
Initially, each vertex v in the input graph is assigned a distinct random number ρ(v). This is helpful
in ordering the vertex amongst its neighbours by computing local data structures, n-wait(v) and
send-list(v). The data structure n-wait(v) maintains the count of those neighbours u ∈ adj(v) which
have ρ(u) greater than ρ(v). This implies that vertex v should be colored after coloring of these
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vertices. Similarly, send-list(v) keeps those neighbours u ∈ adj(v) which have ρ(u) smaller than ρ(v),
meaning that once vertex v gets colored, the vertices in send-list(v) can be colored.
Since the vertices of different partitions in the graph communicate by exchanging messages in
the distributed algorithm, we achieve the same in the shared memory by using a concurrent list
data structure. For each thread Ti, a corresponding Concurrent Set based List Li is initialised. The
algorithm proceeds in iterations until all the vertices in partition local to each thread get colored. In
each iteration, all the vertices with their n-wait as 0, say P , are colored indicating their turn in the
ordering amongst the set of neighbours. As a result of this, the vertices which have been waiting for
P to get colored (send-list(P )) have to be informed. So, P is added to the Concurrent List of the
corresponding threads (those partition which contains vertices in send-list(P)).
A thread keeps iterating through its concurrent set Li to check if any other vertex (which it has been
waiting on) has been colored. If a new insertion happens in the List then the corresponding adjacent
vertex’s n-wait is decreased by 1. It is to be noted that the Concurrent Set based Linked List with
functions for scan and append can be implemented using mutexes or atomic CAS operations. Here,
delete operation is not required. Also, the scan function simply checks if the next pointer is not
NULL. If not NULL, it indicates a new element has been inserted in the List. The complete algorithm
is described in Algorithm 2.
Lemma 3: At least one vertex at every instant in JP Algorithm has its n-wait as 0. 2
Lemma 4: Jones Plassman Algorithm results in proper coloring of the graph.
Proof: This can be seen in a straightforward manner. Improper coloring can only happen if two
adjacent vertices of different partitions are colored at the same time by different threads wherein
they both read the same colors of the neighbours and assign the adjacent vertices to the same color.
Now, as can be seen from Algorithm 2, only vertices with their n-wait as 0 can be colored at a
particular time instant. Thus, it is to be shown that no two adjacent vertices have their n-wait as 0
at the same time instant. It is known that all vertices in the graph are assigned a distinct, random
number. Hence because of lines 15-18 in Algorithm 2, all adjacent vertices would be waiting on one
another. This proves that n-wait of two adjacent vertices cannot become 0 at the same instant and
thus ensures legal coloring. 2
Lemma 5: Jones Plassman Algorithm terminates after a finite iterations.
Proof: In case of a complete graph of n vertices, each vertex in a partition sends a message to each
of the concurrent thread. Say a vertex in the 1st partition is currently having n-wait as 0. Hence it
colors itself and writes to Concurrent List of all other p-1 threads. Now all vertices decrease their
n-wait by 1. At least one vertex now has its n-wait to be 0. Hence it again colors itself and sends
messages to all other p-1 threads. Since each partition contains at max n/p vertices, the maximum
number of messages passed by a single thread = (p− 1) ∗n/p = O(n). Now since there are p threads,
the total number of messages are upper bounded by O(n ∗ p). 2
2.3.3 Using Mutex Locks
The motivation behind using an alternative to the barrier synchronization approach presented in
previous subsection lies in the fact that, since all the threads get synchronized at two points (Lines
20 & 31 in Algorithm 1) in each iteration, there is an unfavourable impact on the performance
of the algorithm. The overall goal is to avoid global synchronization of threads and let them run
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Algorithm 2 Jones Plassman
1: Input: p ← no of threads
2: Assign ρ(v) ∀ v ∈ V . distinct, random number
3: procedure ParallelGraphColoring(G = (V,E))
4: for all thread Ti | i ∈ {1, . . . , p} do
5: Identify boundary vertices of partition i
6: Initialise TotalColors[m + 1] ← {0, 1, . . . , m}
7: color list ← ∅
8: Initialise Concurrent List Li . indicating all adjacent vertices of all vertices in Ti
9: for each v ∈ Vi | v is a boundary vertex do
10: n-wait(v) ← 0
11: send-list(v) ← ∅
12: for each u ∈ adjacent(v) | u is a boundary vertex do
13: if ρ(u) > ρ(v) then
14: n-wait(v) ← n-wait(v) + 1
15: else
16: send-list(v) ← send-list(v) ∪ {u}
17: end if
18: end for
19: if n-wait(v) = 0 then
20: color-list ← color-list ∪ {v}
21: end if
22: end for
23: for v ∈ Vi do
24: Create List v.ForbiddenColors
25: Initialise v.ForbiddenColors to −1
26: end for
27: Invoke Color(color-list)
28: Invoke Append Concurrent List(color-list)
29: n-colored ← | color-list |
30: color list ← ∅
31: while n-colored < no of boundary vertices in Vi do
32: Iterate Li to get v
33: for each u ∈ adjacent(v) | u ∈ Vi and u is a boundary vertex do
34: n-wait(u) ← n-wait(u) − 1
35: Update color(v) in u.ForbiddenColors
36: if n-wait(u) = 0 then
37: color-list ← color-list ∪ {u}
38: end if
39: end for
40: Invoke Color(color-list)
41: Invoke Append Concurrent List(color-list)
42: n-colored ← n-colored + | color-list |
43: color list ← ∅
44: end while
45: for each v ∈ Vi | v is a internal vertex in Vi do
46: color(v) ← min{TotalColors − color(adjacent(v))}
47: end for
48: end for
49: end procedure
50: procedure Append Concurrent List(color-list)
51: for each v ∈ color-list do
52: temp set ← ∅
53: for each w ∈ send-list(v) do
54: temp set ← temp set ∪ Partition id(w)
55: end for
56: for each k ∈ temp set do
57: Lk.insert(v, color(v))
58: end for
59: end for
60: end procedure
61: procedure Color(color-list)
62: for each v ∈ color-list do
63: color(v) ← min{TotalColors − v.ForbiddenColors}
64: for each u ∈ adjacent(v) do
65: Update color(v) in u.ForbiddenColors
66: end for
67: end for
68: end procedure
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independently. We present algorithms based on the locking of the graph vertices. With locks, coloring
the vertex becomes a critical section and a thread can only enter the critical section when it has
acquired the lock.
Coarse Grained Locking
With Coarse Grained Locking, there exists a big lock on the complete list of boundary vertices. This
implies that at any point, a thread must acquire a lock on this list to color any boundary vertex.
Fine Grained Locking
Coarse Grained Locking can be improvised on by making use of fine grained locks wherein each
vertex has a corresponding lock. A thread wishing to color a boundary vertex has to obtain locks on
all the neighboring vertices of that boundary vertex. However, to avoid deadlock, a global ordering
of vertices is maintained (based on their vertex ids) and vertices acquire locks in the respective order.
The complete algorithm has been described in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Using Fine Grained Locks
1: Input: p ← no of threads
2: procedure ParallelGraphColoring(G = (V,E))
3: for all thread Ti | i ∈ {1,. . . ,p} do
4: Identify boundary vertices in Vi
5: Initialise TotalColors[m + 1] = {0, 1, ...., m}
6: for each v ∈ Vi | v is a internal vertex in Vi do
7: color(v) ← min{TotalColors − color(adjacent(v)}
8: end for
9: for each v ∈ Vi | v is a boundary vertex in Vi do
10: List Ai ← adj(v) | adj(v) is a boundary vertex
11: Ai ← Ai ∪ {v}
12: Lock all vertices in Ai in increasing order of vertex ids
13: color(v) ← min{TotalColors − color(adjacent(v)}
14: Unlock all vertices in Ai
15: end for
16: end for
17: end procedure
Cutting Waiting Chains
The drawback of using fine grained locks as described in the previous subsubsection is that in case of
a chain graph, each vertex could be waiting on its adjacent vertex to acquire the locks. These waiting
chains can worsen in denser graphs. This leads to a motivation to develop an algorithm for cutting
long transitive waiting chains. Here, we present a variant of the Anderson, et al. [19] algorithm.
The idea here is to maintain a table data structure of boolean fields with number of rows equal
to the number of partitions + 1 of the graph and number of columns equal to the number of
partitions. A request for coloring a vertex v can be made by positioning itself in the column indexed
by partition id(v), of a particular row. Each true entry present in a row in the table corresponds to
the request positioned in that row. Each column is indexed by the partition id’s of the graph. The
advantage to using this approach is that the size of the table is very small (in order of number of
partitions) as compared to the size of input graph. The requests are fulfilled in the increasing order
of rows starting from the first row of the table. To maintain validity, we need to ensure that at any
instant only one request can be placed by a particular thread in some row.
To place a request for coloring a vertex v of a particular partition in a particular row, the thread
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needs to check the existing requests placed in the corresponding row. If all vertices corresponding to
the requests placed in that row are not adjacent to v in the graph, then the request can be placed
in the corresponding row. For this, a thread must know about the vertices which are being colored
corresponding to the partition id’s whose entry is true in the respective row. To achieve this, an
atomic array of the size of the number of partitions is maintained. Each element of the array indexed
by a partition id corresponds to the vertex being colored from that partition. This information is
updated whenever a new request is placed.
Figure 2.2: Illustration of working of variant of Anderson’s algorithm
The terminology used in the pseudo code is consistent with [19]. The shared memory field head
is an atomic field which points to the currently enabled row in the table. Two more atomic arrays
enabled and numReq are maintained. Each row in the table has a corresponding entry in these arrays
indexed by the row number. A true entry in the enabled array indicates that the requests positioned
in the corresponding row are fulfilled. At a particular instant, only one row can be enabled. numReq
array maintains the count of the number of requests in each row. The last request in a row to be
fulfilled, marks the next row to be enabled. Locks are needed to avoid concurrent changes to a row.
Hence the algorithm proceeds in hand-over-hand row wise locking. This prevents deadlocks and
allows fine grained concurrent access over the table data structure. Figure 2 illustrates the working
of the algorithm when vertices 1 and 3 of partitions P0 and P1 are being colored concurrently. This
can be identified by atomic VertexFromPartition array. It can be seen that the request for vertex 1
is placed in first row and vertex 2 in second row respectively. The first row of the table is referenced
by head which corresponds to enabled being set to true. The number of requests placed in a given
row is stored in numReq. Algorithm 4 describes the complete pseudo-code of the algorithm.
At any instant, only one request for coloring a vertex can be placed from each partition in this
concurrent data structure. In the case of a complete graph, each request would be placed in a different
row. Also since all the requests are fulfilled in the increasing order of the rows, there is no request
that cannot be placed on its arrival. Hence the algorithm terminates when all the requests have
been enabled. It can be seen that in case of a chain graph over n vertices, the length of the waiting
chain equals to 2 only. Every alternate vertex can be placed in the same row of the table. This is an
improvement over fine grained locking where the length of the waiting chain could have been n.
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Algorithm 4 Anderson’s Variant
1: Input: p ← no of threads
2: A ← Atomic array of p indices
3: Initialise a table data structure of boolean fields with #rows = p+ 1, #cols = p
4: procedure ParallelGraphColoring(G = (V,E))
5: for all thread Ti | i ∈ {1,. . . ,p} do
6: Identify boundary vertices in Vi
7: Initialise TotalColors[m + 1] = {0, 1, ...., m}
8: for each v ∈ Vi | v is a internal vertex in Vi do
9: color(v) ← min{TotalColors − color(adjacent(v)}
10: end for
11: for each v ∈ Vi | v is a boundary vertex in Vi do
12: Invoke request table(v, i)
13: color(v) ← min{TotalColors − color(adjacent(v)}
14: Invoke release table(v, i)
15: end for
16: end for
17: end procedure
18: procedure request table(v, i)
19: Update A[i] ← v
20: Acquire a lock on the head row of the table
21: start ← head
22: while true do
23: Initialise List L ← ∅
24: for each true entry ∈ table[start][k] do where 1 ≤ k ≤ p
25: List L ← A[k] ∪ L
26: end for
27: flag ← false
28: for each w ∈ L do
29: if w is adjacent to v then
30: flag ← true
31: end if
32: end for
33: if flag = false then
34: Goto line 43
35: end if
36: next ← start+ 1
37: Acquire a lock on the next row of the table
38: Release lock on the start row of the table
39: start ← next
40: end while
41: Set table[start][i] ← true
42: numReq[start]++
43: Release lock on the start row of the table
44: Wait until enabled[start] is set to true
45: end procedure
46: procedure release table(v, i)
47: Acquire a lock on the start row of the table
48: Set table[start][i] ← false
49: numReq[start]−−
50: if numReq[start] = 0 then
51: next ← start+ 1
52: enabled[start] ← false
53: head ← next
54: enabled[next] ← true
55: end if
56: Release lock on the start row of the table
57: end procedure
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Maximal Independent Sets of subgraphs
It is commonly known that computing a Maximal Independent set of a graph is an NP-Complete
problem. In this subsection, we present an algorithm for graph coloring which maintains small
subgraph of the original graph and computes the MIS on it. The keypoint is that at any instant,
the maximum of vertices in the subgraph is equal to the number of partitions. Since the size of
the subgraph is very small as compared to the input graph; the algorithm is expected to fare well
practically. Whenever a request for coloring a vertex v is made by a thread, a node is added to the
subgraph G′ corresponding to the thread’s partition. If v is adjacent to any vertex in G, then the
corresponding edge is added to vertex’s partition node in G′, if present. The algorithm proceeds in
iterations until all the vertices in its partition get colored. In each step, an MIS is identified and
those vertices are marked as active, which means that they can be colored. Furthermore, after a
vertex has been colored, it is removed from the subgraph along with its corresponding edges. To
avoid concurrent accesses to the shared subgraph G′, a coarse mutex lock is used. The pseudo code
is described in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 MIS in subgraphs
1: Input: p ← no of threads
2: uniform random partitioning of V in V1, V2, . . ,Vp
3: Initialise an empty graph data structure G′
4: procedure ParallelGraphColoring(G = (V,E))
5: for all thread Ti | i ∈ {1,. . . ,p} do
6: Identify boundary vertices in Vi
7: Initialise TotalColors[m + 1] = {0, 1, ...., m}
8: for each v ∈ Vi | v is a internal vertex in Vi do
9: color(v) ← min{TotalColors − color(adjacent(v)}
10: end for
11: for each v ∈ Vi | v is a boundary vertex in Vi do
12: Invoke request graph(v, i)
13: color(v) ← min{TotalColors − color(adjacent(v)}
14: Invoke release graph(v, i)
15: end for
16: end for
17: end procedure
18: procedure request graph(v, i)
19: Acquire a lock on the graph G′
20: Add a vertex i to G′ and mark it inactive
21: Add edges from i to respective vertices ∈ G′ and vice versa
22: if degree of i = 0 then
23: Mark i as active
24: end if
25: Release lock on graph G′
26: Wait until vertex i becomes active
27: end procedure
28: procedure release graph(v, i)
29: Acquire a lock on the graph G′
30: Remove vertex i from G′ and all corresponding edges
31: Identify MIS from the set of inactive vertices and mark active
32: Release lock on G′
33: end procedure
2.3.4 Using Transactions
A transaction is a piece of code which executes atomically. Since the internal vertices are colored
without any interaction amongst threads, they can be colored without creating any transaction.
However, each boundary vertex has to be colored by creating a transaction. A read operation is
performed for reading the colors of all the adjacent vertices and finally a write is invoked for assigning
a valid color to the boundary vertex. If at any point, an operation fails, the transaction has to be
restarted. Once the transaction commits, this implies that the vertex has been colored (by writing
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its color to shared memory graph). This algorithm ensures proper coloring of the graph. We simulate
this using Basic Timestamp Ordering (BTO) Protocol. This has been described in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6 Using Transactions
1: Input: p ← no of threads
2: Declare color(v) ∀v ∈ V in shared memory
3: aborts ← 0
4: Initialise Protocol (BTO/SGT)
5: procedure ParallelGraphColoring(G = (V,E))
6: for all thread Ti | i ∈ {1,. . . ,p} do
7: Identify boundary vertices in Vi
8: Initialise TotalColors[m + 1] = {0, 1, ...., m}
9: for each v ∈ Vi | v is a internal vertex in Vi do
10: color(v) ← min{TotalColors − color(adjacent(v)}
11: end for
12: for each v ∈ Vi | v is a boundary vertex in Vi do
13: Begin Transaction
14: List C ← read color(adj(v))
15: if read fails then
16: Abort transaction & goto line 15
17: end if
18: write color(v) ← min{TotalColors − C}
19: try commit() transaction
20: if try commit() fails then
21: Increment aborts & goto line 15
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
25: end procedure
2.4 Simulation Results & Analysis
We performed our tests on 24 core Intel Xeon server (X5675) running at 3.07 GHz core frequency.
Each core supports 6 hardware threads, clocked at 1600 MHz. In the experiments conducted, the time
taken for coloring the graph in the multi-threaded version includes the time taken for partitioning of
graph as well. However, time taken for coloring in all versions (sequential & parallel) excludes the
time taken to read the graph input. Each data point is obtained after averaging for 10 iterations. To
test the performance of the algorithms, we have used real world graph, Live Journal from SNAP [20].
We have evaluated for two metrics: Time Taken to color the graph and Number of Colors Used. We
have tested it for all algorithms in previous section by varying the number of threads in the range
1-1000 and noted it for the best result.
As can be clearly observed from the performance results in Table 2.1, the barrier synchronization and
Jones Plassman Algorithm do not fare well and are not comparable to the sequential coloring. On
the other hand, locks and transactions seem to perform fairly well in terms of time taken for coloring
maintaining a reasonable number of colors used. We observe that fine grained locking performs
significantly better as compared to the sequential coloring. It is important to realise that Jones
Plassman Algorithm does not fare well in terms of the time taken for coloring, partly because of the
inefficient random ordering assigned to vertices. Hence even though it uses a reasonable number of
colors, it is not practically feasible.
In the literature, there exists many ordering schemes which can further reduce the number of
colors used such as Largest Degree First, Saturation Degree, etc [21]. It is important to note that
since these orderings require some sorting of the vertices to order them, these will incur additional
cost in terms of time taken. For parallel graph coloring, such heuristics can be used to order the
vertices of each partition. Hence if such techniques are employed, they will lead to a rise in the time
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taken proportionally amongst all the algorithms (including the greedy sequential one). Thus, there
will be no impact on the relative performance of the algorithms employed for a different ordering
heuristic.
Table 2.1: Results of Live Journal Dataset
Algorithm #threads Time Taken (secs) #colors used
Fine Grained Locks 70 6.18 334
Transactions (BTO) 200 8.26 335
Sequential algorithm 1 13.86 334
Coarse grained locks 100 17.75 333
Maximal Independent Set 2 18.36 336
Anderson’s variant 14 19.26 335
Barrier synchronization 400 21.99 334
Jones Plassman 40 64954 334
2.5 Conclusion & Future Work
We have presented parallel algorithms for graph coloring suitable to the shared memory programming
model. We have looked into the most commonly used approach for coloring using barrier synchro-
nization and Jones Plassman Algorithm. We have also proposed new approaches using locks. Using
the SNAP dataset, we evaluated the performance of the algorithms on the Intel platform. The results
show that the improvement is noteworthy. This gives a motivation that the overhead of locking and
unlocking operations is less and they do scale well with increasing number of threads as compared to
the existing approaches.
We intend to test these algorithms for other types of graphs including dense ones. It seems that
the algorithm can be improved by exploring pushing ahead of requests in the table used in Anderson’s
algorithm. Also these locking ideas can be extended for specific categories of graphs such as trees,
star, etc. Furthermore, cutting the waiting chains caused by fine grained locking in graphs is an
active research problem.
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Chapter 3
Proving Correctness of Concurrent
Objects by Validating
Linearization Points
3.1 Introduction
Concurrent data structures or CDS such as concurrent stacks, queues, lists etc. have become very
popular in the past few years due to the rise of multi-core systems and due to their performance
benefits over their sequential counterparts. This makes the concurrent data structures highly desirable
in big data applications such data structures in combination with multi-core machines can be exploited
to accelerate the big data applications. But one of the greatest challenges with CDSs is developing
correct structures and then proving their correctness either through automatic verification or through
hand-written proofs [1]. We believe that the techniques which help to prove correctness of CDSs can
also guide in developing new CDSs.
A CDS exports methods which can be invoked concurrently by different threads. A history
generated by a CDS is a collection of method invocation and response events. Each invocation or
inv event of a method call has a subsequent response or rsp event which can be interleaved with
invocation, responses from other concurrent methods.
To prove a concurrent data structure to be correct, linearizability proposed by Herlihy & Wing [22]
is the standard correctness criterion used. Linearizability ensures that every concurrent execution
simulates the behavior of some sequential execution while not actually executing sequentially and
hence leveraging on the performance. A history generated by a CDS is linearizable if (1) The inv and
rsp events can be reordered to get a valid sequential history. (2) The generated sequential history
satisfies the object’s sequential specification. (3) If a rsp event precedes an invocation event in the
original history, then this should also be preserved in the sequential reordering.
Several techniques have been proposed for proving linearizability: both hand-written based and
through automatic verification. One of the intuitive techniques to prove correctness of CDSs is using
Linearization Points or LPs. A LP is an (atomic) event in the execution interval of each method
such that the execution of the entire method seems to have taken place in the instant of that event.
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Many of techniques for showing linearizability consider lazy linked-list based concurrent set
implementation, denoted as lazy-list, proposed by Heller at al [7]. This is one of the popular CDSs
used for proving correctness due to the intricacies of LPs of its methods in their execution. A
particularly interesting scenario with lazy-list being that the LP of an unsuccessful contains() method
can lie outside the method’s code and depend on the LP of a successful concurrent add() method if
add’s LP lies between the inv and rsp events of the contains() method [7] (interested reader may
refer Figure 3.6 in appendix Section 3.4.1). Such scenarios can also occur with other CDSs as well.
Vafeiadis et al. [3] hand-crafted one of the earliest proofs of linearizability for lazy-list using the
rely-guarantee approach [2] which can be generalized to other CDSs as well. O’Hearn et al. [23] have
developed a generic methodology for linearizability by identifying new property known as Hindsight
lemma. Their technique is non-constructive in nature. Both these techniques don’t depend on the
notion of LPs.
Recently Lev-Ari et al. [24,25] proposed a constructive methodology for proving correctness of
CDSs. They have developed a very interesting notion of base-points and base-conditions to prove
linearizability. Their methodology manually identifies the base conditions, commuting steps, and
base point preserving steps and gives a roadmap for proving correctness by writing semi-formal
proofs. Their seminal technique, does not depend on the notion of LPs, can help practitioners and
researchers from other fields to develop correct CDSs.
In spite of several such techniques having been proposed for proving linearizability, LPs continue
to remain most popular tool for illustrating correctness of CDSs among practitioners. LPs are
popular since they seem intuitive and more importantly are constructive in nature. In fact, we believe
using the notion of LPs, new CDS can be designed as well. But one of the main challenges with
the LP based approach is to identify the correct LPs of a CDS. Identifying the correct LPs can be
deceptively wrong in many cases. For instance, it is not obvious to a novice developer that the LP
of an unsuccessful contains method of lazy-list could be outside the contains method (as explained
above). In fact in many cases, the LP identified and as a result even the CDS could be wrong.
The problem of proving correctness of CDS (either with or without LPs) has been quite well
explored in the verification community in the past few years. Several efficient automatic proving
tools and techniques have been developed [26–31] to address this issue. In fact, many of these tools
can also show correctness without the information of LPs. But very little can be gleaned from these
techniques to identify the correct LPs of a CDS by a programmer. Nor do they provide any insight to
a programmer to develop new CDSs which are correct. The objective of the most of these techniques
has been to efficiently automate proving correctness of already developed CDSs.
Considering the complexity of developing a CDS and verifying its correctness, we address the
most basic problem of this domain in this chapter: given the set of LPs of a CDS, how to
show its correctness? We have developed a hand-crafted technique of proving correctness of the
CDSs by validating it LPs which is inspired by rely-guarantee approach [2, 3]. Our technique can
be applied to prove the correctness of several commonly used CDSs developed in literature such as
Lock-free Linked based Sets [4], hoh-locking-list [5, 6] , lazy-list [6, 7], Skiplists [8] etc. Our technique
will also work for CDSs in which the LPs of a method might lie outside the method such as lazy-list.
To show the efficacy of this technique, we show the correctness of lazy-list [5, 6].
As observed earlier, identifying the correct LPs is very tricky and erroneous. But since our
technique is hand-crafted, we believe that the process of proving correctness might provide insight to
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identify the correct LPs, if the currently chosen LP is incorrect. We also believe that this technique
might also offer the programmer some insight to develop more efficient variants of the CDS.
Contribution. In the proposed technique, we consider executions corresponding to the histories.
For a history H, an execution EH is a totally ordered sequence of atomic events which are executed
by the threads invoking the methods of the history. Thus an execution starts from an initial global
state and then goes from one global state to the other as it executes atomic events. With each global
state, we associate the notion of abstract data-structure or AbDS. This represent the state of the
CDS if it had executed sequentially.
Our technique starts with assumptions over the CDS with given LPs. Then for any concur-
rent history H, we construct a sequential history CS(H) by ordering all the methods of H by
their LPs (which are all atomic and hence totally ordered). The details of this construction are
described in Section 3.3.3. Since CS(H) is generated sequentially, it can be seen that it satisfies the
sequential-specification of the CDS, hence legal [22](Assumption 3).
All the method invocations of CS(H) respect the method ordering of H (Lemma 6). If we can
show that all the response events in H and CS(H) are the same then H is linearizable. The proof of
this equivalence naturally depends on the properties of the CDS being considered. We have identified
a lemma (Lemma 9) as a part of our proof technique, which if shown to be true for all the methods
of the CDS, implies linearizability of the CDS. In this lemma, we consider the pre-state of the LP of
a method mi in a history H. As the name suggests, pre-state is the global state of the CDS just
before the LP event. This lemma requires that the AbDS in the pre-state to be the result of some
sequential execution of the methods of the CDS. Similarly, the AbDS in the post-state of the LP
must be as a result of some sequential execution the methods with mi being the final method in
the sequence. We show that if the CDS ensures this equivalence between concurrent and sequential
execution then it is linearizable (as detailed in Theorem 12).
The Lemma 9 serves as a template and has to be proved individually for each CDS subjected
for testing the correctness. We show that any CDS for which this lemma is true and satisfies our
assumptions on the LPs, is linearizable.
3.2 System model & Preliminaries
In this chapter, we assume that our system consists of finite set of p processors, accessed by a finite
set of n threads that run in a completely asynchronous manner and communicate using deterministic
shared objects. The threads communicate with each other by invoking higher-level methods on the
shared objects and obtaining the corresponding responses. Consequently, we make no assumption
about the relative speeds of the threads. We also assume that none of these processors and threads
fail. We refer to a shared objects as a concurrent data-structure or CDS.
Events & Methods. We assume that the threads execute atomic events. Similar to Lev-Ari et.
al.’s work, [24, 25] we assume that these events by different threads are (1) atomic read, write on
shared/local memory objects; (2) atomic read-modify-write or rmw operations such compare & swap
etc. on CDSs (3) method invocation or inv event & response or rsp event on CDSs.
A thread executing a method mi, starts with the inv event, say invi, executes the events in the
mi until the final rsp event rspi. The rsp event rspi of mi is said to match the inv event invi. On
the other hand, if the invocation event invi does not have a response event rspi in the execution,
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then we say that both the inv event invi and the method mi are pending.
The method inv & rsp events are typically associated with invocation and response parameters.
The invocation parameters are passed as input while response parameters are obtained as output
to and from the CDS respectively. For instance, the invocation event of the enqueue method on
a queue object Q is denoted as inv(Q.enq(v)) while the rsp event of a dequeue method can be
denoted as rsp(Q.deq(v)). We combine the inv and rsp events to represent a method as follows:
mi(inv-params, rsp-params) where inv(mi(inv-params)) and rsp(mi(rsp-params)) represent the
inv , rsp events respectively. For instance, we represent enqueue as enq(v, ok), or a successful add
to a set as add(k, T ). If there are multiple invocation or response parameters, we use delimiters
to differentiate them. In most cases, we ignore these invocation and response parameters unless
they are required for the context and denote the method as mi. In such a case, we simply denote
mi.inv,mi.rsp as the inv and rsp events.
Global States, Execution and Histories. We define the global state or state of the system as
the collection of local and shared variables across all the threads in the system. The system starts
with an initial global state. Each event changes possibly the global state of the system leading to a
new global state. The events read, write, rmw on shared/local memory objects change the global
state. The inv & rsp events on higher level shared-memory objects do not change the contents of the
global state. Although we denote the resulting state with a new label in this case.
We denote an execution of a concurrent threads as a finite sequence of totally ordered atomic
events. We formally denote an execution E as the tuple 〈evts,<E〉, where E.evts denotes the set
of all events of E and <E is the total order among these events. A history corresponding to an
execution consists only of method inv and rsp events (in other words, a history views the methods as
black boxes without going inside the internals). Similar to an execution, a history H can be formally
denoted as 〈evts,<H〉 where evts are of type inv & rsp and <H defines a total order among these
events. With this definition, it can be seen that an execution uniquely characterizes a history. For a
history H, we denote the corresponding execution as EH .
We denote the set of methods invoked by threads in a history H (and the corresponding execution
EH) by H.mths (or EH .mths). Similarly, if a method mx is invoked by a thread in a history H
(EH), we refer to it as H.mx (E
H .mx). Although all the events of an execution are totally ordered
in EH , the methods are only partially ordered. We say that a method mx is ordered before method
my in real-time if the rsp event of mx precedes the invocation event of my, i.e. (mx.rsp <H my.inv).
We denote the set of all real-time orders between the methods of H by ≺rtH .
Next, we relate executions (histories) with global states. An execution takes the system through
a series of global states with each event of the execution starting from the initial state takes the
global state from one to the next. We associate the state of an execution (or history) to be the
global state after the last event of the execution. We denote this final global state S of an execution
E as S = E.state (or H.state). We refer to the set of all the global states that a system goes
through in the course of an execution as E.allStates (or H.allStates). It can be seen that for E,
E.state ∈ E.allStates. Figure 3.1 shows a concurrent execution EH and its corresponding history
H. In the figure, the curved line represents an event and the vertical line is a state. The open([) &
close(]) square brackets simply demarcate the methods of a thread and have no specific meaning in
the figure.
Given an event e of an execution E, we denote global state just before the e as the pre-state of e
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and denote it as PreE[e]. Similarly, we denote the state immediately after e as the post-state of e or
PostE[e]. Thus if an event e is in E.evts then both PreE[e] and PostE[e] are in E.allStates.
(a) (b)
Ti
Tj
inv()inv() resp() inv() resp() inv() resp()
H.stateE.state
EH H
Ti
Tj
resp()
Figure 3.1: Figure (a) depicts a Concurrent Execution EH comprising of multiple events E.evts. E.state denotes the global
state after the last event of the execution. Consider a read/write event e, then pre-state of event e is PreE[e] and the
post-state is PostE[e] and both belong to E.allStates. Figure (b) depicts the corresponding concurrent history H consisting
only of inv and resp events. H.state denotes the global state after the last event in the history.
The notion of pre & post states can be extended to methods as well. We denote the pre-state
of a method m or PreM [m] as the global state just before the invocation event of m whereas the
post-state of m or PreM [m] as the global state just after the return event of m. Figure 3.2 illustrates
the global states immediately before and after mi.LP which are denoted as PreE[E
H .mi.LP ] and
PostE[EH .mi.LP ] respectively in the execution E
H .
mi+1mi+1
(a)
mimi
PostM [ES.mi]
(b)
EH ES
PostE[EH .mi.LP ]
PreE[EH .mi+1.LP ] PreM [ES.mi+1]
mi+1.LP
mi.LP
inv() resp() inv() resp()
Figure 3.2: Figure (a) illustrates an example of a concurrent execution EH . Then, mi.LP is the LP event of the method mi.
The global state immediately after this event is represented as Post-state of (EH .mi.LP ). Figure (b) represents sequential
execution ES corresponding to (a) with post-state of method mi as the state after its resp event.
Notations on Histories. We now define a few notations on histories which can be extended
to the corresponding executions. We say two histories H1 and H2 are equivalent if the set of
events in H1 are the same as H2, i.e., H1.evts = H2.evts and denote it as H1 ≈ H2. We say
history H1 is a sub-history of H2 if all the events of H1 are also in H2 in the same order, i.e.,
〈(H1.evts ⊆ H2.evts) ∧ (<H1⊆<H2)〉. Let a thread Ti invoke some methods on a few CDSs (shared
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memory objects) in a history H and d be a CDS whose methods have been invoked by threads in
H. Using the notation of [22], we denote H|Ti to be the sub-history of all the events of Ti in H.
Similarly, we denote H|d to be the sub-history of all the events involving d.
History H as well-formed if a thread Ti does not invoke the next method on a CDS until it
obtains the matching response for the previous invocation. We assume that all the executions &
histories considered in this chapter are well-formed. We say the history H is complete if for every
method inv event there is a matching rsp event, i.e., there are no pending methods in H. The history
H is said to be sequential if every inv event, except possibly the last, is immediately followed by the
matching rsp event. In other words, all the methods of H are totally ordered by real-time and hence
≺rtH is a total order. Note that a complete history is not sequential and the vice-versa. It can be seen
that in a well-formed history H, for every thread Ti, we have that H|Ti is sequential. Figure 3.3
shows the execution of a sequential history S.
inv() resp()
inv() resp()
inv() resp()
inv() resp()
Ti
Tj
Figure 3.3: An illustration of a sequential execution ES.
Sequential Specification. The sequential-specification [22] of a CDS d is defined as the set
of (all possible) sequential histories involving the methods of d. Since all the histories in the
sequential-specification of d are sequential, this set captures the behavior of d under sequential
execution which is believed to be correct. A sequential history S is said to be legal if for every CDS
d whose method is invoked in S, S|d is in the sequential-specification of d.
Safety: A safety property is defined over histories (and the corresponding executions) of shared
objects and generally states which executions of the shared objects are acceptable to any application.
The safety property that we consider is linearizability [22]. A history H is said to be linearizable if (1)
there exists a completion H of H in which some pending inv events are completed with a matching
response and some other pending inv events are discarded; (2) there exists a sequential history S
such that S is equivalent to H, i.e., H ≈ S; (3) S respects the real-time order of H, i.e., ≺rtH⊆≺rtS ;
(4) S is legal. Another way to say that history H is linearizable if it is possible to assign an atomic
event as a linearization point or LP inside the execution interval of each method such that the result
of each of these methods is the same as it would be in a sequential history S in which the methods
are ordered by their LP s [6]. In this document, we show how to prove the correctness of LPs of the
various methods of a data-structure.
Progress: The progress properties specifies when a thread invoking methods on shared objects
completes in presence of other concurrent threads. Some progress conditions used in this chapter are
mentioned here which are based on the definitions in Herlihy Shavit [4]. The progress condition of a
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method in concurrent object is defined as:
1. Blocking: In this, an unexpected delay by any thread (say, one holding a lock) can prevent other
threads from making progress.
2. Deadlock-Free: This is a blocking condition which ensures that some thread (among other threads
in the system) waiting to get a response to a method invocation will eventually receive it.
3. Starvation-Free: This is a blocking condition which ensures that every thread trying to get a
response to a method, eventually receives it.
4. Non-Blocking: In this, a failure or suspension of a thread cannot prevent some operation of another
thread from making progress.
5. Lock-Free: This is a non-blocking condition which ensures that some thread waiting to get a
response to a method (among multiple other threads), eventually receives it.
6. Wait-Free: This is a non-blocking condition which ensures that every thread trying to get a
response to a method, eventually receives it.
It can be seen that wait-free methods are desirable since they can complete regardless of the execution
of other concurrent methods. On the other hand, deadlock-free methods are system (or underlying
scheduler) dependent progress condition since they involve blocking. It ensures that among multiple
threads in the system, at least one of them will make progress.
3.3 Generic Proof Technique
In this section, we develop a generic framework for proving the correctness of a CDS based on LP
events of the methods. Our technique of proving is based on hand-crafting and is not automated.
We assume that the developer of the CDS has also identified the LPs of the methods. We assume
that the LPs satisfy a few properties that we outline in the course of this section.
In Section 3.4, we illustrate this technique by showing the correctness at a high level of lazy-list
based concurrent set implementation [7] denoted as lazy-list in Section 3.4.1.
3.3.1 Linearization Points Details
Intuitively, LP is an (atomic) event in the execution interval of each method such that the execution
of the entire method seems to have taken place in the instant of that event. As discussed, the LP of
each method is such that the result of execution of each of these methods is the same as it would be
in a sequential history S in which the methods are ordered by their LP s [6].
Given, the set of LPs of all the methods of a concurrent data-structure, we show how the
correctness of these LPs can be verified. We show this by proving the correctness of the CDS
assuming that it is linearizable and the LPs are chosen correctly in the first place.
Consider a method mi(inv-params ↓, rsp-params ↑) of a CDS d. Then the precise LP of mi
depends on rsp-params ↑. For instance in the lazy-list [7], the LP of contains(k ↓, true ↑) method is
different from contains(k ↓, false ↑). Furthermore, the LP of a method also depends on the execution.
For instance, considering the contains method of the lazy-list again, the LP of contains(k ↓, false ↑)
depends on whether there is an add(k ↓, true ↑) method concurrently executing with it or not. The
details of the LPs of the lazy-list are described in the original paper by Heller et. al [7] and also in in
Section 3.4.1.
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We denote the LP event of mi in a history H as E
H .mi(inv-params ↓, rsp-params ↑).LP or
EH .mi.LP (depending on the context). The global state in the execution E
H immediately before
and after mi.LP is denoted as PreE[E
H .mi.LP ] and PostE[E
H .mi.LP ] respectively.
3.3.2 Abstract Data-Structure & LP Assumptions
To prove correctness of a CDS d, we associate with it an abstract data-structure or AbDS. The AbDS
captures the behavior of CDS if it had executed sequentially. Since sequential executions are assumed
to be correct, it is assumed that AbDS is correct. In fact, the sequential-specification of d can be
defined using AbDS since in any global state the internal state of AbDS is the result of sequential
execution. Thus, we can say that CDS d refines AbDS [32].
The exact definition of AbDS depends on the actual CDS being implemented. In the case of
lazy-list, AbDS is the set of unmarked nodes reachable from the head while the CDS is the set of
all the nodes in the system. Vafeiadis et. al [3] while proving the correctness of the lazy-list refer
to AbDS as abstract set or AbDS. Normally the CDS maintains more information (such as sentinel
nodes) than AbDS to implement the desired behavior. For a given global state S, we use the notation
S.AbDS and S.CDS to refer to the contents of these structures in S.
Now we state a few assumptions about the CDS and its LPs that we require for our proof
technique to work.
Assumption 1 The design of CDS and its AbDS is deterministic and its LPs are known.
Assumption 2 In any sequential execution, any method of the CDS can be invoked in any global
state and yet get a response.
Intuitively, Assumption 2 states that if threads execute the methods of the CDS sequentially
then every method invocation will have a matching response. No method blocks in the sequential
execution. Such methods are called as total [6, Chap 10].
Assumption 3 Every sequential history S generated by the CDS is legal.
Assumption 3 says that sequential execution of the CDS is correct and does not result in any
errors. We next make the following assumptions based on the LPs.
Assumption 4 Consider a method mi(inv-params ↓, rsp-params ↑) of the CDS in a concurrent
execution EH . Then mi has a unique LP which is an atomic event within the inv and rsp events
of mi in E
H . The LP event can be identified based on the inv-params ↓, rsp-params ↑ and the
execution EH .
Assumption 5 Consider an execution EH of a CDS d. Then only the LP events of the methods
can change the contents AbDS of the given CDS d.
Assumptions 4 & 5 when combined imply that there is only one event in each method that can
change the AbDS. As per Assumption 5, only the LPs can change the contents of AbDS. But this
does not imply that all the LPs change the AbDS. It implies that if an event changes AbDS then it
must be a LP event. For instance in the case of lazy-list, the LPs of add(k, false), remove(k, false)
and the LPs of the contains methods do not change the AbDS.
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We believe that the assumptions made by us are generic and are satisfied by many of the commonly
used CDSs such as Lock-free Linked based Sets [4], hoh-locking-list [5, 6] , lazy-list [6, 7], Skiplists [8]
etc. In fact, these assumptions are similar in spirit to the definition of Valid LP by Zhu et al [30].
It can be seen that the Assumptions 4 & 5 characterize the LP events. Any event that does not
satisfy these assumptions is most likely not a LP.
3.3.3 Constructing Sequential History
To prove linearizability of a CDS d which satisfies the Assumptions 2, 3, 4, 5 we have to show
that every history generated by d is linearizable. To show this, we consider an arbitrary history
H generated by d. First we complete H, to form H if H is incomplete. We then construct a
sequential history denoted as CS(H) (constructed sequential history). H is linearizable if (1) CS(H)
is equivalent to a completion of H; (2) CS(H) respects the real-time order of H and (3) CS(H) is
legal.
We now show how to construct H, CS(H). We then analyze some properties of CS(H).
Completion of H. Suppose H is not complete. This implies H contains some incomplete methods.
Note that since these methods are incomplete, they could have executed multiple possible LP events.
Based on these LP events, we must complete them by adding appropriate rsp event or ignore them.
We construct the completion H and EH as follows:
1. Among all the incomplete methods of EH we ignore those methods, say mi, such that: (a) mi
did not execute a single LP event in EH ; (b) the LP event executed by mi did not change the
AbDS.
2. The remaining incomplete methods must have executed an LP event in EH which changed
the AbDS. Note from Assumptions 4 & 5, we get that each method has only one event which
can change the AbDS and that event is the LP event. We build an ordered set consisting of
all these incomplete methods which is denoted as partial-set. The methods in partial-set are
ordered by their LPs.
3. To build H, for each incomplete method mi in partial-set considered in order, we append
the appropriate rsp event to H based on the LP event of mi executed. Since the methods in
partial-set are ordered by their LP events, the appended rsp events are also ordered by their
LP events. Here, we assumed that once a method executes a LP event that changes the AbDS,
its rsp event can be determined.
4. To construct EH , for each incomplete method mi in partial-set considered in order, we
sequentially append all the remaining events of mi (after its LP) to E
H . All the appended
events are ordered by the LPs of their respective methods.
From this construction, one can see that if H is linearizable then H is also linearizable. Formally,
〈(H is linearizable) =⇒ (H is linearizable)〉.
For simplicity of presentation, we assume that all the concurrent histories & executions that we
consider in the rest of this document are complete unless stated otherwise. Given any history that
is incomplete, we can complete it by the transformation mentioned here. Next, we show how to
construct a CS(H) for a complete history H.
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Construction of CS(H). Given a complete history H consisting of method inv & rsp events of a
CDS d, we construct CS(H) as follows: We have a single (hypothetical) thread invoking each method
of H (with the same parameters) on d in the order of their LP events. Only after getting the response
for the currently invoked method, the thread invokes the next method. From Assumption 2, which
says that the methods are total, we get that for every method invocation d will issue a response.
Thus we can see that the output of these method invocations is the sequential history CS(H).
From Assumption 3, we get that CS(H) is legal. The histories H and CS(H) have the same inv
events for all the methods. But, the rsp events could possibly be different. Hence, they may not be
equivalent to each other unless we prove otherwise.
In the sequential history CS(H) all the methods are totally ordered. So we can enumerate all its
methods as: m1(inv-params, rsp-params)m2(inv-params, rsp-params) . . . mn(inv-params, rsp-params).
On the other hand, the methods in a concurrent history H are not ordered. From our model,
we have that all the events of the execution EH are ordered. In Assumption 4, we have as-
sumed that each complete method has a unique LP event which is atomic. All the methods
of H and EH are complete. Hence, we can order the LPs of all the methods in EH . Based
on LP ordering, we can enumerate the corresponding methods of the concurrent history H as
m1(inv-params, rsp-params), m2(inv-params, rsp-params), . . . mn(inv-params, rsp-params). Note
that this enumeration has nothing to do with the ordering of the inv and rsp events of the methods
in H.
Thus from the construction of CS(H), we get that for any method mi, H.inv(mi(inv-params)) =
CS(H).inv(mi(inv-params)) but the same need not be true for the rsp events.
For showing H to be linearizable, we further need to show CS(H) is equivalent to H and respects
the real-time order H. Now, suppose CS(H) is equivalent to H. Then from the construction of
CS(H), it can be seen that CS(H) satisfies the real-time order of H. The following lemma proves it.
Lemma 6 Consider a history H be a history generated by a CDS d. Let CS(H) be the constructed
sequential history. If H is equivalent to CS(H) then CS(H) respects the real-time order of H.
Formally, 〈∀H : (H ≈ CS(H)) =⇒ (≺rtH⊆≺rtCS(H))〉.
Proof. This lemma follows from the construction of CS(H). Here we are given that for every
method mi, H.mi.inv = CS(H).mi.inv and H.mi.rsp = CS(H).mi.rsp.
Now suppose two methods, mi,mj are ordered by real-time. This implies that mi.rsp <H mj .inv.
Hence, we get that mi.inv <H mi.rsp <H mj .inv which means that mi is invoked before mj in H.
Thus, from the construction of CS(H), we get that mi is invoked before mj in CS(H) as well. Since
CS(H) is sequential, we get that mi.rsp <CS(H) mj .inv. Thus CS(H) respects the real-time order
of H. 2
Now it remains to prove that H is equivalent to CS(H) for showing linearizability of H. But this
proof depends on the properties of the CDS d being implemented and is specific to d. Now we give
a generic outline for proving the equivalence between H and CS(H) for any CDS. As mentioned
earlier, later in Section 3.4, we illustrate this technique by showing at a high level the correctness of
lazy-list.
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3.3.4 Details of the Generic Proof Technique
As discussed above, to prove the correctness of a concurrent (& complete) history H representing an
execution of a CDS d, it is sufficient to show that H is equivalent to CS(H). To show this, we have
developed a generic proof technique.
It can be obviously seen that to prove the correctness, this proof depends on the properties of
the CDS d being considered. To this end, we have identified a CDS-specific lemma which captures
the properties required of the CDS d. Proving this CDS-specific lemma for each CDS would imply
equivalence of H between CS(H) and hence linearizability of the CDS.
In the following lemmas, we assume that all the histories and execution considered here are
generated from the CDS d. The CDS d satisfies the Assumptions 2, 3, 4, 5. Since we are only
considering CDS d, we refer to its abstract data-structure as AbDS and refer to its state in a global
state S as S.AbDS.
In the following lemmas, as described in Section 3.3.3, we enumerate all the methods of a sequential
history S as: m1,m2...mn. We enumerate all the methods of the concurrent history H as m1,m2...mn
based on the order of their LPs.
Lemma 7 The AbDS of d in the global state after the rsp event of a method mx is the same as the
AbDS before the inv event of the consecutive method mx+1 in an execution E
S of a sequential history
S. Formally, 〈∀mx ∈ ES.mths : PostM [ES.mx].AbDS = PreM [ES.mx+1].AbDS〉.
Proof. From the definition of Sequential Execution. 2
Lemma 8 Consider a concurrent execution EH of the methods of d. Then, the contents of AbDS
in the post-state of LP of mx is the same as the AbDS in pre-state of the next LP belonging to mx+1.
Formally, 〈∀mx ∈ EH .mths : PostE[EH .mx.LP ].AbDS = PreE[EH .mx+1.LP ].AbDS〉.
Proof. From the assumption 5, we know that any event between the post-state of mi.LP and the
pre-state of mi+1.LP will not change the AbDS. Hence we get this lemma. 2
Now, we describe a lemma which is CDS specific. This lemma can be considered to be analogous
to an abstract class in C++. Based on the CDS involved, this has to be appropriately proved.
Figure 3.4 pictorially represents the statement of the Lemma 9.
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Figure 3.4: The pictorial representation of the CDS specific lemma over the lazy list. Assume method add(C) executes
over the initial list A,B,D. Figure (a) & (b) represent the same inv and pre-state for add(C) in concurrent and sequential
execution respectively. Then for add(C) execution to be correct its respective post-state and rsp should be same in concurrent
and sequential executions as depicted in Figure (c) & (d). Note, wlog add(C) is mx and my in E
H & ES respectively.
CDS-Specific Lemma 9 Consider a concurrent history H and a sequential history S. Let mx,my
be methods in H and S respectively. Suppose the following are true (1) The AbDS in the pre-state of
mx’s LP in H is the same as the AbDS in the pre-state of my in S; (2) The inv events of mx and
my are the same. Then (1) the rsp event of mx in H must be same as rsp event of my in S; (2) The
AbDS in the post-state of mx’s LP in H must be the same as the AbDS in the post-state of my in S.
Formally, 〈∀mx ∈ EH .mths,∀my ∈ ES.mths : (PreE[EH .mx.LP ].AbDS = PreM [ES.my].AbDS)∧
(EH .mx.inv = E
S.my.inv) =⇒ (PostE[EH .mx.LP ].AbDS = PostM [ES.my].AbDS)∧(EH .mx.rsp =
ES.my.rsp)〉.
Readers familiar with the work of Zhu et. al [30] can see that this lemma is similar to Theorem 1
on showing linearizability of CDS d. In Section 3.4.1, we prove this lemma specifically for lazy-list.
Next, in the following lemmas we consider the methods of H and CS(H). As observed in
Section 3.3.3, for any method mx in CS(H) there is a corresponding method mx in H having the
same inv event, i.e., H.mx.inv = CS(H).mx.inv. We use this observation in the following lemma.
Lemma 10 For any method mx in H,CS(H) the AbDS in the pre-state of the LP of mx in H is
the same as the AbDS in the pre-state of mx in CS(H). Formally, 〈∀mx ∈ EH .mths,ECS(H).mths :
PreE[EH .mx.LP ].AbDS = PreM [E
CS(H).mx].AbDS〉.
Proof. We prove by Induction on events which are the linearization points of the methods,
Base Step: Before the 1st LP event, the initial AbDS remains same because all the events in the
concurrent execution before the 1st LP do not change AbDS.
Induction Hypothesis: Let us assume that for k LP events, we know that,
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〈PreE[EH .mk.LP ].AbDS = PreM [ECS(H).mk].AbDS〉.
Induction Step: We have to prove that: PreE[EH .mk+1.LP ].AbDS = PreM [E
CS(H).mk+1].AbDS
holds true.
We know from Induction Hypothesis that for kth method,
PreE[EH .mk.LP ].AbDS = PreM [E
CS(H).mk].AbDS
From the construction of CS(H), we get that H.mx.inv = CS(H).mx.inv. Combining this with
Lemma 9 we have,
(H.mx.inv = CS(H).mx.inv) ∧ (PreE[EH .mk.LP ].AbDS = PreM [ECS(H).mk].AbDS)
Lemma 9
======⇒ (PostE[EH .mk.LP ].AbDS = PostM [ECS(H).mk].AbDS)
(3.1)
From the Lemma 7, we have,
PostM [ECS(H).mk].AbDS
Lemma 7
======⇒ PreM [ECS(H).mk+1].AbDS (3.2)
From the equation 3.1 we have,
PostE[EH .mk.LP ].AbDS = PostM [E
CS(H).mk].AbDS (3.3)
By combining the equation 3.3 and 3.2 we have,
PostE[EH .mk.LP ].AbDS = PreM [E
CS(H).mk+1].AbDS (3.4)
And from the Lemma 8 we have,
PostE[EH .mk.LP ].AbDS
Lemma 8
======⇒ PreE[EH .mk+1.LP ].AbDS (3.5)
So, by combining equations 3.5 and 3.4 we get,
PreE[EH .mk+1.LP ].AbDS = PreM [E
CS(H).mk+1].AbDS (3.6)
This holds for all mi in E
H . Hence the lemma. 2
ES
mx
PreM [ES.mx]
(b)
PreE[EH .mi+1.LP ]
EH
mx
mx.LP
(a)
Figure 3.5: Pictorial representation of pre-state in EH and ECS(H)
Lemma 11 The return values for all the methods in H & CS(H) are the same. Formally, 〈∀mx ∈
EH .mths,ECS(H).mths : EH .mx.rsp = E
CS(H).mx.rsp〉.
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Proof. From the construction of CS(H), we get that for any method mx in H, CS(H) the invocation
parameters are the same. From Lemma 10, we get that the pre-states of all these methods are the
same. Combining this result with Lemma 9, we get that the responses parameters for all these
methods are also the same. 2
Theorem 12 All histories H generated by the CDS d are linearizable.
Proof. From Lemma 11, we get that for all the methods mx, the responses in H and CS(H) are the
same. This implies that H and CS(H) are equivalent to each other. Combining this with Lemma 6,
we get that CS(H) respects the real-time order of H. We had already observed from Assumption 3
that CS(H) is legal. Hence H is linearizable. 2
Analysis of the Proof Technique: Theorem 12 shows that proving CDS specific Lemma 9 implies
that the CDS d under consideration is linearizable. Lemma 9 states that the contents of the AbDS in
the pre-state of the LP event of a method mx should be the same as the result of sequential execution
of the methods of d. Thus if the contents of AbDS in the pre-state of the LP event (satisfying the
assumptions 4 & 5) cannot be produced by some sequential execution of the methods of d then it is
most likely the case that either the LP or the algorithm of the d is incorrect.
Further Lemma 9 requires that after the execution of the LP, the AbDS in the post-state must
again be same as the sequential execution of some methods of d with the final method being mx.
If this is not the case, then it implies that some other events of the method are also modifying the
AbDS and hence indicating some error in the analysis.
Extending this thought, we also believe that the intuition gained in proving this lemma for d
might give the programmers new insights in the working of the CDS which can result in designing
new variants of it having some desirable properties.
3.4 Data-Structure Specific Proofs
In this section, we prove the data structure specific Lemma 9 described in the Section 3.3. In the
Section 3.4.1, we give the proof for the Algorithm 7-11 of lazy list satisfies the requirements of the
ds-specific lemma 9 which implies that it is linearizable.
3.4.1 Lazy List
In this section, we define the lazy list data structure. It is implemented as a set of nodes - concurrent
set which is dynamically being modified by a fixed set of concurrent threads. In this setting, threads
may perform insertion or deletion of nodes to the set. We describe lazy list based set algorithm based
on Heller et.al. [7]. This is a linked list of nodes of type Node and it has four fields. The val field is a
unique identifier of the node. The nodes are sorted in order of the val field. The marked field is
of type boolean which indicates whether that node is logically present in the list or not. The next
field is a reference to the next node in the list. The lock field is for ensuring access to a shared node
which happens in a mutually exclusive manner. We say a thread acquires a lock and releases the
lock when it executes a lock.acquire() and lock.release() method call respectively. We assume the
next and marked of the node are atomic. This ensures that operations on these variables happen
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atomically. In the context of a particular application, the node structure can be easily modified to
carry useful data (like weights etc).
class Node{
int val;
Node next;
boolean marked;
Lock lock;
Node(int key){
val = key;
marked = false;
next = null;
lock = new Lock();
}
};
Methods Exported & Sequential Specification
In this section, we describe the methods exported by the lazy list data structure.
1. The Add(n) method adds a node n to the list, returns true if the node is not already present
in the list else returns false.
2. The Remove(n) method removes a node n from the list, if it is present and returns true. If
the node is not present, it returns false.
3. The Contains(n) returns true, if the list contains the node n; otherwise returns false.
Table 3.1: Sequential Specification of the Lazy list
Method
Return
Value
Pre-state(S: Pre-
State of the method)
Post-state( S′:
Post-State of the
method)
Add(n) true S : 〈n /∈ S.AbDS〉 S′ : 〈n ∈ S′.AbDS〉
Add(n) false S : 〈n ∈ S.AbDS〉 S′ : 〈n ∈ S′.AbDS〉
Remove(n) true S : 〈n ∈ S.AbDS〉 S′ : 〈n /∈ S′.AbDS〉
Remove(n) false S : 〈n /∈ S.AbDS〉 S′ : 〈n /∈ S′.AbDS〉
Contains(n) true S : 〈n ∈ S.AbDS〉 S′ : 〈n ∈ S′.AbDS〉
Contains(n) false S : 〈n /∈ S.AbDS〉 S′ : 〈n /∈ S′.AbDS〉
Table 4.2 shows the sequential specification of the lazy-list. As the name suggests, it shows the
behaviour of the list when all the methods are invoked sequentially. The Pre-state of each method is
the shared state before inv event and the Post-state is also the shared state just after the rsp event
of a method (after executing it sequentially), as depicted in the Figure 3.1.
Working of Lazy List Methods
In this section, we describe the implementation of the lazy list based set algorithm based on Heller
et.al. [7] and the working of the various methods.
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Notations used in PseudoCode:
↓, ↑ denote input and output arguments to each method respectively. The shared memory is accessed
only by invoking explicit read() and write() methods. The flag is a local variable which returns the
status of each operation. We use nodes n1, n2, n to represent node references.
Algorithm 7 Validate Method: Takes two nodes, n1, n2, each of type node as input and validates for presence of nodes in
the list and returns true or false
1: procedure Validate (n1 ↓, n2 ↓, flag ↑)
2: if (read(n1.marked) = false) ∧ (read(n2.marked) = false) ∧ (read(n1.next) = n2) ) then
3: flag ← true;
4: else
5: flag ← false;
6: end if
7: return;
8: end procedure
Algorithm 8 Locate Method: Takes key as input and returns the corresponding pair of neighboring node 〈n1, n2〉. Initially
n1 and n2 are set to null.
9: procedure Locate (key ↓, n1 ↑, n2 ↑)
10: while (true) do
11: n1 ← read(Head);
12: n2 ← read(n1.next);
13: while (read(n2.val) < key) do
14: n1 ← n2;
15: n2 ← read(n2.next);
16: end while
17: lock.acquire(n1);
18: lock.acquire(n2);
19: if (V alidate(n1 ↓, n2 ↓, flag ↑)) then
20: return;
21: else
22: lock.release(n1);
23: lock.release(n2);
24: end if
25: end while
26: end procedure
Algorithm 9 Add Method: key gets added to the set if it is not already part of the set. Returns true on successful add and
returns false otherwise.
27: procedure Add (key ↓, flag ↑)
28: Locate(key ↓, n1 ↑, n2 ↑);
29: if (read(n2.val) 6= key) then
30: write(n3, new node(key));
31: write(n3.next, n2);
32: write(n1.next, n3);
33: flag ← true;
34: else
35: flag ← false;
36: end if
37: lock.release(n1);
38: lock.release(n2);
39: return;
40: end procedure
Working of the methods
Working of the Add () method: When a thread wants to add a node n to the list, it traverses
the list from Head without acquiring any locks until it finds a node with its key greater than or
equal to n, say ncurr and it’s predecessor node, say npred. It acquires locks on the nodes npred
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Algorithm 10 Remove Method: key gets removed from the set if it is already part of the set. Returns true on successful
remove otherwise returns false.
41: procedure Remove (key ↓, flag ↑)
42: Locate(key ↓, n1 ↑, n2 ↑);
43: if (read(n2.val) = key) then
44: write(n2.marked, true);
45: write(n1.next, n2.next);
46: flag ← true;
47: else
48: flag ← false;
49: end if
50: lock.release(n1);
51: lock.release(n2);
52: return;
53: end procedure
Algorithm 11 Contains Method: Returns true if key is part of the set and returns false otherwise.
54: procedure Contains (key ↓, flag ↑)
55: n← read(Head);
56: while (read(n.val) < key) do
57: n← read(n.next);
58: end while
59: if (read(n.val) 6= key) ∨ (read(n.marked)) then
60: flag ← false;
61: else
62: flag ← true;
63: end if
64: return;
65: end procedure
and ncurr itself. It validates to check if ncurr is reachable from npred, and if both the nodes have
not been deleted (marked). The algorithm maintains an invariant that all the unmarked nodes are
reachable from Head. If the validation succeeds, the thread adds the node(key) between npred and
ncurr in the list and returns true after unlocking the nodes. If it fails, the thread starts the traversal
again after unlocking the locked nodes. This is described in Algorithm 9.
Working of the Remove () method: Each node of list has a boolean marked field. The removal
of a node n happens in two steps: (1) The node n’s marked field is first set to true. This is
referred to as logical removal. This ensures that if any node is being added or removed concurrently
corresponding to that node, then Add method will fail in the validation process after checking the
marked field. (2) Then, the pointers are changed so that n is removed from the list. This is referred
to as physical deletion which involves changing the pointer of the predecessor of the marked node to
its successor so that the deleted node is no longer reachable from the Head in the list. To achieve
this, Remove(n) method proceeds similar to the Add(n). The thread iterates through the list until
it identifies the node n to be deleted. Then after n and its predecessor have been locked, logical
removal occurs by setting the marked field to true. This is described in Algorithm 10.
Working of the Contains () method: Method Contains(n) traverses the list without acquiring
any locks. This method returns true if the node it was searching for is present and unmarked in the
list, otherwise returns false. This is described in Algorithm 11.
The Linearization Points of the Lazy list methods
Here, we list the linearization points (LPs) of each method. Note that each method of the list can
return either true or false. So, we define the LP for six methods:
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1. Add(key, true): write(n1.next, n3) in Line 32 of Add method.
2. Add(key, false): read(n2.val) in Line 29 of Add method.
3. Remove(key, true): write(n2.marked, true) in Line 44 of Remove method.
4. Remove(key, false): read(n2.val) in Line 43 of Remove method.
5. Contains(key, true): read(n.marked) in Line 59 of Contains method .
6. Contains(key, false): LP is the last among the following lines executed. There are three cases
here:
(a) read(n.val) 6= key in Line 59 of Contains method is the LP , in case of no concurrent
Add(key, true).
(b) read(n.marked) in Line 59 of Contains method is the LP , in case of no concurrent
Add(key, true) (like the case of Step 5).
(c) in case of concurrent Add(key, true) by another thread, we add a dummy event just
before Line 32 of add(key, true). This dummy event is the LP of Contains method if:
(i) if in the post-state of read(n.val) event in Line 59 of Contains method, n.val 6= key
and write(n1.next, n3) (with n3.val = key) in Line 32 of Add method executes before
this read(n.val). (ii) if in the post-state of read(n.marked) event in Line 59 of Contains
method, n.marked = true and write(n1.next, n3) (with n3.val = key) in Line 32 of Add
method executes before this read(n.marked). An example is illustrated in Figure 3.7.
Another important point to consider is that the method mi in an execution can go through several
possible LP events before returning a value. We then assume that the final LP event executed decides
the return parameters of the method. Let us illustrate this again with the case of contains method of
the lazy-list CDS. Consider an execution EH having the contains method mi concurrently executing
with add(k, true) method. In this case, the LP of mi depends on the LP of add(k, true) if mi returns
false. Suppose mi executes the event, say ex, that corresponds to the LP of contains(k, false). Then
later, the contains method also executes the event, say ey corresponding to the LP of contains(k, true)
which is reading of a shared memory variable n.marked of node n. If n.marked is false then the
contains method mi returns true and ey is the LP. Otherwise, mi returns false and ex is LP. Thus
mi executes both ex and ey. Either of them can be the LP depending on the system state.
T1.Contains(7, false)
T1
T2
T2.Add(7, true)
C2
C1
Figure 3.6: Contains(7, false) LP is depending on Add(7, true) method LP
Proof of Concurrent Lazy Linked List
In this subsection, we describe the lemmas to prove the correctness of the concurrent lazy list
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Figure 3.7: An illustration of a concurrent set based linked list where the LP of the Contains method does not lie in the code
of the method. (a) Thread T3 begins executing Contains(7) by traversing the list until it finds a node with key greater than
or equal to 7 (Line 59). At the same time, thread T2 starts the process of deletion of node 7. (b) depicts that T2 successfully
performs deletion of 7. (c) After this, Thread T1 tries to add a new node with key 7 and upon not encountering it in the list
already; adds it successfully. Here thread T3 has become slow and is still pointing to the deleted node 7. It now executes Line
59 and returns false; even though the node with key 7 is present in the list, thus resulting in a illegal sequentialisation. The
correct LP order is obtained by linearising Contains just before the LP of the Add method. (d) shows the correct sequential
history: T2.Remove(7, true) <H T3.Contains(7, false) <H T1.Add(7, true).
structure. We say a node n is a public node if it has a incoming link, which makes it reachable from
the head of the linked list. We assume that Head and Tail node are public nodes.
Observation 13 Consider a global state S which has a node n. Then in any future state S′ of S, n
is node in S′ as well. Formally, 〈∀S, S′ : (n ∈ S.nodes) ∧ (S < S′)⇒ (n ∈ S′.nodes)〉.
With this observation, we assume that nodes once created do not get deleted (ignoring garbage
collection).
Observation 14 Consider a global state S which has a node n and it is initialized to n.val.
14.1 Then in any future state S′, where node n exists, the value of n does not change. Formally,
〈∀S, S′ : (n ∈ S.nodes) ∧ (S < S′) ∧ (n ∈ S′.nodes)⇒ (S.n.val = S′.n.val)〉.
14.2 Then in any past state S′′, where node n existed, the value of n was the same. Formally,
〈∀S, S′′ : (n ∈ S.nodes) ∧ (S′′ < S) ∧ (n ∈ S′′.nodes)⇒ (S.n.val = S′′.n.val)〉.
Observation 15 Consider a global state S which has a node n and it is marked. Then in any future
state S′ the node n stays marked. Formally, 〈∀S, S′ : (n ∈ S.nodes) ∧ (S.n.marked) ∧ (S < S′) ⇒
(S′.n.marked)〉.
Observation 16 Consider a global state S which has a node n which is marked. Then in any
future state S′, n.next remains unchanged. Formally, 〈∀S, S′ : (n ∈ S.nodes)∧ (S.n.marked)∧ (S <
S′) =⇒ (S′.n.next = S.n.next)〉.
Definition 17 S.AbDS ≡ {n|(n ∈ S.nodes) ∧ (S.Head→∗ S.n) ∧ (¬S.n.marked)}.
This definition of AbDS captures the set of all nodes of AbDS for the global state S. It consists of
all the nodes that are reachable from Head of the list (public) and are not marked for deletion.
Observation 18 Consider a global state S which is the post-state of return event of the method
Locate(key) invoked in the Add or Remove methods. Suppose the Locate method returns 〈n1, n2〉.
Then in the state S, we have,
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18.1 〈(n1, n2) ∈ S.nodes〉.
18.2 〈(S.lock.acquire(n1) = true) ∧ (S.lock.acquire(n2) = true)〉
18.3 〈S.n1.next = S.n2〉
18.4 〈¬(S.n1.marked) ∧ ¬(S.n2.marked)〉
Lemma 19 Consider the global state S which is the post-state of return event of the method
Locate(key) invoked in the Add or Remove methods. Say, the Locate method returns (n1, n2). Then
in the state S, we have that (S.n1.val < key ≤ S.n2.val).
Proof. Line 11 of Locate method initialises S.n1 to Head and S.n2 = S.n1.next by Line 12. The
last time Line 14 in the while loop was executed, we know that S.n1.val < S.n2.val. The value of
node does not change, from Observation 14. So, before execution of Line 17, we know that S.n2.val ≥
key and S.n1.val < S.n2.val. These nodes ∈ S.nodes and S.n1.val < key ≤ S.n2.val. Also, putting
together Observation 18.2, 18.3 and 14 that node n1 and n2 are locked (do not change), hence, the
lemma holds when Locate returns. 2
Observation 20 Consider a global state S which has a node n that is marked. Then there will
surely be some previous state S′ (S′ < S) such that S′ is the state after return of Locate (n.val)
method.
Observation 21 Consider the global state S which has a node n. If S.n is unmarked and S.n.next
is marked, then n and n.next are surely locked in the state S.
Lemma 22 Consider a global state S which is the post-state of return event of the Locate(key)
method (invoked by the Add or Remove methods). Say, the Locate method returns 〈n1, n2〉. Then in
the state S, we have that the successor node of n2 (if it exists) is unmarked i.e. ¬(S.n2.next.marked).
Proof. We prove the lemma by using induction on the return events of the Locate method in EH .
Base condition: Initially, before the first return of the Locate, we know that (Head.key < Tail.key)
and Head.next is Tail and Tail.marked is set to false and (Head, Tail) ∈ S.nodes. In this case,
locate will return 〈Head, Tail〉 such that the successor of Tail does not exist.
Induction Hypothesis: Say, upto the first k return events of Locate, the successor of n2 (if it
exists) is unmarked.
Induction Step: So, by the observing the code, the (k + 1)st event which can be the return of the
Locate method can only be at Line 20.
We prove by contradiction. Suppose when thread T1 returns 〈n1, n2〉 after invoking Locate method
in state S, n2.next is marked. By Observation 18, it is known that, (n1, n2) ∈ S.nodes, n1, n2 are
locked, n1.next = n2 and (n1, n2) are unmarked. Suppose another thread say T2 is trying to remove
the node n2.next. From the Observation 20, it needs to invoke the Locate method. Again, we know
from the Observation 18 that when Locate method returns, it must have acquired lock on n2 and
n2.next. However, since n2 is already locked, it cannot proceed until T1 has released its lock on n2.
Hence the node n2.next cannot be marked. This contradicts our initial assumption. 2
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Observation 23 Consider a global state S which has two non-consecutive nodes np, nq where np is
unmarked and nq is marked. Then we have that in any future state S
′, np cannot point to nq. Formally,
〈¬(S.np.marked) ∧ (S.nq.marked) ∧ (S.np.next 6= nq) ∧ (S < S′) =⇒ (S′.np.next 6= S′.nq)〉.
Lemma 24 In any global state S, consider three nodes p, q & r such that p.next = q and q.next = r
and only q is marked. Then in a future state S′ (S < S′) where p.next = q and p is still unmarked, r
will surely be unmarked.
Proof. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Suppose in state S′, node r is marked and p.next = q
and q.next = r. From Observation 15, we know that q will remain marked. From the Observation 20
we know that any node is marked only after invoking the Locate method. Say, the node q was marked
by the thread T1 by invoking the Remove method. As we know from the Lemma 22 that when
T1.Locate returns 〈q, q.next = r〉, the successor of q (i.e. r) is unmarked, which contradicts our intial
assumption. Hence the lemma holds. 2
Lemma 25 For any node n in a global state S, we have that 〈∀n ∈ S.nodes ∧ n.next 6= null :
S.n.val < S.n.next.val〉.
Proof. We prove the lemma by inducting on all events in EH that change the next field of a node n.
Base condition: Initially, before the first event that changes the next field, we know that (Head.key
< Tail.key) ∧ (Head, Tail) ∈ S.nodes.
Induction Hypothesis: Say, in any state S upto first k events that change the next field of any
node, ∀n ∈ S.nodes ∧ S.n.next 6= null : S.n.val < S.n.next.val.
Induction Step: So, by observing the code, the (k + 1)st event which can change the next field
can be only one among the following:
1. Line 31 of Add method: Let S1 be the state after the Line 29. We know that when Locate
(Line 28) returns by the Observation 18, S1.n1 & S1.n2 are not marked, S1.n1 & S1.n2 are
locked, S1.n1.next = S1.n2. By the Lemma 19 we have (S1.n1.val ≤ S1.n2.val). Also we know
from Observation 14 that node value does not change, once initialised. To reach Line 31,
n2.val 6= key in the Line 29 must evaluate to true. Therefore, (S1.n1.val < key < S1.n2.val).
So, a new node n3 is created in the Line 30 with the value key and then a link is added between
n3.next and n2 in the Line 31. So this implies n3.val < n2.val even after execution of line 31
of Add method.
2. Line 32 of Add method: Let S1 and S2 be the states after the Line 28 and Line 32 respectively.
By observing the code, we notice that the Line 32 (next field changing event) can be executed
only after the Locate method returns. From Lemma 19, we know that when Locate returns
then S1.n1.val < key ≤ S1.n2.val. To reach Line 32 of Add method, Line 29 should ensure
that S1.n2.val 6= key. This implies that S1.n1.val < key < S1.n2.val. From Observation 18.3,
we know that S1.n1.next = S1.n2. Also, the atomic event at Line 32 sets S2.n1.next = S2.n3
where S2.n3.val = key.
Thus from S2.n1.val < (S2.n3.val = key) < S2.n2.val and S2.n1.next = S2.n3, we get S2.n1.val
< S2.n1.next.val. Since (n1, n2) ∈ S.nodes and hence, S.n1.val < S.n1.next.val.
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3. Line 45 of Remove method: Let S1 and S2 be the states after the Line 42 and Line 44
respectively. By observing the code, we notice that the Line 45 (next field changing event)
can be executed only after the Locate method returns. From Lemma 19, we know that when
Locate returns then S1.n1.val < key ≤ S1.n2.val. To reach Line 45 of Remove method, Line
43 should ensure that S1.n2.val = key. Also we know from Observation 14 that node value
does not change, once initialised. This implies that S2.n1.val < (key = S2.n2.val). From
Observation 18.3, we know that S2.n1.next = n2. Also, the atomic event at line 50 sets
S2.n1.next = S2.n2.next.
We know from Induction hypothesis, S2.n2.val < S2.n2.next.val. Thus from S2.n1.val <
S2.n2.val and S2.n1.next = S2.n2.next, we get S2.n1.val < S2.n1.next.val. Since (n1, n2) ∈
S.nodes and hence, S.n1.val < S.n1.next.val.
2
Corollary 26 There cannot exist two nodes with the same key in S.AbDS of a particular global
state S.
Lemma 27 In a global state S, any non-marked public node n is reachable from Head. Formally,
〈∀S, n : (n ∈ S.nodes) ∧ (¬S.n.marked) =⇒ (S.Head→∗ S.n)〉.
Proof. We prove by Induction on events that change the next field of the node (as these affect
reachability), which are Line 31 & 32 of Add method and Line 45 of Remove method. It can be seen
by observing the code that Locate and Contains method do not have any update events.
Base step: Initially, before the first event that changes the next field of any node, we know that
〈(Head, Tail) ∈ S.nodes ∧ ¬(Head.marked) ∧ ¬(Tail.marked) ∧ (Head → Tail)〉.
Induction Hypothesis: Say, the first k events that changed the next field of any node in the
system did not make any unmarked node unreachable from the Head.
Induction Step: As seen by observing the code, the (k + 1)st event can be one of the following
events that change the next field of a node:
1. Line 30 & 31 of Add method: Let S1 be the state after the Line 28. Line 30 of the Add
method creates a new node n3 with value key. Line 31 then sets S1.n3.next = S1.n2. Since
this event does not change the next field of any node reachable from the Head of the list, the
lemma is not violated.
2. Line 32 of Add method: By observing the code, we notice that the Line 31 (next field
changing event) can be executed only after the Locate method returns. Let S1 and S2 be
the states after the Line 29 and Line 32 respectively. From Observation 18.3, we know that
when Locate returns then S1.n1.marked = S1.n2.marked = false. From Line 30 & 31 of
Add method, (S1.n1.next = S1.n3) ∧ (S1.n3.next = S1.n2) ∧ (¬S1.n3.marked). It is to be
noted that (From Observation 18.2), n1 & n2 are locked, hence no other thread can change
S1.n1.marked and S1.n2.marked. Also from Observation 14, a node’s key field does not change
after initialization. Before executing Line 32, S1.n1.marked = false and S1.n1 is reachable
from Head. After Line 32, we know that from S2.n1, unmarked node S2.n3 is also reachable.
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Formally, (S2.Head→∗ S2.n1) ∧ ¬(S2.n1.marked) ∧ (S2.n1 → S2.n3) ∧ ¬(S2.n3.marked) =⇒
(S2.Head→∗ S2.n3).
3. Line 45 of Remove method: Let S1 and S2 be the states after the execution of Line 43 and
Line 45 respectively. By observing the code, we notice that the Line 45 (next field changing
event) can be executed only after the Locate method returns. From Observation 18.2, we know
that when Locate returns then S1.n1.marked = S1.n2.marked = false. We know that S1.n1
is reachable from Head and from Line 44 and 45 of Remove method, S2.n2.marked = true
and later sets S2.n1.next = S2.n2.next. It is to be noted that (From Observation 18.2), S1.n1
& S1.n2 are locked, hence no other thread can change S1.n1.marked and S1.n2.marked. This
event does not affect reachability of any non-marked node. Also from Observation 14, a node’s
key does not change after initialization. And from Observation 15, a marked node continues to
remain marked. If S2.n2.next is unmarked (reachable), then it continues to remain unmarked
& reachable. So this event does not violate the lemma.
2
Lemma 28 Consider the global state S such that for any unmarked node n, if there exists a key
strictly greater than n.val and strictly smaller than n.next.val, then the node corresponding to the key
does not belong to S.AbDS. Formally, 〈∀S, n, key : ¬(S.n.marked) ∧ (S.n.val < key < S.n.next.val)
=⇒ node(key) /∈ S.AbDS〉.
Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose there exists a key which is strictly greater than n.val
and strictly smaller than n.next.val and then it belongs to S.AbDS. From the Observation 13,
we know that node n is unmarked in a global state S, so it is belongs to S.nodes. But we know
from Lemma 27 that any unmarked node should be reachable from Head. Also, from Definition 17,
any unmarked node i.e. n in this case, is reachable from Head and belongs to S.AbDS. From the
Observation 14, we know that the node’s key value does not change after initialization. So both
the nodes n and n.next belong to S.AbDS. From the Lemma 25 we know that n.val < n.next.val.
So node n′ can not be present in between n and n.next. Which contradicts the initial assumption.
Hence 〈∀S, n, key : ¬(S.n.marked) ∧ (S.n.val < key < S.n.next.val) =⇒ node(key) /∈ S.AbDS〉.
2
Lemma 29 Only the events write(n1.next, n3) in 32 of Add method and write(n2.marked, true) in
44 of Remove method can change the AbDS.
Proof. It is to be noted that the Locate and Contains methods do not have any update events. By
observing the code, it appears that the following (write) events of the Add and Remove method can
change the AbDS:
1. Line 30 & 31 of Add method: In Algorithm 9, let S1.AbDS be the initial state of the AbDS,
such that we know from Line 29 that key /∈ S1.AbDS. Line 30 of the Add method creates a
node n3 with value key, i.e. n3.val = key. Now, Line 31 sets S1.n3.next = S1.n2. Since this
event does not change the next field of any node reachable from the Head of the list, hence
from Definition 17, S1.AbDS remains unchanged after these events.
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2. Line 32 of Add method: Let S1 and S2 be the states after the Line 29 and Line 32 respectively.
At line 29, true evaluation of the condition leads to the execution of S1.n1.next = S1.n3 at
Line 32. Also, S1.n1 and S1.n2 are locked, therefore from Observation 18, Head →∗ S1.n1.
From line 31 & 32 we get: S1.n1 → S1.n3 → S1.n2. Hence, Head → S1.n1 → S1.n3 → S1.n2
follows. We have ¬ (S2.n3.marked) ∧ (Head → S2.n3). Thus from Definition 17, S1.AbDS
changes to S2.AbDS = S1.AbDS ∪ n3.
3. Line 44 of Remove method: Let S1 be the state after the Line 44. By observing the code, we
notice that the state before execution of Line 44 satisfies that key ∈ S.AbDS. After execution
of line 44, AbDS changes such that key /∈ S.AbDS. Note that this follows from Definition 17.
4. Line 45 of Remove method: Let S1 be the state after the execution of Line 44. Till line 44
of the Remove method, S.AbDS has changed such that S1.n2.val /∈ S.AbDS. So even after
the execution of Line 45 when S1.n1.next is set to S1.n2.next, S.AbDS remains unchanged
(from Definition 17).
Hence, only the events in Line 32 of Add method and in Line 44 of Remove method can change the
AbDS. 2
Corollary 30 Both these events write(n1.next, n3) in 32 of Add method and write(n2.marked, true)
in 44 of Remove method change the AbDS are in fact the Linearization Points(LPs) of the respective
methods.
Observation 31 Consider a sequential history S. Let S be a global state in S.allStates before the
execution of the method and S′ be a global state just after the return of the method (S < S′). Then
we have the sequential specification of all methods as follows,
31.1 For a given key, suppose node(key) /∈ S.AbDS. In this state, suppose Add (key) method is
(sequentially) executed. Then the Add method will return true and node(key) will be present
in S′.AbDS. Formally, 〈∀S : (node(key) /∈ S.AbDS) seq-add====⇒ S.Add(key, true) ∧ (S < S′) ∧
(node(key) ∈ S′.AbDS)〉.
31.2 For a given key, suppose node(key) ∈ S.AbDS. In this state, suppose Add (key) method is
(sequentially) executed. Then the Add method will return false and node(key) will continue to be
present in S′.AbDS. Formally, 〈∀S : (node(key) ∈ S.AbDS) seq-add====⇒ S.Add(key, false) ∧ (S <
S′) ∧ (node(key) ∈ S′.AbDS)〉.
31.3 For a given key, suppose node(key) ∈ S.AbDS. In this state, suppose Remove (key) method is
(sequentially) executed. Then the Remove method will return true and node(key) will not be
present in S′.AbDS. Formally, 〈∀S : (node(key) ∈ S.AbDS) seq-remove=======⇒ S.Remove(key, true)∧
(S < S′) ∧ (node(key) /∈ S′.AbDS)〉.
31.4 For a given key, suppose node(key) /∈ S.AbDS. In this state, suppose Remove (key) method
is (sequentially) executed. Then the Remove method will return false and node(key) will
continue to be not present in S′.AbDS. Formally, 〈∀S : (node(key) /∈ S.AbDS) seq-remove=======⇒
S.Remove(key, false) ∧ (S < S′) ∧ (node(key) /∈ S′.AbDS)〉.
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31.5 For a given key, suppose node(key) ∈ S.AbDS. In this state, suppose Contains (key) method
is (sequentially) executed. Then the Contains method will return true and node(key) will
continue to be present in S′.AbDS. Formally, 〈∀S : (node(key) ∈ S.AbDS) seq-contains========⇒
S.Contains(key, true) ∧ (S < S′) ∧ (node(key) ∈ S′.AbDS)〉.
31.6 For a given key, suppose node(key) /∈ S.AbDS. In this state, suppose Contains (key) method
is (sequentially) executed. Then the Contains method will return false and node(key) will
continue to be not present in S′.AbDS. Formally, 〈∀S : (node(key) /∈ S.AbDS) seq-contains========⇒
S.Contains(key, false) ∧ (S < S′) ∧ (node(key) /∈ S′.AbDS)〉.
Lemma 32 If some Add (key) method returns true in EH then,
32.1 The node(key) is not present in the pre-state of LP event of the method. Formally, 〈Add(key, true) =⇒
(node(key) /∈ (PreE[EH .Add(key, true).LP ].AbS)〉.
32.2 The node(key) is present in the post-state of LP event of the method. Formally,
〈Add(key, true) =⇒ (node(key) ∈ (PostE[EH .Add(key, true).LP ].AbS)〉.
Proof.
• 32.1: From Line 28, when Locate returns in state S1 we know that (from Observation 18
& Lemma 27), nodes n1 and n2 are locked, (n1, n2) ∈ S1.nodes and n1.next = n2. Also,
S1.n1.val < key ≤ S1.n2.val from Lemma 19. If this method is to return true, Line 29, n2.val
6= key must evaluate to true. Also from Lemma 28, we conclude that node(key) does not
belong to S1.AbDS. And since from Observation 14, no node changes its key value after
initialization, node(key) /∈ S2.AbDS, where S2 is the pre-state of the LP event of the method.
Hence node(key) /∈ (PreE[EH .Add(key, true).LP ].AbS).
• 32.2: From the Lemma 32.1 we get that node(key) is not present in the pre-state of the LP
event. From Lemma 29, it is known that only LP event can change the S.AbDS. Now after
execution of the LP event i.e. write(n1.next, n3) in the Line 32, node(key) ∈ S′.AbDS, where
S′ is the post-state of the LP event of the method. Hence, 〈Add(key, true) =⇒ (node(key) ∈
(PostE[EH .Add(key, true).LP ].AbS)〉.
2
Lemma 33 If some Add (key) method returns false in EH , then
33.1 The node(key) is present in the pre-state of LP event of the method. Formally,
〈Add(key, false) =⇒ (node(key) ∈ (PreE[EH .Add(key, false).LP ].AbS)〉.
33.2 The node(key) is present in the post-state of LP event of the method. Formally,
〈Add(key, false) =⇒ (node(key) ∈ (PostE[EH .Add(key, false).LP ].AbS)〉.
Proof.
• 33.1: From Line 28, when Locate returns in state S1 we know that (from Observation 18 &
Lemma 27), nodes n1 and n2 are locked, (n1, n2) ∈ S.nodes and n1.next = n2. Also, n1.val <
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key ≤ n2.val from Lemma 19. If this method is to return false, Line 29, n2.val 6= key must
evaluate to false. So node(key) which is n2 belongs to S1.AbDS. And since from Observation 14,
no node changes its key value after initialization and the fact that it is locked, node(key)
∈ S2.AbDS, where S2 is the pre-state of the LP event of the method. Hence node(key) ∈
(PreE[EH .Add(key, false).LP ].AbS).
• 33.2: From the Lemma 33.1 we get that node(key) is present in the pre-state of the LP event.
This LP event n2.val 6= key in Line 29 does not change the S.AbDS, Now after execution of
the LP event the node(key) also present in the S′.AbDS, where S′ is the post-state of the LP
event of the method. Hence, 〈Add(key, false) =⇒ (node(key) ∈
(PostE[EH .Add(key, false).LP ].AbS)〉.
2
Lemma 34 If some Remove (key) method returns true in EH , then
34.1 The node(key) is present in the pre-state of LP event of the method. Formally,
〈Remove(key, true) =⇒ (node(key) ∈ (PreE[EH .Remove(key, true).LP ].AbS)〉.
34.2 The node(key) is not present in the post-state of LP event of the method. Formally,
〈Remove(key, true) =⇒ (node(key) /∈ (PostE[EH .Remove(key, true).LP ].AbS)〉.
Proof.
• 34.1: From Line 42, when Locate returns in state S1 we know that (from Observation 18 &
Lemma 27), nodes n1 and n2 are locked, (n1, n2) ∈ S1.nodes and n1.next = n2. Also, S1.n1.val
< key ≤ S1.n2.val from Lemma 19. If this method is to return true, Line 43, n2.val = key
must evaluate to true. So we know that node(key) which is n2 belongs to S1.AbDS. And since
from Observation 14, no node changes its key value after initialization, node(key) ∈ S2.AbDS,
where S2 is the pre-state of the LP event of the method. Hence
node(key) /∈ (PreE[EH .Remove(key, true).LP ].AbS).
• 34.2: From the Lemma 34.1 we get that node(key) is present in the pre-state of the LP event.
This LP event write(n2.marked, true) in the Line 44 changes the S.AbDS. Now after execution
of the LP event the node(key) will not present in the S′.AbDS, where S′ is the post-state of
the LP event of the method. Hence, 〈Remove(key, true) =⇒
(node(key) /∈ (PostE[EH .Remove(key, true).LP ].AbS)〉.
2
Lemma 35 If some Remove (key) method returns false in EH , then
35.1 The node(key) is not present in the pre-state of LP event of the method. Formally,
〈Remove(key, false) =⇒ (node(key) /∈ PreE[EH .Remove(key, false).LP ].AbS)〉.
35.2 The node(key) is not present in the post-state of LP event of the method. Formally,
〈Remove(key, false) =⇒ (node(key) /∈ PostE[EH .Remove(key, false).LP ].AbS)〉.
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Proof.
• 35.1: From Line 42, when Locate returns in state S1 we know that (from Observation 18
& Lemma 27), nodes n1 and n2 are locked, (n1, n2) ∈ S1.nodes and n1.next = n2. Also,
S1.n1.val < key ≤ S1.n2.val from Lemma 19. If this method is to return false, Line 43, n2.val
= key must evaluate to false. Also from Lemma 28, we conclude that node(key) does not
belong to S1.AbDS. And since from Observation 14, no node changes its key value after
initialization, node(key) ∈ S2.AbDS, where S2 is the pre-state of the LP event of the method.
Hence node(key) /∈ (PreE[EH .Remove(key, false).LP ].AbS).
• 35.2: From the Lemma 35.1 we get that node(key) is not present in the pre-state of the LP
event. This LP event
(read(n2.val) = key) in the Line 43 does not change the S.AbDS. Now after execution of the
LP event the node(key) will not present in the S′.AbDS, where S′ is the post-state of the LP
event of the method. Hence, 〈Remove(key, falase) =⇒ (node(key) /∈
(PostE[EH .Remove(key, false).LP ].AbS)〉.
2
Lemma 36 Consider a global state S which has two consecutive nodes np, nq which are marked.
Then we say that marking event of np happened before marking event of nq. Formally, 〈∀S : (np, nq ∈
S.nodes) ∧ (S.np.marked) ∧ (S.nq.marked) ∧ (S.np.next = S.nq)⇒ (np.marked <E nq.marked)〉.
Proof. We prove by contradiction. We assume that nq was marked before np. Let S
′ be the
post-state of marking of the node nq. It can be seen as in Figure 3.8 that the state S follows S
′, i.e.,
S′ < S. This is because in state S both np & nq are marked. So we know that in S′, np is unmarked
and nq is marked.
S ′′ S ′
nq.marking np.marking
S
(¬np.marked)∧
(¬nq.marked)
(¬np.marked)∧
(nq.marked)
(np.marked)∧
(nq.marked)∧
(np.next = nq)
Figure 3.8: Scenario when event nq.marking happens before np.marking
Now suppose in S′: (np.next 6= nq). So, (S′.np.next 6= S′.nq) ∧
(¬S′.np.marked). Also in the state S, we have that S.np.next = S.nq and np and nq are both
marked. This contradicts the Observation 23 that S′.np.next 6= S′.nq. Hence in S′: np.next must
point to nq.
Consider some state S′′ immediately before marking event of nq. We know that S′′.np.next = S′′.nq
(similar argument), and np, nq are both unmarked (from Observation 18.2). Then in some state
R after S′ and before S, np.next 6= nq. From Observation 23, unmarked node cannot point to
marked node. Hence in state S also, we will have that S.np.next 6= S.nq. This contradicts the given
statement that S.np.next = S.nq. Hence proved that in S
′, np was marked before nq. 2
Lemma 37 If some Contains (key) method returns true in EH , then
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37.1 The node(key) is present in the pre-state of LP event of the method. Formally,
〈Contains(key, true) =⇒ (node(key) ∈ PreE[EH .Contains(key, true).LP ].AbS)〉.
37.2 The node(key) is present in the post-state of LP event of the method. Formally,
〈Contains(key, true) =⇒ (node(key) ∈ PreE[EH .Contains(key, true).LP ].AbS)〉.
Proof.
• 37.1: By observing the code, we realize that at the end of while loop at Line 58 of Contains
method, n.val ≥ key. To return true, n.marked should be false in (PreE[EH .Contains.LP ].AbS.
But we know from Lemma 27 that any unmarked node should be reachable from head. Also,
from Definition 17, any unmarked nodes that are reachable belong to AbDS in that state.
From the Observation 14 we know that the node’s key value does not change after initialization.
Hence
node(key) ∈ (PreE[EH .Contains(key, true).LP ].AbS.
• 37.2: From the Lemma 37.1 we get that node(key) is present in the pre-state of the LP event.
This LP event (read(n.val) 6= key) ∨ (read(n.marked)) in the Line 59 does not change the
S.AbDS. Now after execution of the LP event the node(key) will be present in the S′.AbDS,
where S′ is the post-state of the LP event of the method. Hence, 〈Contains(key, true) =⇒
(node(key) ∈ (PostE[EH .Contains(key, true).LP ].AbS)〉.
2
Lemma 38 Consider a global state S which has a node n. If Contains (key) method is running
concurrently with a Remove (key) method and node(key) = n and n is marked in the state S, then
marking of S.n happened only after Contains (key) started.
Notations used in Lemma 39:
Contains(key) executes the while loop to find out location of the node nx where nx.val ≤ key and
nx ∈ AbDS. We denote execution of the last step nx = read(nx−1.next) which satisfies nx.val ≤
key. Also note that nx−1 represents the execution of penultimate loop iteration in sequential scenario.
Figure 3.9 depicts the global state used in the Lemma 39.
1. Sx−1: Global state after the execution of nx−1 = read(nx−2.next) at Line 57.
2. S′x−1: Global state after the execution of read(nx−1.val) at Line 56.
3. Sx: Global state after the execution of read(nx−1.next) at Line 57.
4. S′x: Global state after the execution of read(nx.val) at Line 59.
5. S′′x : Global state after the execution of read(nx.marked) at Line 59.
Lemma 39 If some Contains (key) method returns false in EH , then
39.1 The node(key) is not present in the pre-state of LP event of the method. Formally,
〈Contains(key, false) =⇒ (node(key) /∈ PreE[EH .Contains(key, false).LP ].AbS)〉.
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Sx−1 S ′x−1 Sx S ′x
read(nx.val)read(nx−1.val)
S1 S ′′x
read(nx.marked)read(nx.val)read(nx−1.next)
Line 57
S2 S3 Sx−2
Line 56 Line 56 Line 59 Line 59
Figure 3.9: The global state representation for Lemma 39
39.2 The node(key) is also not present in the post-state of LP event of the method. Formally,
〈Contains(key, false) =⇒ (node(key) /∈ PreE[EH .Contains(key, false).LP ].AbS)〉.
Proof.
• 39.1: There are following cases:
1. Case 1: key is not present in the Pre-State of read(nx.val 6= key) event at Line 59 of
Contains method, which is the LP of contains(key, false). We assume that there is no
concurrent add from S1 until S
′
x.
Sx−1 S ′x−1
read(nx−1.val) read(nx.val)
S1
Line 56 Line 57 Line 56 Line 59
read(nx−1.next) read(nx.val)
Sx S
′
x
Linearization PointNo add(key, true).LP
Figure 3.10: LP of Contains(key, false) with no successful concurrent Add is at read(nx.val 6= key)
at Line 59.
(a) Given: (S′x−1.Head→∗ S′x−1.nx−1)∧ (S′x−1.nx−1.marked = false)
To Prove: node(key) /∈ S′x.AbDS
Sx−1.nx−1.val ≥ key (Line 56 of the Contains method) (3.7)
S′x−1.nx−1.val < key (Line 57 of the Contains method) (3.8)
S′x.nx.val > key (Line 59 of the Contains method) (3.9)
S′x−1.nx−1.val < S
′
x−1.nx−1.next.val (from Lemma 25) (3.10)
Sx.nx−1.next = Sx.nx (Line 57 of the contains method) (3.11)
S′x−1.nx−1.val < S
′
x−1.nx.val (from Equation 3.10 & 3.11 & Observation 14)
(3.12)
Combining the equations 3.8,3.9 & 3.12 we have,
(S′x−1.nx−1.val < key < S
′
x−1.nx.val) =⇒ (node(key) /∈ S′x−1.AbDS) (3.13)
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Now since no concurrent add on key happens between S1 until S
′
x we have that,
〈node(key) /∈ S′x.AbDS〉 (3.14)
(b) Given: (S′x−1.Head→∗ S′x−1.nx−1) ∧ (S′x−1.nx−1.marked = true)
To Prove: node(key) /∈ S′x.AbDS
From given, we have that,
(nx−1 /∈ S′x−1.AbDS) (3.15)
Let ni be the first unmarked node belonging to S
′
i.AbDS while traversing the linked
list of n1, . . . , ni, ni+1, ni+2, . . . , nx−1, nx, . . . nodes. Therefore,
ni ∈ S′i.AbDS (3.16)
In the worst case, ni could be the Head node n1.
We know that, (ni+1 to nx−1) /∈ (S′i+1.AbDS to S′x−1.AbDS) (3.17)
In the linked list of n1, . . . , ni, ni+1, ni+2, . . . , nx−1, nx, . . . nodes, where ni+1, ni+2,
. . . , nx−1 are marked and consecutive, we can conclude (from Lemma 36) that,
(S′i+2.ni+1.next = S
′
i+2.ni+2) ∧ (S′i+2.ni+1.marked)∧
(S′i+2.ni+2.marked) =⇒ (ni+1.marking <E ni+2.marking)
(3.18)
In state S′i, we know that ni.next = ni+1. Depending upon the status of node ni+1
in S′i, we have two possible situations:
i. S′i.ni+1.unmarked
Since we know that in S′i+1 : ni+1.marked. Thus we have that,
Contains.read(ni) <E Remove.marking(ni+1) <E
Remove.marking(ni+2)
(3.19)
ii. S′i.ni+1.marked
We know that in S′i+1 : ni+1.next = ni+2. From Equation 3.18, we can conclude
that in S′i : ni+2 is unmarked. From Lemma 24,
Remove1.unlock(ni+1) <E
Remove2.lock(ni+2) <E Remove2.marking(ni+2)
(3.20)
Hence we can conclude that,
Contains.read(ni) <E ni+1.marking <E ni+2.marking (3.21)
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Now consider a state Sk in which nx−1 is unmarked. From the Lemma 36 we have
nx−1.marked <E nx.marked (3.22)
From the Observation 23 and from the Equation 3.22 we have,
∃Sk : (Sk.nx−1.marked = false) Observation 23==========⇒ Sk.nx.marked = false (3.23)
Let us call the state immediately after the marking of nx−1 as S′k as below:
Sk
((¬nx−1.marked)∧
(¬nx.marked)) nx−1.marking
S ′k
((nx−1.marked)∧
nx.marking
((nx−1.marked)∧
(nx.marked)∧
(nx−1.next = nx))
S ′x−1
(¬nx.marked))
Figure 3.11: Contains(key, false) with no successful concurrent Add on key. S′x−1.nx−1.marked =
true
and S′x−1.nx.marked = true and node(key) /∈ S′x.AbDS at Line 59
Combining Observation 16 and 15, we know that,
S′k.nx−1.next = S
′
k.nx (3.24)
Also since nx−1.marking is the only event between Sk and S′k, we can say that,
Sk.nx−1.next = Sk.nx (3.25)
Also by observing the code of Contains method, we have the following:
S′x−1.nx−1.val < key (Line 57 of the Contains method) (3.26)
Sx.nx.val ≥ key (Line 56 of the Contains method) (3.27)
S′x.nx.val > key (Line 59 of the Contains method) (3.28)
(¬Sk.nx−1.marked) ∧ (¬Sk.nx.marked) (by the Lemma 36) (3.29)
Combining the equations 3.23,3.25, 3.26 & 3.28, 3.29 and Observation 14 and 15,
(Sk.nx−1.val < key < Sk.nx.val) ∧ (¬Sk.nx−1.marked)∧
(¬Sk.nx.marked) ∧ (Sk.nx−1.next = Sk.nx) Lemma 28=======⇒
(node(key) /∈ Sk.AbDS)
(3.30)
Now since no concurrent Add happens between S1 and S
′
x we have that,
node(key) /∈ S′x.AbDS (3.31)
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2. Case 2: key is present, but marked in the Pre-State of read(n.marked) event at Line 59
of Contains method, which is the LP of Contains (key, false). We assume that there is no
concurrent Add from S1 until S
′
x.
Sx−1 S ′x−1 Sx S ′x
read(nx.val)read(nx−1.val)
S1 S ′′x
read(nx.marked)read(nx.val)read(nx−1.next)
Linearization Point
Line 59Line 59Line 56Line 57Line 56
No add(key, true).LP
Figure 3.12: LP of Contains(key, false) with no successful concurrent Add is at read(n.val = key)
at Line 59
(a) Given: S′x−1.nx−1.marked = false ∧ S′x−1.nx.marked = true
To Prove: node(key) /∈ S′′x .AbDS
S′x−1.nx−1.val < key (Line 57 of the Contains method) (3.32)
Sx.nx.val ≥ key (Line 56 of the Contains method) (3.33)
S′x.nx.val = key (Line 59 of the Contains method) (3.34)
S′x−1.nx.marked = true (Given) (3.35)
S′′x .nx.marked = true (From Observation 15) (3.36)
S′x−1.nx−1.val < S
′
x−1.nx−1.next.val (from Lemma 25) (3.37)
S′x−1.nx−1.next = S
′
x−1.nx (Line 57 of the Contains method) (3.38)
S′x−1.nx−1.val < S
′
x−1.nx.val (from Equation 3.37 & 3.38) (3.39)
Combining the equations 3.32,3.34 & 3.39 and Observation 14,
(S′x−1.nx−1.val < (key = S
′
x−1.nx.val)) ∧ (key 6= S′x−1.nx−1.val)
∧(S′x−1.nx.marked) =⇒ (node(key) /∈ S′x−1.AbDS)
(3.40)
Now since no concurrent Add happens between S1 and S
′′
x we have that,
node(key) /∈ S′′x .AbDS (3.41)
(b) Given: S′x−1.nx−1.marked = true ∧ S′x−1.nx.marked = true
To Prove: node(key) /∈ S′′x .AbDS
From given, we have that,
(nx−1 /∈ S′x−1.AbDS) ∧ (nx /∈ S′x−1.AbDS) (3.42)
From S′x−1.nx−1 we backtrack the nodes until we find the first node ni belonging to
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S′x−1.AbDS. Therefore,
ni ∈ S′x−1.AbDS (3.43)
In the worst case, S′x−1.ni could be the Head node.
We know that, (ni+1 to nx) /∈ (S′x−1.AbDS) (3.44)
In the linked list of n1, ni+1, ni+2, . . . , nx−1, nx nodes, where ni+1, ni+2, . . . , nx are
marked and consecutive, we can conclude (from Lemma 36) that,
Contains.read(n1) <E Contains.read(ni) <E
Remove.unlock(ni+1) <E ni+2.marking <E
ni+3.marking . . . <E nx−1.marking <E nx.marking
(3.45)
This implies that marking of ni+1to nx completes after Contains(key, false) started.
Contains.read(n1) <E nx−1.marking (3.46)
Now consider a state Sk+1 in which nx−1 was observed to be unmarked. Let us call
the state immediately after the marking of nx as S
′
k+1 as follows:
Sk+1
(¬nx−1.marked)
S ′k+1 S ′′x−1
(nx−1.marked)(nx−1.marking) (read(nx−1.marked))
Figure 3.13: Contains(key, false) with no successful concurrent Add. S′k+1.nx.marked = true,
node(key) /∈ S′x.AbDS at Line 59 LP of Contains(key, false) with no successful concurrent Add is
at read(n.val = key) at Line 59
Since a marked node remains marked (from Observation 15),
S′k+1.nx.marked =⇒ S′′x .nx.marked (3.47)
Also by observing the code of Contains method, we have the following:
S′x−1.nx−1.val < key (Line 57 of the Contains method) (3.48)
Sx.nx.val ≥ key (Line 56 of the Contains method) (3.49)
S′x.nx.val = key (Line 59 of the Contains method) (3.50)
Combining the equations 3.50,3.47 & and from Observation 14 & 15,
(S′k+1.nx.val = key) ∧ (S′k+1.nx.marked) =⇒ (node(key) /∈ S′k+1.AbDS) (3.51)
Now since no concurrent Add happens between S1 and S
′′
x we have that,
node(key) /∈ S′′x .AbDS (3.52)
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3. Case 3: key is not present in the Pre-State of the LP of Contains (key, false) method.
LP is a dummy event inserted just before the LP of the Add. We assume that there exists
a concurrent Add from S1 until S
′
x.
S ′x
Line 59
Sx
read(nx.val)read(nx.val)
Line 56Line 57
S1
Linearization Point
Sx−1 S ′x−1
read(nx−1.val) read(nx−1.next)
Line 56
Sdummy
dummy
event Line 59
add(key, true).LP
Figure 3.14: LP of Contains(key, false) with successful concurrent Add is at read(n.val = key)
To prove: node(key) /∈ Sdummy.AbDS
From Lemma 32, we know that if add returns true, then node(key) does not belong to
the AbDS in the pre-state of the LP of add method. We add a dummy event just before
this LP event of add method as in Figure 3.14.
node(key) /∈ Sdummy.AbDS (3.53)
4. Case 4: key is present, but marked in the Pre-State of the LP of Contains (key, false)
method. LP is a dummy event inserted just before the LP of the Add. We assume that
there exists a concurrent Add from S1 until S
′
x.
S ′x
Line 59
Sx
read(nx.val)read(nx.val)
Line 56Line 57
S1 Sx−1 S ′x−1
read(nx−1.val) read(nx−1.next)
Line 56
Sdummy
dummy
event Line 59
add(key, true).LP
Line 59
S ′′x
read(nx.marked)
Linearization Point
Figure 3.15: LP of Contains(key, false) with successful concurrent Add is at read(n.val = key) at
Line 59
To prove: node(key) /∈ Sdummy.AbDS
From Lemma 32, we know that if Add returns true, then node(key) does not belong to
the AbDS in the pre-state of the LP of Add method. We add a dummy event just before
this LP event of Add method as in Figure 3.15.
node(key) /∈ Sdummy.AbDS (3.54)
• 39.2: From the Lemma 39.1 we get that node(key) is not present in the pre-state of the
LP event. This LP event (read(n.val) 6= key) ∨ (read(n.marked)) in the Line 59 does
not change the S.AbDS. Now after execution of the LP event the node(key) will also not
present in the S′.AbDS, where S′ is the post-state of the LP event of the method. Hence,
〈Contains(key, false) =⇒ (node(key) /∈ (PostE[EH .Contains(key, flase).LP ].AbS)〉.
2
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Lemma 40 Consider a concurrent history H and a sequential history S. Let mx,my be methods
in H and S respectively. Suppose the following are true (1) The AbDS in the pre-state of mx’s
LP in H is the same as the AbDS in the pre-state of my in S; (2) The inv events of mx and my
are the same. Then (1) the rsp event of mx in H must be same as rsp event of my in S; (2) The
AbDS in the post-state of mx’s LP in H must be the same as the AbDS in the post-state of my in
S. Formally, 〈∀mx ∈ EH .mths,∀my ∈ ES.mths : (PreE[EH .mx.LP ].AbS = PreM [ES.my].AbS) ∧
(EH .mx.inv = E
S.my.inv) =⇒ (PostE[EH .mx.LP ].AbS = PostM [ES.my].AbS) ∧ (EH .mx.rsp =
ES.my.rsp)〉.
Proof.
Let us prove by contradiction. So we assume that,
〈(PreE[EH .mx.LP ].AbS = PreM [ES.my].AbS)∧
(EH .mx.inv = E
S.my.inv) =⇒ (EH .mx.rsp 6= ES.my.rsp)〉
(3.55)
We have the following cases that EH .mx.inv is invocation of either of these methods:
1. mx.inv is Add (key) Method:
• mx.resp = true: Given that the method mx.resp which is Add (key) returns true, we
know that from the Lemma 32, node(key) /∈ PreE[EH .Add(key, true).LP ].AbS. But
since from assumption in equation 3.55, (EH .mx.rsp 6= ES.my.rsp), ES.my.rsp is false.
However, from the Observation 31.1, if node(key) /∈ pre-state of LP of Add method, then
the Add(key, true) method must return true in ES. This is a contradiction.
• mx.resp = false: Given that the method mx.resp which is Add (key) returns false, we
know that from the Lemma 33, node(key) ∈ PreE[EH .Add(key, false).LP ].AbS. But
since from assumption in equation 3.55, (EH .mx.rsp 6= ES.my.rsp), ES.my.rsp is false.
However, from the Observation 31.2, if node(key) ∈ pre-state of LP of Add method, then
the Add(key, false) method must return false in ES. This is a contradiction.
2. mx.inv is Remove (key) Method:
• mx.resp = true: Given that the method mx.resp which is Remove (key) returns true, we
know that from the Lemma 34, node(key) ∈ PreE[EH .Remove(key, true).LP ].AbS. But
since from assumption in equation 3.55, (EH .mx.rsp 6= ES.my.rsp), ES.my.rsp is false.
However, from the Observation 31.3, if node(key) ∈ pre-state of LP of Remove method,
then the Remove(key, true) method must return true in ES. This is a contradiction.
• mx.resp = false: Given that the method mx.resp which is Remove (key) returns false,
we know that from the Lemma 35, node(key) /∈ PreE[EH .Remove(key, false).LP ].AbS.
But since from assumption in equation 3.55, (EH .mx.rsp 6= ES.my.rsp), ES.my.rsp is false.
However, from the Observation 31.4, if node(key) /∈ pre-state of LP of Remove method,
then the Remove(key, false) method must return false in ES. This is a contradiction.
3. mx.inv is Contains (key) Method:
• mx.resp = true: Given that the method mx.resp which is Contains (key) returns true, we
know that from the Lemma 37, node(key) ∈ PreE[EH .Contains(key, true).LP ].AbS. But
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since from assumption in equation 3.55, (EH .mx.rsp 6= ES.my.rsp), ES.my.rsp is false.
However, from the Observation 31.5, if node(key) ∈ pre-state of LP of Contains method,
then the Contains(key, true) method must return true in ES. This is a contradiction.
• mx.resp = false: Given that the method mx.resp which is Contains (key) returns false,
we know that from the Lemma 39, node(key) /∈
PreE[EH .Contains(key, false).LP ].AbS. But since from assumption in equation 3.55,
(EH .mx.rsp 6= ES.my.rsp), ES.my.rsp is false. However, from the Observation 31.6, if
node(key) /∈ pre-state of LP of Contains method, then the Contains(key, false) method
must return false in ES. This is a contradiction.
Thus we conclude that the rsp event of mx in H must be same as rsp event of my in S. Formally,
〈EH .mx.rsp = ES.my.rsp〉. 2
Lemma 41 All histories H generated by the Lazy List are linearizable.
Proof. Lemma follows based on the Lemma 40, Lemma 10 and Lemma 11. 2
3.5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we address the problem: given the set of LPs of a CDS, how to show its correctness?
We have developed a hand-crafted technique of proving correctness of the CDSs by validating it LPs.
We believe that our technique can be applied to prove the correctness of several commonly used
CDSs developed in literature such as Lock-free Linked based Sets [4], lazy-list [6, 7], Skiplists [8] etc.
Our technique will also work for CDSs in which the LPs of a method might lie outside the method
such as lazy-list. To show the efficacy of this technique, we show the correctness of lazy-list.
An important point to be noted with our approach: we assumed that only LP events change the
AbDS (Assumption 5). Although this is true in case of many CDSs considered, this is not always
true. As an example consider a shared array which has an lock for each entry and is modified by
multiple threads concurrently. Threads wishing to update several entries in a linearizable manner can
obtain locks on the relevant entries of the array using two-phase locking (2PL) and then perform the
updates. In this case, one can choose any event between the last locking and the first unlocking as
the LP. But then, the LP event is not where all the updates to the shared entries of the array takes
place. So with this kind of 2PL usage, our technique will not directly work. In that case, we believe
that we have to consider the notion of Linearization Blocks instead of Linearization Points. We plan
to explore this notion in future. On the other hand, we believe that our technique will work for those
CDSs which has at least one wait-free method (like the contains method in the case of lazy-list).
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Chapter 4
Concurrent Graph Data-Structure
which maintains Acyclicity
4.1 Introduction
Graph is a common data-structure that can model many real world objects & relationships. A graph
represents pairwise relationships between objects along with their properties. Due to their usefulness,
graphs are being used in various fields like genomics various kinds of networks such as social, semantic
etc. Generally, these graphs are very large and dynamic in nature. Dynamic graphs are the one’s
which are subjected to a sequence of changes like insertion, deletion of vertices and/or edges [9].
Online social networks (Facebook, Linkedin, Google+, Twitter, Quora, etc.), are dynamic in nature
with the users and the relationships among them changing over time. There are several important
problems that can become challenging in such a dynamic setting: finding cycles, graph coloring,
minimum spanning tree, shortest path between a pair of vertices, strongly connected components,
etc.
We have been specifically motivated by the problem of Serialization Graph Testing (SGT )
scheduler [10] from Databases and Transactional Memory [11]. A database scheduler (as the
name suggests) handles the concurrency control over a set of transactions running concurrently. A
transaction is a block of code invoked by a thread/process to access multiple shared memory variables
atomically. The scheduler commits a transaction if it does not violate the well known correctness
(which is serializability/opacity); otherwise the transaction is aborted.
The working of SGT scheduler in Software Transactional Memory (STM) system is as follows: it
maintains a graph called as conflict-graph (CG) over all transactions. The conflict-graph characterizes
every transaction as a vertex and all conflicts between transactions as directed edges [10]. The
conflict graph gets modified dynamically with time by the arrival, deletion of transactions causing
deletion of vertices respectively and by the addition of conflicts between the transactions causing
addition of edges between the vertices. It must be noted that although the set of threads that invoke
the transactions are finite, the number of transactions and the corresponding operations can grow
to be very large over time. The SGT scheduler maintains the property that conflict graph always
remains acyclic to ensure correctness. When a transaction requests an operation, the SGT scheduler
checks whether the requested operation can cause a cycle in the dynamic conflict graph. If it does
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not then the transaction is allowed to perform the operation; otherwise it is aborted.
Figure 4.1: An example of a directed acyclic graph in the shared memory which is being accessed
by multiple threads. Thread T1 is trying to add a vertex 10 to the graph. Thread T2 is concurrently
invoking a remove vertex 3. Thread T3 is also concurrently performing an addition of directed edge
from vertex 9 to vertex 8 and will later create a cycle.
Apart from SGT, other well-known applications that require maintaining dynamic graphs while
ensuring acyclicity are deadlock avoidance and detection algorithms for concurrently executing
processes [33]. But unlike SGT, there is a theoretical upper limit on the number of vertices in the
graph for these applications which is the total number of threads/processes in the system.
The traditional solution employed by SGT in Databases & STMs to maintain dynamic graphs is
to use a single coarse lock to protect the entire graph. Clearly, this implementation can be made
more efficient by providing finer granularity of synchronization. Each thread which has invoked a
transaction should independently be able to add/delete from vertices/edges to independent parts
of the graph. It can be seen that this problem gets complicated if the graph is huge and multiple
threads are concurrently accessing the graph and performing some operations. Furthermore, on the
top of such a dynamically changing graph it is not clear how to check for cycles without locking the
entire graph using coarse locks.
It can be seen that this problem gets complicated if the graph is huge and multiple threads are
concurrently accessing the graph and performing some operations as depicted in Figure 4.1. There
are many efficient well-known algorithms for solving these problems in the sequential world. However,
there are a very few works in the area of concurrent graphs shared memory setting. There has been
a recent and relevant work on the area of concurrent graphs by Kallimanis and Kanellou [34]. Their
work also discusses about concurrent graph which supports concurrent operations; addition/deletion
of vertices/edges and dynamic traversal. But they represent dynamic graph in the form of adjacency
matrix with fixed upper-limit on the total number of vertices. Hence, their work can not be used
to build SGT scheduler. Moreover, it is not obvious how to extend their work to check for graph
acyclicity.
In this chapter, we propose a solution for this problem. We develop a concurrent directed graph
data-structure which allows threads to concurrently add/delete/contains on vertices/edges while
ensuring linearizability. The update methods add/delete on vertices/edges are deadlock-free while
the contains methods on vertices/edges are wait-free. We then present a wait-free algorithm for
preserving acyclicity of this concurrent graph which is based on reachability. To show their correctness
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we discuss the linearization points of all these methods. We also show experimental analysis of the
presented concurrent data-structure under varying workload distributions which demonstrate the
concurrency obtained against the coarse locking strategy.
Since the concurrent graph data structure is based on the lazy-list implementation, it may seem
like a trivial extension to it. In fact, as shown later, our implementation is not a straight forward
extension to lazy-list implementation but has several non-trivial additions. This can be seen from
the LPs of edge methods which lie outside their method & depend on other concurrently executing
graph methods. Moreover we believe the design of the graph data-structure is such that it can help
identify other useful properties on graph such as cycle detection, shortest path, reachability, etc. As
mentioned above, among these we focus on graph acyclicity problem which is described in Section
4.4.
The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:
• A concurrent directed graph data-structure represented by adjacency list that has been im-
plemented using the idea of concurrent set based on lazy list [7]. As mentioned earlier, this
structure is a non-trivial extension of the lazy list algorithm with some interesting additions.
• Wait-free reachability algorithm for detecting cycle in the fully dynamic concurrent graph.
• Experimental analysis of the presented concurrent data-structure under varying workload
distributions which demonstrate on an average 8x higher throughput obtained by the proposed
algorithm over the coarse locking strategy.
• We show that all the presented methods are linearizable by using linearization points. We
then give proof-sketch to show that the methods of the graph data-structure which maintains
acyclicity are linearizable. We also give a proof-sketch of the progress conditions of all the
methods.
Related Work. There are many efficient well-known algorithms for solving these problems in the
sequential world. Also, several parallel tools have been developed for operating on graphs and several
algorithms based on these tools [35,36]. However, there are a very few work in the area of concurrent
graphs shared in memory setting that work with linearizability. There has been a recent interesting
and relevant work on the area of concurrent graphs by Kallimanis and Kanellou [34]. They consider
dynamic graphs with edge weights changing dynamically. They also support addition/deletion of
edges and dynamic traversal with all of the methods being wait-free. But in their system, the total
number of vertices in the graph is fixed. Hence, they represent the dynamic graph in the form of
adjacency matrix which assumes a upper-limit on the total number of vertices. Such a system cannot
be used for representing a SGT scheduler in which the set of vertices changes dynamically over time.
Moreover, it is not clear how to ensure graph acyclicity with their algorithm.
4.2 Construction of Concurrent Graph Data-Structure
4.2.1 Overview
In this section we describe the graph data structure. It is based on the adjacency list representation.
Hence, it is implemented as a collection (list) of vertices wherein each vertex in turn holds a list
of vertices to which it has outgoing edges. The implementation is a linked list of vnode and enode
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as shown in the Table 4.1. The implementation of each of these lists are based on the lazy-list
implementation of the a concurrent-set [7]. The enode class has four fields. The val field is the key
value of the edge(u, v) (edge from u to v), stores the key value of v. The edge nodes are sorted in
order of the val field. This helps efficiently detect when a enode is absent in the edge list. The
marked field is of type boolean which indicates whether that enode is in the edge list or not. The
enext field is a reference to the next enode in the edge list. The lock field is for ensuring access to a
shared enode happens in a mutually exclusion manner. We say a thread acquires a lock and releases
the lock when it executes a lock.acquire() and lock.release() method call respectively.
Similarly, the vnode class has six fields. The val field is the key value of the vertex u. The vertex
nodes are sorted in the order of the val field which helps detect presence/absence of a vnode in the
vertex list (like the the sorted enode list). The marked field is a boolean marked field indicating
whether that vnode is in the vertex list or not. The vnext field is a reference to the next vnode in the
vertex list. The EdgeHead field is a sentinel enode at the start of the each edge list for each vnode
has the smallest possible key value (−∞). The EdgeTail field is sentinel enode at the end of the each
edge list has the largest possible key value (+∞). The lock field to add the mutual exclusion to a
shared vnode implementation. We say a thread acquires a lock and releases the lock when it executes
a lock.acquire() and lock.release() method call respectively. We assume the enext and marked fields
of the enode structure are atomic. Similarly, the vnext and marked fields of a vnode are atomic.
Edge Node Vertex Node
class enode{
int val;
enode enext;
boolean marked;
Lock lock;
enode(int key){
val = key;
marked = false;
enext = null;
lock = new Lock();
}
};
class vnode{
int val;
vnode vnext;
enode EdgeHead;
enode EdgeTail;
boolean marked;
Lock lock;
vnode(int key){
val = key;
marked = false;
vnext = null;
EdgeHead = new enode(-infinity);
EdgeTail = new enode(+infinity);
EdgeHead.enext = EdgeTail;
lock = new Lock();
}
};
Table 4.1: Structure of Vertex and Edge Node.
Given a global state S, we define a few structures and notations as follows:
1. We denote vertex node, say v, as a vnode class object. Similarly, we denote edge node, say e,
as a enode class object.
2. S.vnodes as a set of vnode class objects that have been created so far in S. Its structure is defined
in the Table 4.1. Each vnode object v in S.vnodes is initialized with key, vnext to null, marked
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field initially set to false. Two sentinel edge nodes are created: EdgeHead and EdgeTail
assigned with val −∞ and +∞ respectively; EdgeTail.enext to null and EdgeHead.enext to
EdgeTail.
3. S.enodes is a set of enode class objects and its structure is defined in the Table 4.1. Each
vnode object v in S.enodes is initialized with key, enext to null, with marked field initially
set to false.
4. S.V ertexHead is a vnode class object (called sentinel head vertex node), which is initialized with
a val −∞. This sentinel node is never removed from the vertex list. Similarly, S.V ertexTail is
a vnode class object (called sentinel tail vertex node), which is initialized with a val +∞. This
sentinel node is never removed from the vertex list.
5. The contents & the status of a vnode v keeps changing with different global states. For
a global state S, we denote S.v as its current state and the individual fields of v in S as
S.v.val, S.v.vnext, ... etc.
6. Similar to the contents of a vnode, it can be seen that the contents & the status of a enode e
keeps changing with different global states. Similarly, for a global state S, we denote S.e as its
current state and the individual fields of e in S as S.e.val, S.e.vnext, ... etc.
Having defined a few notions on S, we now define the notion of an abstract graph, AbG for a global
state S which we will use for guiding us in correctness of our methods. AbG for a global state S is
the collection of S.AbG(V ) and S.AbG(E) as defined below:
Definition 42 S.AbG(V ) ≡ {v|(v ∈ S.vnodes) ∧ (S.V ertexHead→∗ S.v) ∧ (¬S.v.marked)}.
This definition of AbG(V) captures the set of all vertices of AbG for the global state S. It consists of
all the vnodes that are reachable from S.V ertexHead and are not marked for deletion.
Definition 43 S.AbG(E) ≡ {e|(e ∈ S.enodes) ∧ ((u, v) ⊆ S.AbG(V )) ∧ (S.u.EdgeHead →∗ S.e) ∧
(¬S.e.marked) ∧ (S.e.val = S.v.val)}.
This definition of AbG(E) captures the set of all edges of AbG for the global state S. Informally it
consists of all the enodes that connects two vnodes u, v with the edge going form u to v.
The problems addressed in this chapter are defined as here:
1. A concurrent directed graph G = (V,E), which is dynamically being modified by a fixed set
of concurrent threads. In this setting, threads may perform insertion / deletion of vertices or
edges to the graph. We develop this data-structure in Section 4.3.
2. We also maintain an invariant that the concurrent graph G updated by concurrent threads
should be acyclic. This means that the graph should preserve acyclicity at the end of every
operation in the generated equivalent sequential history. We describe the modified data-structure
in Section 4.4.
We assume that all the vertices have unique identification key. Serialization Graph Testing Algorithm
which is our motivating example, assumes that all the transactions have unique ids. Once a transaction
is deleted it does not come back again into the system. As a result, we assume that all the vertices
are assigned unique keys and duplicate vertices are not allowed. We assume that once a vertex id
has been added, it will not be added again to the concurrent graph G.
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Table 4.2: Sequential Specification of the Graph Data Structure
Method
Return
Value
Pre-state(S: global state)
Post-state( S′: future state of
S such that S < S′)
AddV ertex(u) true S : 〈u /∈ S.AbG(V )〉 S′ : 〈u ∈ S′.AbG(V )〉
AddV ertex(u) false Never the case Never the case
RemoveV ertex(u) true S : 〈u ∈ S.AbG(V )〉 S′ : 〈u /∈ S′.AbG(V )〉
RemoveV ertex(u) false S : 〈u /∈ S.AbG(V )〉 Same as pre-state
AddEdge(u, v) true
S : 〈u, v ∈ S.AbG(V ) ∧ ((u, v) ∈
S.AbG(E)∨ (u, v) /∈ S.AbG(E))〉
S′ : 〈(u, v ∈ S′.AbG(V )∧(u, v) ∈
S′.AbG(E)〉
AddEdge(u, v) false
S : 〈u /∈ S.AbG(V ) ∨ v /∈
S.AbG(V )〉 Same as pre-state
RemoveEdge(u, v) true
S : 〈u, v ∈ S.AbG(V ) ∧
((u, v) ∈ S.AbG(E)) ∨ (u, v) /∈
S.AbG(E))〉
S′ : 〈u, v ∈ S′.AbG(V ))∧(u, v) /∈
S′.AbG(E)〉
RemoveEdge(u, v) false
S : 〈u /∈ S.AbG(V ) ∨ v /∈
S.AbG(V )〉 Same as pre-state
ContainsV ertex(u) true S : 〈u ∈ S.AbG(V )〉 Same as pre-state
ContainsV ertex(u) false S : 〈u /∈ S.AbG(V )〉 Same as pre-state
ContainsEdge(u, v) true
S : 〈u, v ∈ S.AbG(V ) ∧ (u, v) ∈
S.AbG(E)〉 Same as pre-state
ContainsEdge(u, v) false
S : 〈u /∈ S.AbG(V ) ∨ v /∈
S.AbG(V ) ∨ (u, v) /∈ S.AbG(E)〉 same as pre-state
4.2.2 Methods Exported & Sequential Specification
In this section, we describe the methods exported by the concurrent directed graph data structure
along with their sequential specification. This specification as the name suggests shows the behaviour
of the graph when all the methods are invoked sequentially.
1. The AddV ertex(u) method adds a vertex u to the graph, returning true. This follows directly
from our assumption that all the vertices are assigned distinct keys. Once added, the method
will never invoke addition on this key again.
2. The RemoveV ertex(u) method deletes vertex u from the graph, if it is present in the graph
and returns true. By deleting this vertex u, this method ensures that all the incoming and
outgoing vertices of u are deleted as well. If the vertex is not in the graph, it returns false.
3. The AddEdge(u, v) method adds a directed edge (u, v) to the concurrent graph if the edge
(u, v) is not already present in the graph and returns true. If the edge is already in the graph
it simply returns true. But if either the vertices u or v is not present, it returns false. Section
4.3 presents the construction of concurrent data structure based upon this specification.
To maintain the graph acyclicity invariant which is described in section 4.4, we change the
specification of the AddEdge method as follows: if either the vertices u or v is not present, it
returns false, like in the earlier case. Similarly, if the edge is already present in the graph, it
returns true. If both the vertices u & v are present and the edge is not in the graph already, this
method tests to see if this edge (u, v) will form a cycle in the graph by invoking CycleDetect
method. If it does not form a cycle, the edge is added and it returns true. Otherwise, it returns
false.
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4. The RemoveEdge(u, v) method deletes the directed edge (u, v) from the graph structure if it
is present and returns true. If the edge (u, v) is not present in the graph but the vertices u &
v are in the graph it still returns true. But, if either of the vertices u or v is not present in the
graph it returns false.
5. The ContainsEdge(u, v) returns true, if the graph contains the edge (u, v); otherwise returns
false.
6. The ContainsV ertex(u) returns true, if the graph contains the vertex u; otherwise returns
false.
Table 4.2 describes the sequential specification of each method formally in any given global state S
before the execution of the method and future state S′ after executing it sequentially. The Pre-state
is the shared state before inv event and the Post-state is also the shared state just after the rsp
event of a method, which is depicted in the Figure 3.1. For the vnodes u and v, we represent a
particular enode e as the edge (u, v), from u to v, such that e.val = v.val. We assume that a typical
application invokes significantly more contains methods (ContainsEdge and ContainsVertex ) than
the update methods (AddVertex, RemoveVertex, AddEdge, RemoveEdge).
4.3 Working of Concurrent Graph Methods
In this section, we describe the implementation of the concurrent graph structure and the working
of the various methods. We represent the graph using adjacency list representation, which is a list
of linked lists as illustrated in the Figure 4.2. The underlying adjacency list implementation is an
adaptation of the lazy-list based concurrent set [7]. All the fields in the structure are declared atomic.
This ensures that operations on these variables happen atomically. In the context of a particular
application, the node structure can be easily modified to carry useful data (like weights etc).
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Figure 4.2: (a) A directed Graph (b) The concurrent Graph data structure representation for (a).
The algorithm uses two nodes structures: vnode & enode which are described in Table 4.1. As
can be seen from Figure 4.2, we have a list of all vnodes (or vertices) denoted as vertex list. All
the vertices in this list are sorted by their keys. We maintain two sentinel nodes, called Vertex-
Head and VertexTail, at the start and end of vertex list having the smallest and largest possible
key values respectively. Each vertex v in the vertex list has an associated list of enodes called as
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edge list to keep track of all the outgoing edges from this vertex. Similar to vertex list, the edge list
is also sorted by their keys. We again maintain two sentinel nodes in each edge list, EdgeHead
and EdgeTail at the start and end of the list having the smallest and largest possible key values
respectively. None of the sentinel nodes are deleted. All the fields in the structure are declared
atomic. This ensures that operations on these variables happen atomically. In the context of a
particular application, the node structure can be easily modified to carry useful data (like weights etc).
Till now, no fully dynamic concurrent adjacency list data structure has been proposed. Hence, when
multiple threads simultaneously update the graph data structure, it is done by using coarse locks on
the method calls. The problem with this is, when multiple threads try to access the concurrent data
structure at the same time, the data structure becomes a sequential hold-up, forcing threads to wait
in line for access to the lock. This graph data structure can be used as a fundamental building unit
for different granularities of synchronization. In this chapter, we consider lazy synchronization of
concurrent set implemented using linked list [7] to implement dynamically changing adjacency list
data structure. Instead of maintaining a coarse lock on the adjacency list as a whole, we maintain
locks for individual vertex and edge nodes in the adjacency list to increase the concurrency. Lazy
synchronization further increases concurrency by allowing traversals to occur without acquiring locks.
Once the correct nodes have been found and locks have been acquired, then the thread validates if
the locked nodes are indeed correct. If before acquiring locks, some other thread has updated the
data structure and wrong nodes were locked, then the locks are released and traversals start over.
Notations used in PseudoCode:
↓, ↑ denote input and output arguments to each method respectively. The shared memory is accessed
only by invoking explicit read() and write() methods. The flag is a local variable which returns
the status of each operation. We use e1, e2 to represent the enode reference nodes and v1, v2, v to
represent vnode references.
Algorithm 12 ValidateVertex Method: Takes two vertices, v1, v2, each of type vnode as input and
validates for presence in vertex list and returns true or false.
1: procedure ValidateVertex(v1 ↓, v2 ↓, flag ↑)
2: if (read(v1.marked) = false) ∧ (read(v2.marked) = false) ∧ (read(v1.vnext) = v2) then
3: flag ← true; // validation successful
4: else
5: flag ← false; // validation fails
6: end if
7: return; //return flag
8: end procedure
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Algorithm 13 LocateVertex Method: Takes key as input and returns the corresponding pair of
neighboring vnode 〈v1, v2〉. Initially v1 and v2 are set to null.
9: procedure LocateVertex (key ↓, v1 ↑, v2 ↑)
10: while (true) do
11: v1 ← read(V ertexHead);
12: v2 ← read(v1.vnext);
13: while (read(v2.val) < key) do // search without acquiring lock
14: v1 ← v2;
15: v2 ← read(v2.vnext);
16: end while
17: lock.acquire(v1);
18: lock.acquire(v2);
19: /* If ValidateVertex returns true, then it returns. */
20: if (V alidateV ertex(v1 ↓, v2 ↓, flag ↑)) then
21: return;
22: else
23: lock.release(v1);
24: lock.release(v2); //validation failed, try again
25: end if
26: end while
27: end procedure
4.3.1 Working of the Update Vertex methods - AddVertex & RemoveV-
ertex
The AddV ertex(u) method is similar to the add method of concurrent set implemented using lazy
linked list [7]. When a thread wants to add a vertex to the concurrent graph, it traverses the vertex
list without acquiring any locks until it finds a vertex with its key greater than or equal to u, say
ucurr and it’s predecessor, say upred. It acquires locks on the vertices upred and ucurr itself. It
validates to check if ucurr is reachable from upred, and if both the vnodes have not been deleted
(marked). The algorithm maintains an invariant that all the unmarked vertex nodes are reachable. If
the validation succeeds, the thread adds the vertex u between upred and ucurr in the vertex list
and returns true after unlocking the vertices. If it fails, the thread starts the traversal over after
unlocking the locked vertices. The AddVertex method is described in the Algorithm 14.
From the structure of vnode class, we know that each vnode has a boolean marked field in Table 4.1.
The removal of a vnode, say u happens in two steps like in the lazy linked list [7]: (1) The vnode u’s
marked field is first set to true and it referred to as logical removal. This ensures that if any edge is
being added or removed concurrently corresponding to that vertex, it would fail in their validation
after encountering it to be marked at Line 2 in the Algorithm 12. (2) Then the pointers are changed
so that u is removed from the vertex list (Line 67). This is referred to as physical deletion, then
it changes the pointer(Line 68) of the predecessor of the marked node to its successor so that the
deleted node is no longer reachable in the vertex list. To achieve this, RemoveV ertex(u) method
proceeds similar to the AddV ertex(u). The thread iterates through vertex list until it identifies the
vertex u to be deleted. Then after u and its predecessor are locked, then logical removal occurs by
setting the marked field to true. The RemoveVertex method is described in the Algorithm 16.
After the physical deletion of the vertex u in the vertex list, its incoming edges must also be deleted.
This is described by the RemoveIncomingEdge method (Algorithm 15). This is done by performing
a traversal of the entire vertex list, to check if any of the existing vertices contain an edge node
corresponding to the deleted vertex in their edge list. If such an edge node is present, locks are
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obtained on the enodes e1 and e2 in the Line 49 and 50 respectively of the vertex v and then this
edge node e2 is deleted by setting the marked to true (logical removal) and then physically deleted.
The physical deletion does not remove the vnode from the memory as we are not doing any garbage
collection. It is to be noted that performing the deletion of incoming edges of deleted vertices is an
optional step as this does not affect the correctness of the algorithm. In other words, even if edges
nodes corresponding to the deleted vertices are still unmarked and reachable, no other method’s
correctness is affected by their presence. In later section, we present results of variants with this
method optional.
Algorithm 14 AddVertex Method: Successfully adds V Node(key) to the vertex list, if it is not
present earlier.
28: procedure AddVertex (key ↓)
29: LocateV ertex(key ↓, v1 ↑, v2 ↑);
30: if (read(v2.val) 6= key) then // not present
31: write(v3, new vnode(key)); // new vnode created
32: write(v3.vnext, v2);
33: write(v1.vnext, v3); // added in the vertex list
34: end if
35: lock.release(v1);
36: lock.release(v2);
37: return;
38: end procedure
If the validation succeeds, the thread adds the vertex u between upred and ucurr in the vertex list
and returns true after unlocking the vertices. If it fails, the thread starts the traversal over after
unlocking the locked vertices. This is described in Algorithm 14.
Algorithm 15 RemoveIncomingEdge Method: This method helps remove all the incoming edges
of a deleted vertex vnode(key) from the graph.
39: procedure RemoveIncomingEdge (key ↓)
40: temp← read(V ertexHead); // Starting from V ertexHead
41: while (read(temp.vnext) 6= NULL) do
42: while (true) do
43: e1 ← read(temp.EdgeHead);
44: e2 ← read(e1.enext);
45: while (read(e2.val) < key) do
46: e1 ← e2;
47: e2 ← read(e2.enext);
48: end while
49: lock.acquire(e1);
50: lock.acquire(e2);
51: if (V alidateEdge(e1, e2)) then
52: if (read(e2.val) = key) then // key is present
53: write(e2.marked, true); // logically removed
54: write(e1.enext, e2.enext); // physically removed
55: end if
56: end if
57: lock.release(e1);
58: lock.release(e2);
59: end while
60: temp← temp.vnext
61: end while
62: return;
63: end procedure
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Algorithm 16 RemoveVertex Method: vnode(key) gets removed from the vertex list if it is already
present. Initially flag is set to true.
64: procedure RemoveVertex (key ↓, flag ↑)
65: LocateV ertex(key ↓, v1 ↑, v2 ↑)
66: if (read(v2.val) = key) then // present
67: write(v2.marked, true); // logically removed
68: write(v1.vnext, v2.vnext); // physically removed
69: lock.release(v1);
70: lock.release(v2);
71: RemoveIncomingEdges(key ↓);
72: /* RemoveIncomingEdges removes all incoming edges to vnode(key). */
73: else
74: lock.release(v1);
75: lock.release(v2);
76: flag ← false; // not present
77: end if
78: return; //return flag
79: end procedure
Each vnode of vertex list has a boolean marked field as can be seen in Table 4.1. The removal of
a vnode u happens in two steps like in lazy linked list [7]: (1) The vnode u’s marked field is first
set to true. This is referred to as logical removal. This ensures that if any edge is being added or
removed concurrently corresponding to that vertex will fail in the validation process after checking
the marked field. (2) Then, the pointers are changed so that u is removed from the vertex list. This is
referred to as physical deletion which involves changing the pointer of the predecessor of the marked
node to its successor so that the deleted node is no longer reachable in the vertex list. To achieve
this, RemoveV ertex(u) method proceeds similar to the AddV ertex(u). The thread iterates through
vertex list until it identifies the vertex u to be deleted. Then after u and its predecessor have been
locked, logical removal occurs by setting the marked field to true. This is described in Algorithm 16.
After the physical deletion of the vertex u, the vertex should be removed from the edge-list of
all the other nodes v from whom there is an incoming edge to u. This is described by the
RemoveIncomingEdge method. This is done by performing a traversal of the entire vertex list, to
check if the deleted vertex is contained as an edge node in their edge list. If such an edge node is
found, locks are obtained on the enodes e1 and e2 in the Line 49 and 50 in Algorithm 15 respectively
of the vertex v and then this edge node e2 to be deleted is marked (logical removal) and then
physically deleted. The implementation is available at [37]. The physical deletion does not remove
the vnode from the memory as we are not doing any garbage collection. All deleted vnodes are not
reachable from the V ertexHead but they are present in the system.
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Algorithm 17 HelpSearchEdge Method: This method helps to optimise searching of edge vertices.
It compare the key1 and key2, starts searching based on smaller key value. Takes two keys, key1
and key2, as input and returns the vnode 〈v1, v2〉 corresponding to them. Initially v1, v2 are set to
null and flag is set to true.
80: procedure HelpSearchEdge (key1 ↓, key2 ↓, v1 ↑, v2 ↑, flag ↑)
81: if (key1 < key2) then
82: v1 ← read(V ertexHead); // starting from V ertexHead
83: while (read(v1.val) < key1) do
84: v1 ← read(v1.vnext);
85: end while
86: if (read(v1.val 6= key1) ∨ (read(v1.marked)) then //vnode(key1) not present or marked
87: flag ← false;
88: return;
89: end if
90: v2 ← read(v1.vnext);
91: while (read(v2.val) < key2) do
92: v2 ← read(v2.vnext);
93: end while
94: if (read(v2.val 6= key2) ∨ (read(v2.marked)) then // vnode(key2) not present or marked
95: flag ← false;
96: return;
97: end if
98: else
99: v2 ← read(V ertexHead); // starting from V ertexHead
100: while (read(v2.val) < key2) do
101: v2 ← read(v2.vnext);
102: end while
103: if (read(v2.val 6= key2) ∨ (read(v2.marked)) then //vnode(key2) not present or marked
104: flag ← false;
105: return;
106: end if
107: v1 ← read(nv.vnext);
108: while (read(v1.val) < key1) do
109: v1 ← read(v1.vnext);
110: end while
111: if (read(v1.val 6= key1) ∨ (read(v1.marked)) then //vnode(key1) not present or marked
112: flag ← false;
113: return;
114: end if
115: end if
116: end procedure
4.3.2 Working of the Update Edge methods - AddEdge & RemoveEdge
Algorithm 18 ValidateEdge Method: Takes two ENode e1, e2 and validates for presence in edge
list.
117: procedure V alidateEdge(e1 ↓, e2 ↓, flag ↑)
118: if (read(e1.marked) = false) ∧ (read(e2.marked) = false) ∧ (read(e1.enext) = e2) then
119: flag ← true; // validation successful
120: else
121: flag ← false; //validation fails
122: end if
123: return; //return flag
124: end procedure
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Algorithm 19 AddEdge Method: enode(key2) gets added to the edge list of vnode(key1), if it is
not present. Initially, flag is set to true.
125: procedure AddEdge (key1 ↓,key2 ↓, flag ↑)
126: LocateEdge(key1 ↓, key2 ↓, v1 ↑, v2 ↑, e1 ↑, e2 ↑, flag ↑);
127: if (flag = false) then // vnode(key1) or vnode(key2) not found
128: return;
129: end if
130: /* After this line, the method does not return false. It does not matter if the node is there or not.*/
131: if (read(e2.val) 6= key2) then // enode(key2) not present
132: write(e3, new enode(key2));
133: write(e3.enext, e2);
134: write(e1.enext, e3);
135: end if
136: lock.release(e1);
137: lock.release(e2);
138: return; // returns flag to be true
139: end procedure
The AddEdge(u, v) method starts by checking for the presence of vertices u and v in the vertex list
of the graph by invoking the HelpSearchEdge method (Algorithm 17). After this, once again u & v
are validated to be unmarked in the Line 146. The reason for this is explained by an example in
Figure 4.3. Once the vertices u and v have been validated to be reachable and unmarked in the
vertex list, the thread traverses the edge list of vertex u until an edge node with key greater than v
has been encountered, say ecurr and it’s predecessor say epred, locks are obtained on the epred and
ecurr. The thread does all this without acquiring locks on vertex u and v. After this, validation
is performed to check if the respective edge nodes are unmarked and reachable. If the validation
is successful, the new edge node is added in between epred and ecurr in the edge list of u. The
AddEdge method is described in the Algorithm 19.
In RemoveEdge(u, v), the enode v is removed from u’s edge list. This method works similar to
RemoveV ertex method. It proceeds in two phases: first logical removal of the enode v by setting
the mark field. Then, v is removed physically from u’s edge list by changing the pointers. Unlike
RemoveV ertex, the physical removal is simpler as there is no other extra work to be done. This is
because the edges in the concurrent graph are directed and only one edge needs to be removed from
one list.
To achieve this, the RemoveEdge(u, v) method proceeds similar to the AddEdge(u, v) by traversing
the vertex list in the graph, without acquiring any locks and then verifying that the vertices u and
v are indeed present in the graph. The thread then traverses the edge list of u (without acquiring
locks) to identify the epred & ecurr edge nodes. Once these nodes have been locked and validated
(for reachability), logical removal occurs and then physical deletion of edge nodes place immediately
after logical removal. The RemoveEdge method is described in the Algorithm 21
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Figure 4.3: This figure depicts why we need an additional check to locate vertices in LocateEdge
(Algorithm 20) in Line 146. A thread T1 trying to perform AddEdge (u, v, true), first invokes
HelpLocateEdge. Just after T1 has verified vertex u (Line 94), thread T2 deletes vertex u. Also
vertex v gets added by thread T3 just before T1 verifies it by executing Line 94. So, now thread T1
has successfully tested for the presence of vertices u and v in the vertex list, and then it proceeds to
add edge (u, v), returning true. However, as is evident, no possible sequentially generated history
of the given concurrent execution is correct. Hence an additional check must be performed before
proceeding to actually add the edge as in Line 146.
Algorithm 20 LocateEdge Method: Takes two keys, key1 and key2, as input and returns the pair
of adjacent enode 〈e1, e2〉. If vnode v1 or v2 or enode e2 is not present, it returns false. Initially
enodes e1, e2 are set to null and flag is set to true.
140: procedure LocateEdge (key1 ↓, key2 ↓, v1 ↑, v2 ↑, e1 ↑, e2 ↑, flag ↑)
141: HelpSearchEdge(key1 ↓, key2 ↓, v1 ↑, v2 ↑, flag ↑);
142: if (flag = false) then
143: return; // v1 or v2 not found, returns flag
144: end if
145: /*This lines ensures both the vertices v1 & v2 have been added to the system by this time and are not marked*/
146: if (read(v1.marked) ∨ read(v2.marked)) then
147: flag ← false;
148: return;
149: end if
150: /* Helping for search edge, is a supporting method for locate edge. It locates the vertices v1 & v2*/
151: while (true) do
152: e1 ← read(v1.enext);
153: e2 ← read(e1.enext);
154: /* Search enode(key2) without acquiring any locks*/
155: while (read(e2.val) < key2) do
156: e1 ← e2;
157: e2 ← read(e2.enext);
158: end while
159: lock.acquire(e1);
160: lock.acquire(e2);
161: if (V alidateEdge(e1 ↓, e2 ↓, flag ↑)) then
162: return; // returns true if validation succeeds.
163: else
164: lock.release(e1);
165: lock.release(e2); // validation failed, try again
166: end if
167: end while
168: end procedure
In RemoveEdge (u,v), the enode v is removed from u’s edge list. This method works similar to
RemoveV ertex method. It proceeds in two phases: first logical removal of the enode v by setting
the mark field. Then, v is removed physically from u’s edge list by changing the pointers. Unlike
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RemoveV ertex, the physical removal is simpler as there is no other extra work to be done. This is
because the edges in the concurrent graph are directed and only one edge needs to be removed from
one list.
To achieve this, the RemoveEdge (u,v) method proceeds similar to the AddEdge(u, v) by traversing
the vertex list in the graph, without acquiring any locks and then verifying that the vertices u and
v are indeed present in the graph. The thread then traverses the edge list of u (without acquiring
locks) to identify the epred & ecurr edge nodes. Once these nodes have been locked and validated
(for reachability), logical removal occurs. Physical deletion of edge nodes can take place immediately
after logical removal. This is described in Algorithm 21.
Algorithm 21 RemoveEdge Method: enode(key2) gets removed from the edge list of vnode(key1),
if it is present. Returns successful if the edge is not present earlier.
169: procedure RemoveEdge (key1 ↓, key2 ↓, flag ↑)
170: LocateEdge(key1 ↓, key2 ↓, v1 ↑, v2 ↑, e1 ↑, e2 ↑, flag ↑);
171: /* vnode(key1) or vnode(key2) not found*/
172: if (flag = false) then
173: return;
174: end if
175: if (read(e2.val) = key2) then // enode(key2) present
176: write(e2.marked, true); // logically removed
177: write(e1.enext, e2.enext); // physically removed
178: end if // not present
179: lock.release(e1);
180: lock.release(e2);
181: return; // returns flag which is true
182: end procedure
4.3.3 Working of the Read-Only methods - ContainsVertex & ContainsEdge
Methods ContainsV ertex(u) and ContainsEdge(u, v), as described in Algorithm 22 and 23 respec-
tively, traverse the graph without acquiring any locks. These methods return true if the vertex/edge
node it was searching for is present and unmarked in the graph and otherwise returns false.
Algorithm 22 ContainsVertex Method: Returns true if vnode(key) is present in vertex list and
returns false otherwise.
183: procedure ContainsVertex (key ↓, flag ↑)
184: v ← read(V ertexHead);
185: while (read(v.val) < key) do
186: v ← read(v.vnext);
187: end while
188: if ((read(v.val) 6= key) ∨ (read(v.marked))) then
189: flag ← false;
190: else
191: flag ← true;
192: end if
193: return;
194: end procedure
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Algorithm 23 ContainsEdge Method: Returns true if enode(key2) is part of the edge list of
vnode(key1) and returns false otherwise.
195: procedure ContainsEdge (key1 ↓, key2 ↓, flag ↑)
196: HelpSearchEdge(key1 ↓, key2 ↓, v1 ↑, v2 ↑, flag ↑);
197: /* vnode(key1) or vnode(key2) not found */
198: if (flag = false) then
199: return;
200: end if
201: e← read(v1.enext);
202: while (read(e.val) < key2) do
203: e← read(e.enext);
204: end while
205: if ((read(e.val) 6= key) ∨ (read(e.marked))) then
206: flag ← false;
207: else
208: flag ← true;
209: end if
210: return;
211: end procedure
4.3.4 Correctness: Linearization Points
In this subsection, we define the Linearization Points (LPs) of all methods of our concurrent graph
data structure. The linearization point of AddV ertex(u) method is write(v1.vnext, v3) event in Line
33. Line 33 implies that the key u is not already present and the effect of this method actually happens
at this line, such that a new vertex node is now made reachable from V ertexHead of the vertex list.
It can be seen that AddV ertex(u) never returns false which follows from the sequential-specification.
For a successful RemoveV ertex(u) call, the linearization point occurs when the deletion of the key u
succeeds i.e. write(v2.marked, true) in Line 67, this means the key u is already present in the vertex
list. An unsuccessful call is linearized at read(v2.val) in Line 66 where the key u is found to be not
present in the vertex list.
The successful return of ContainsV ertex(u) method is linearized when the key u is found to be
unmarked in the vertex list i.e. at read(u.marked) in Line 188. We linearize an unsuccessful
ContainsV ertex method call within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if
no successful concurrent add vertex (lying between the first read of a shared variable in the method
until LP ) on u, the LP is defined to be later of read(n.val) not equal to u or read(n.marked) equal
to true in Line 188, depending upon the execution. (2) if there is a successful concurrent add vertex
on u, the ContainsV ertex(u) is linearized at the point immediately before the LP of the successful
concurrent add vertex u. This LP is similar to LP of contains in lazy list implementation of the
concurrent set [7]. Figure 4.4 illustrates why a concurrent AddV ertex must be considered while
linearizing an unsuccessful ContainsV ertex method.
noindent We linearize a successful AddEdge(u, v) method call within its execution interval at the
earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent delete vertex on u and v, the
LP is defined as the last of read(e2.val) in Line 131 and write(e1.enext, e3) in Line 134, depending
upon the execution. If the last line to execute is Line 131, the edge (u, v) is present in the edge list
of the vertex u. Whereas, Line 134 implies that the edge (u, v) was not present earlier and this line
adds a new edge node (u, v) such that it is now reachable from V ertexHead of the vertex list. (2) if
there is a successful concurrent delete vertex on u or v or both, the LP is the point immediately
before the first LP of successful concurrent delete on vertex u or v.
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Figure 4.4: An execution of two concurrent operations T1.ContainsV ertex(7, false) and
T2.AddV ertex(7, true). Figure (a) shows that T1 is traversing the vertex list, but these vertices
have been deleted consecutively. Meanwhile, some more vertices are added to the vertex list. Now,
T2 starts searching for the location to add vertex 7 in the vertex list. Figure (b) depicts that T2 has
successfully added the vertex in the vertex list. Unfortunately, T1 locates a vertex greater than the
key value it was looking for, so it returns false. The sequential history: T2.AddV ertex(7, true) <H
T1.ContainsV ertex(7, false) (ordered by their execution) is not linearizable. Figure (c) depicts the
correct LP order.
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Figure 4.5: An execution of two concurrent operations T1.RemoveV ertex(7, true) and
T2.AddEdge(5, 7, true). Figure (a) shows that T2 has validated vertices 5 and 7 for presence in
the vertex list and proceeds to add an edge (5, 7). Meanwhile, when T1 is traversing the edge list
of vertex 5 and has marked the vertex 7. Figure (b) depicts that LP of RemoveV ertex(7, true)
(logical removal) happens before the (wrong) LP of AddEdge(5, 7, true). The sequential history:
T1.RemoveV ertex(7, true) <H T2.AddEdge(5, 7, true) (ordered by their execution) is not lineariz-
able. Figure (c) depicts the correct LP order.
Figure 4.5 illustrates why a concurrent RemoveV ertex must be considered while linearizing a
successful AddEdge method. Suppose the point where the edge (5, 7) is added to the graph is
considered as a LP while there is a concurrent RemoveV ertex(7). The example shown shows that
this LP will be wrong, since the AddEdge returns true after successful deletion of the corresponding
vertex.
For an unsuccessful AddEdge(u, v) call, the LP is defined to be within its execution interval at the
earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent add vertex on u and v, LP is
the, (a) last of read(u.val) in Line 86/111 where u is not found in vertex list, (b) read(u.marked) in
Line 86/111 where u is found to be marked, (c) read(v.val) in Line 94/103 where v is not found in the
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vertex list, (d) read(v2.marked) in Line 94/ 103 where v is found to be marked, (e) read(v1.marked)
in Line 146 or read(v1.marked) in Line 146, depending upon the execution. (2) if there is a successful
concurrent add vertex on u or v or both, it is linearized at the point immediately before the LP
of the first successful concurrent add vertex on u or v. Figure 4.6 illustrates how to linearize an
unsuccessful AddEdge method in presence of a concurrent AddV ertex. Also it shows the case of
concurrent RemoveEdge as well since its LP is very similar to AddEdge.
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Figure 4.6: An execution of three concurrent operations T1 : AddV ertex(7, true), T2 :
AddEdge(5, 7, false) and T3 : RemoveEdge(5, 7, false). Figure (a) shows that T1 is traversing
the vertex list looking for 7. Meanwhile, T2 and T3 searching for the presence of vertex 7 in vertex
list. Suppose T2 has reached Line 94 and before it could read(v2.val) i.e. vertex 9, T1 adds 7, which
is shown in the Figure (b), so T2 and T3 returns false and T1 successfully add the vertex 7. This
situation precisely shows why the LP must be re-ordered. Figure (c) depicts the correct LP order.
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T1 : RemoveV ertex(9, true)
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T2 : RemoveEdge(5, 9, true)
T2 : RemoveEdge(5, 9, true)
T2 : RemoveEdge(5, 9, true)
Figure 4.7: An execution of two concurrent operations T1.RemoveV ertex(9, true) and
T2.RemoveEdge(5, 9, true). Figure (a) shows that T2 has validated vertices 5 and 9 for presence
in the vertex list and proceeds to remove the edge (5, 9). Meanwhile, when T1 is traversing the
vertex list and it finds vertex 9 and has marked it (logically removal). Then T1 removes the enode
9 from 5’s list. Figure (b) shows that T2 has now removed the edge (5, 9). The actual sequence:
T1.RemoveV ertex(9, true) <H T2.RemoveEdge(5, 9, true) (ordered by their execution) is not lin-
earizable. Figure (c) depicts the correct LP order.
We linearize a successful RemoveEdge(u, v) method call within its execution interval at the earlier
of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent delete vertex, the LP is later of
read(e2.val) in Line 175 and write(e2.marked, true) in Line 176, based on the execution. If the last
line to execute is 176, the edge (u, v) is already present in the edge list of the vertex u, the LP is the
logically marked as deleted. If the last line to execute is 175, the edge (u, v) is not present in the
edge list of the vertex u, the LP is the read(e2.val). (2) if there is a successful concurrent delete
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vertex on u or v or both, it is linearized just before the LP of the first successful concurrent delete
vertex on u or v.
Figure 4.7 illustrates why a concurrent RemoveV ertex must be considered while linearizing a
successful RemoveEdge method. Suppose the point where the edge (5, 9) is removed from the graph
is considered as a LP while there is a concurrent RemoveV ertex(9). The example shown shows
that this LP will be wrong, since the RemoveEdge returns true after successful deletion of the
corresponding vertex. For an unsuccessful RemoveEdge(u, v) method call, the LP s remain same as
the LP s of the AddEdge(u, v) returning unsuccessfully, as described in Figure 4.6.
For an unsuccessful RemoveEdge(u, v) method call, the LP s remain same as the LP s of the
AddEdge(u, v) returning unsuccessfully, as described in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.8: An execution of three concurrent operations T1 : RemoveV ertex(9, true), T2 :
ContainsEdge(5, 9, true). Figure (a) shows that T2 has validated vertices 5 and 9 for presence
in the vertex list and proceeds to find the presence of the edge (5, 9). Meanwhile, T1 is traversing
the vertex list and upon finding vertex 9, marks it for logical removal. Figure (b) depicts that T2 is
on the process of searching the edge (5, 9). The sequential history: T1.RemoveV ertex(9, true) <H
T2.ContainsEdge(5, 9, true) (ordered by their execution) is not linearizable. Figure (c) depicts the
correct LP order.
We linearize a successful ContainsEdge(u, v) method call within its execution interval at the
earlier of the following points: (1) if there is no successful concurrent delete vertex on u and v,
the LP is read(e.marked) in Line 205 where the edge node with key v is found to be unmarked
in the edge list of vertex u. (2) if there is a successful concurrent delete vertex on u or v, it is
linearized immediately before the LP of the first successful concurrent delete on corresponding
vertex. Figure 4.8 illustrates why a concurrent RemoveV ertex must be considered while linearizing
a successful ContainsEdge method. If the ContainsEdge(u, v) method returns unsuccessfully, it
is linearized within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no
successful concurrent add edge (u, v), the LP is, (a) last of read(u.val) in Line 86/111 where u is
not found in the vertex list, (b) read(u.marked) in Line 86/111 where u is found to be marked,
(c) read(v.val) in Line 94/103 where v is not found in the vertex list, (d) read(v2.marked) in Line
94/103 where v is found to be marked, depending upon the execution. (2) if there is a successful
concurrent add edge on (u, v), it is linearized immediately before the LP of that successful concurrent
add edge. Figure 4.9 illustrates why a concurrent AddEdge must be considered while linearizing an
unsuccessful ContainsEdge method. Suppose the point where the edge (5, 9) is added to the graph
is considered as a LP while there is a concurrent ContainsEdge(5, 9). The example shown shows
that this LP will be wrong, since the ContainsEdge returns false after the successful addition of the
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corresponding edge.
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Figure 4.9: An execution of three concurrent operations T1 : ContainsEdge(5, 9, false), T2 :
AddEdge(5, 9, true) and T3 : RemoveEdge(5, 9, true). Figure (a) shows that T1, T2 and T3 have
validated vertices 5 and 9 for presence in the vertex list. T1 proceeds to find the presence of the edge
(5, 9). Meanwhile, T3 proceeds to find the presence of the edge (5, 9) and removes it by logically
marking. After T3 has released locks on edge nodes, T2 proceeds to find the presence of the edge
(5, 9), and finds that edge node 9 is not present, so it adds a new enode in the edge list. Figure (b)
depicts that T1 is still pointing to the removed edge node 9 and after reading that it is marked, it
returns false. The sequential history: T3.RemoveEdge(5, 9, true) <H T2.AddEdge(5, 9, true) <H
T1.ContainsEdge(5, 9, false) (ordered by their execution) is not linearizable. Figure (c) depicts the
correct LP order.
 
  
(a)
T1 : RemoveV ertex(7, true)
T2 : AddEdge(5, 7, true)
T3 : RemoveEdge(5, 7, true)
T4 : ContainsEdge(5, 7, true)
T1 : RemoveV ertex(7, true)
T2 : AddEdge(5, 7, true)
T3 : RemoveEdge(5, 7, true)
T4 : ContainsEdge(5, 7, true) T4 : ContainsEdge(5, 7, true)
T1 : RemoveV ertex(7, true)
T2 : AddEdge(5, 7, true)
T3 : RemoveEdge(5, 7, true)
T4 : ContainsEdge(5, 7, true)
T1 : RemoveV ertex(7, true)
T2 : AddEdge(5, 7, true)
T3 : RemoveEdge(5, 7, true)
(c) (d)(b)
Figure 4.10: Figure (a) shows an example of an execution with four concurrent operations and
T1 : RemoveV ertex(7, true) linearize first. Figure (b) T2 : AddEdge(5, 7, true) linearize be-
fore T1 : RemoveV ertex(7, true). Figure (c) T3 : RemoveEdge(5, 7, true) linearize before T1 :
RemoveV ertex(7, true) and after T2 : AddEdge(5, 7, true). Figure (d) T4 : ContainsEdge(5, 7, true)
linearize before T1 : RemoveEdge(5, 7, true) and after T2 : AddEdge(5, 7, true). The finally LP or-
der, we obtain T2 <H T4 <H T3 <H T1
As is evident, the LP of the methods have been defined in a dependent manner. To make the
LPs precise, we define a total order on overlapping methods. Given a history, we first linearize all
the vertex methods as follows: AddV ertex→ RemoveV ertex→ ContainsV ertex. Since the LP of
ContainsV ertex is dependent on RemoveV ertex, this ordering does not cause any ambiguity. After
ordering the LPs of vertex method, we order the LPs of the edge methods, following a similar order:
AddEdge → RemoveEdge → ContainsEdge. Thus with this order, by the time ContainsEdge’s
LP needs to be fixed, all the other methods on whose LP s it could possibly depend on have already
been fixed. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 4.10.
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4.4 Maintaining Graph Acyclicity
In this section, we consider the problem of maintaining an invariant of acyclicity in this concurrent
dynamic graph data structure. As described earlier, the objective is to maintain an acyclic conflict
graph of transactions for SGT. For a concurrent graph to be acyclic, the graph should maintain the
acyclic property at the end of each operation in the equivalent sequential history. To achieve this, we
try to ensure that the graph stays acyclic in all the global states.
It is easy to see that a cycle can be created only on addition of edge to the graph. We modify the
concurrent graph data structure presented in the earlier section to support this acyclic property. The
sequential specification of AcyclicAddEdge is relaxed as follows: after a new directed edge has been
added to the graph (in the shared memory), we verify if the resulting graph is acyclic. If it is, we
leave the edge. Otherwise we delete the edge from the shared memory. Thus AcyclicAddEdge(u, v)
may fail even if the edge (u, v) was not already part of the graph. The sequential specification of the
graph data structure with acyclic property is same as that of sequential specification of graph data
structure as shown in the Table 4.2, except AddEdge method. This modified specification is shown
in the Table 4.4.
Edge Node Vertex Node
class enode{
int val;
enode enext;
enum status = {transit,
marked, added};
Lock lock;
enode(int key){
val = key;
status = transit;
enext = null;
lock = new Lock();
}
};
class vnode{
int val;
vnode vnext;
enode EdgeHead, EdgeTail;
boolean marked;
Lock lock;
vnode(int key){
val = key;
marked = false;
vnext = null;
EdgeHead = new enode(-infinity);
EdgeTail = new enode(+infinity);
EdgeHead.enext = EdgeTail;
lock = new Lock();
}
};
Table 4.3: Structure of Vertex and Edge Node for maintaining Acyclicity.
Table 4.4: Sequential Specification of the Graph Data Structure with Acyclic property
Method
Return
Value
Pre-state(S: global state)
Post-state( S′: future state
of S such that S < S′)
AcyclicAddEdge(u, v) true
S : 〈u, v ∈ S.AbG(V ) ∧
((u, v) ∈ S.AbG(E) ∨
(u, v) /∈ S.AbG(E)) ∧
(AbG is Acyclic)〉
S′ : 〈(u, v) ∈ S′.AbG(V ) ∧
(u, v) ∈ S′.AbG(E) ∧
(AbG is Acyclic)〉
AcyclicAddEdge(u, v) false
S : 〈u /∈ S.AbG(V ) ∨ v /∈
S.AbG(V )∧(AbG is Acyclic)〉 Same as pre-state
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Table 4.3 describes the modified fields of the edge and vertex nodes of the Table 4.1. Each node
has a status field which can be in one of the three states: transit, marked, added. When a new edge
node is added, its status is initially set to transit. The overall idea is that it is allowed to be logically
added to the graph i.e. its status set to added only after it is ensured that the edge does not form
any cycle. Thus, we ensure that in any global state all the edges in ‘added ’ state do not form a cycle.
Although, it is possible that the edges with status added and transit form a cycle in some global
state.
A thread adds an edge to the graph in transit state. If the new transit edge does not cause a
cycle, then its status is changed to added. Otherwise, the new edge is deleted by setting its status to
marked. An edge node in transit state can not get removed by any other concurrent thread. However,
every thread performing a cycle detect on the concurrent graph can see all edges in transit as well
as added state.
A side-effect to be observed here is that this may allow false positives. This means that the
algorithm may detect a cycle even though the graph does not contain one. This can happen in the
following scenario; two threads T1 and T2 are adding edges lying in the path of a single cycle. In this
case, both threads detect that the newly added edge (in transit) has led to formation of a cycle and
both may delete their respective edges. However, in a sequential execution, only one of the edges will
be removed. We allow this as the resulting graph at the end of each operation is acyclic. From the
perspective of application SGT which uses the graph acyclicity, a false positive implies unnecessary
abort of a transaction. But this does not violate the correctness , i.e., serializability in Databases
and Opacity in STMs. On the other hand, having a cycle in the application violates correctness and
thus should not be allowed.
Thus to incorporate these changes to preserve acyclicity, the methods exported by the algo-
rithm are modified as: AcyclicAddEdge, AcyclicRemoveEdge, AcyclicContainsEdge. Algorithms
24-30 illustrate these methods. The methods V alidateV ertex, AddV ertex, RemoveV ertex and
ContainsV ertex remain same as described in Algorithms 12, 14, 16 and 22 respectively.
4.4.1 Working of Concurrent Graph Methods preserving Acyclicity
In this section, we describe the implementation of the concurrent graph structure with acyclicity
properties and the working of the various methods. For a concurrent graph to be acyclic, the graph
should maintain the acyclic property at the end of each operation in the equivalent sequential history.
Like concurrent graph data structure the fields in the acyclic structure also declared as atomic.
This ensures that operations on these variables happen atomically. In the context of a particular
application, the node structure can be easily modified to carry useful data (like weights etc).
Algorithm 24 AcyclicValidateEdge Method: Takes two enode e1, e2 and validates for presence in
the edge list.
212: procedure AcyclicValidateEdge (e1 ↓, e2 ↓, flag ↑)
213: if (read(e1.status) = added) ∧ (read(e2.status) = added) ∧ (read(e1.enext) = e2) then
214: flag ← true; //validation successful
215: else
216: flag ← false; // validation failed
217: end if
218: return; //return flag
219: end procedure
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Algorithm 25 Modified ValidateEdge Method: Takes two ENode e1, e2 and validates for presence in edge list.
220: procedure ModifiedV alidateEdge(e1 ↓, e2 ↓, flag ↑)
221: if (read(e1.status) 6= marked) ∧ (read(e2.status) 6= marked) ∧ (read(e1.enext) = e2) then
222: flag ← true; // validation successful
223: else
224: flag ← false; //validation fails
225: end if
226: return; //return flag
227: end procedure
Algorithm 26 AcyclicLocateEdge Method: Takes two keys, key1 and key2, as input and returns the pair of adjacent enode
〈e1, e2〉. If vnode v1 or v2 or enode e2 is not present, it returns false. Initially enodes e1, e2 are set to null and flag is set
to true.
228: procedure AcyclicLocateEdge (key1 ↓, key2 ↓, val ↓, v1 ↑, v2 ↑, e1 ↑, e2 ↑, flag ↑)
229: HelpSearchEdge(key1 ↓, key2 ↓, v1 ↑, v2 ↑, flag ↑);
230: if (flag = false) then
231: return; // v1 or v2 not found, returns flag
232: end if
233: /*This lines ensures both the vertices v1 & v2 have been added to the system by this time and are not marked*/
234: if (read(v1.marked) ∨ read(v2.marked)) then
235: flag ← false;
236: return;
237: end if
238: /* Helping for search edge, is a supporting method for locate edge. It locates the vertices v1 & v2*/
239: while (true) do
240: e1 ← read(v1.enext);
241: e2 ← read(e1.enext);
242: /* Search enode(key2) without acquiring any locks*/
243: while (read(e2.val) < key2) do
244: e1 ← e2;
245: e2 ← read(e2.enext);
246: end while
247: lock.acquire(e1);
248: lock.acquire(e2);
249: if (val) then
250: if (ModifiedV alidateEdge(e1 ↓, e2 ↓, flag ↑)) then
251: return;
252: else
253: lock.release(e1);
254: lock.release(e2);
255: end if
256: else if (¬val) then
257: if (AcyclicV alidateEdge(e1 ↓, e2 ↓, flag ↑)) then
258: return;
259: else
260: lock.release(e1);
261: lock.release(e2);
262: end if
263: else
264: lock.release(e1);
265: lock.release(e2);
266: end if
267: end while
268: end procedure
Update Vertex Methods: - AcyclicAddVertex & AcyclicRemoveVertex
The working of the AcyclicAddV ertex and AcyclicRemoveV ertex methods are similar to the Ad-
dVertex and RemoveVertex methods of the concurrent graph data structure described in the Section
4.4.1.
Update Edge Method :- AcyclicAddEdge
When a thread wants to add an edge (u, v) to the concurrent graph, it invokes the AcyclicLocateEdge
method in the Line 289. This AcyclicLocateEdge internally invokes the HelpSearchEdge method in the
Line 229. The HelpSearchEdge described in the Algorithm 17. This method checks for the presence
of vertices u and v in the vertex list of the graph. Now we add an additional check to verify that the
two vertices are reachable from the VertexHeadin Line 234. The reason for this is as explained in
Figure 1. Once the vertices have been found, the thread traverses the edge list of vertex u until an
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edge node with key greater than v has been encountered, say ecurr and it’s predecessor say epred.
The thread does all this without acquiring locks. It then acquires locks on both epred and ecurr and
performs validation by invoking ModifiedValidateEdge in the Line 250. The ModifiedValidateEdge is
described in the Algorithm 25. This method checks that the locked nodes have not been deleted and
are reachable. In other words, it successfully validates even though the nodes are in transit state and
returns the locked nodes. In case the validation fails, it releases the locks and retries. Once the epred
and ecurr edge nodes have been found, a new edge node (with status as transit) is added between
them, if the key does not already exists. After this the acquired locks are released. If the node was
newly added, then it invokes the PathExists method in the Line 306 to check if there exists a path
from vertex v to u. The PathExists method is described in the Algorithm 31.
Now, if there exists a path from v to u, it means a cycle has been detected, then the edge (u, v) must
be removed by setting its status to marked, else it must be changed to added. However, for deletion
of the node in transit, we must be able to get the pointer to the predecessor node. Hence it invokes
the NewLocateEdge in the Line 308. It is to be noted that during this phase, the vertex u could have
been deleted. Hence NewLocateEdge method starts scans directly the edge list of the u until it finds
a enode with a key value greater than or equal to e3.key and it’s predecessor say epred. After this,
validation is performed by invoking the ModifiedValidateEdge method in the Line 280 to check if the
locked edge nodes are reachable and unmarked. If the validation is successful, the new edge node e3
is removed by making status to marked in the Line 309. If there is no path from v to u, means cycle
has not been detected, so the status of the e3 is simply changed to added in the Linelin:addec14.
The AcyclicAddEdge method is described in Algorithm 28.
Algorithm 27 New LocateEdge Method: Takes two keys, key1 and key2, as input and returns the pair of adjacent enode
〈e1, e2〉. If vnode v1 or v2 or enode e2 is not present, it returns false. Initially enodes e1, e2 are set to null and flag is set
to true.
269: procedure NewLocateEdge (key1 ↓, key2 ↓, v1 ↓, v2 ↓, e1 ↑, e2 ↑, flag ↑)
270: while (true) do
271: e1 ← read(v1.enext);
272: e2 ← read(e1.enext);
273: /* Search enode(key2) without acquiring any locks*/
274: while (read(e2.val) < key2) do
275: e1 ← e2;
276: e2 ← read(e2.enext);
277: end while
278: lock.acquire(e1);
279: lock.acquire(e2);
280: if (ModifiedV alidateEdge(e1 ↓, e2 ↓, flag ↑)) then
281: return; // returns true if validation succeeds.
282: else
283: lock.release(e1);
284: lock.release(e2); // validation failed, try again
285: end if
286: end while
287: end procedure
Update Edge Method :- AcyclicRemoveEdge
In AcyclicRemoveEdge(u, v), the enode v is removed from u’s edge list. It starts by invoking
AcyclicLocateEdge method in the Line 320. This is same as described in the AcyclicAddEdge above,
with the only difference that it performs validation by invoking AcyclicValidateEdge in Line 257.
The role of this method is to check if the locked edge nodes are added in the concurrent graph data
structure. This is important since transit edge nodes cannot be deleted. If the edge node to be
deleted is already present then deletion of enode v takes in two phases: first logical removal of the
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Algorithm 28 AcyclicAddEdge Method: enode(key2) gets added to the edge list of vnode(key1), if it is not already part of
it and does not form a cycle. Initially flag is set to true.
288: procedure AcyclicAddEdge (key1 ↓,key2 ↓, flag ↑)
289: AcyclicLocateEdge(key1 ↓, key2 ↓, true ↓, v1 ↑, v2 ↑, e1 ↑, e2 ↑, flag ↑) // Algorithm 26
290: /*vnode(key1) or vnode(key2) not found*/
291: if (flag = false) then
292: return;
293: end if
294: if (read(e2.val) 6= key2) then //enode(key2) not present
295: /*e3.status is set to transit initially*/
296: write(e3, new enode(key2));
297: write(e3.enext, e2);
298: write(e1.enext, e3);
299: lock.release(e1);
300: lock.release(e2);
301: else
302: lock.release(e1); // enode(key2) already present
303: lock.release(e2);
304: return;
305: end if
306: cycle flag ← PathExists(key2 ↓, key1 ↓); //check for cycle
307: if (cycle flag = true) then //cycle detected
308: NewLocateEdge(key1 ↓, key2 ↓, v1 ↓, v2 ↓, ne1 ↑, ne2 ↑, flag ↑) // Algorithm 27
309: write(e3.status,marked); //logical removal
310: write(ne1.enext, e2);
311: flag ← false;
312: lock.release(e1);
313: lock.release(e2);
314: else
315: write(e3.status, added); //logical addition
316: end if
317: return; // return flag
318: end procedure
Algorithm 29 AcyclicRemoveEdge Method: enode(key2) gets removed from the edge list of vnode(key1), if it is part of it.
319: procedure AcyclicRemoveEdge (key1 ↓, key2 ↓, flag ↑)
320: AcyclicLocateEdge(key1 ↓, key2 ↓, false ↓, v1 ↑, v2 ↑, e1 ↑, e2 ↑, flag ↑); // Algorithm 26
321: /* vnode(key1) or vnode(key2) not found*/
322: if (flag = false) then
323: return;
324: end if
325: if (read(e2.val) = key2) then
326: write(e2.status,marked); //logical removal
327: write(e1.enext, e2.enext);
328: end if // not present
329: lock.release(e1);
330: lock.release(e2);
331: return; // return flag
332: end procedure
enode v by setting the status field in the Line 326 to marked. Then, enode v is removed physically
from u’s edge list by changing the pointers in the Line 327. The AcyclicRemoveEdge method is
described in Algorithm 29.
Read-only Methods: - AcyclicContainsVertex & AcyclicContainsEdge
The AcyclicContainsV ertex(u) method works similar to the wait-free ContainsVertex of method
described in the Algorithm 22. It proceeds by scanning the vertex list, without acquiring any locks
until it encounters a vnode of key greater than or equal to u. It returns true if the vnode it was
searching for is present and unmarked in the graph and otherwise returns false.
Similarly, the AcyclicContainsEdge(u, v) method first scans the vertex list like ContainsVertex for
each vertex u and v and checks both the vertices are present and unmarked. It traverse the edge list
without acquiring any locks on enode. It returns true if the enode it was searching for is present and
it’s status is added in the edge list of vnode u and otherwise returns false. The AcyclicContainsEdge
method is described in the Algorithm 30.
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Algorithm 30 AcyclicContainsEdge Method: Returns true if enode(key2) is part of the edge list of vnode(key1) and returns
false otherwise.
333: procedure AcyclicContainsEdge (key1 ↓, key2 ↓, flag ↑)
334: HelpSearchEdge(key1 ↓, key2 ↓, v1 ↑, v2 ↑, flag ↑); //Algorithm 17
335: /* vnode(key1) or vnode(key2) not found */
336: if (flag = false) then
337: return;
338: end if
339: e← read(v1.enext);
340: while (read(e.val) < key2) do
341: e← read(e.enext);
342: end while
343: if (read(e.val) 6= key) ∨ (read(e.status) 6= added) then
344: flag ← false;
345: else
346: flag ← true;
347: end if
348: return;
349: end procedure
Algorithm 31 Wait-Free Reachability PathExists Method: Returns true if there exists a path from vnode(key1) to
vnode(key2) and returns false otherwise.
350: procedure PathExists(key1 ↓, key2 ↓, flag ↑)
351: Set local R ← φ . Set does not allow duplicates
352: v1 ← read(V ertexHead);
353: while (read(v1.val) < key1) do
354: v1 ← read(v1.vnext);
355: end while
356: if (read(v1.val) 6= key1 ∨ read(v1.marked)) then
357: flag ← false;
358: return;
359: end if
360: e1 ← read(v1.enext);
361: while (read(e1.enext) 6= null) do
362: if (read(e1.marked = false)) then
363: local R← local R ∪ read(e1.val);
364: end if
365: e1 ← read(e1.enext);
366: end while
367: if (key2 ∈ local R) then
368: flag ← true;
369: return;
370: end if
371: key1.explored← true; . as explored in local copy
372: while (∃keyx ∈ local R | (keyx.explored = false) do
373: v2 ← read(V ertexHead);
374: while (read(v2.val) < keyx) do
375: v2 ← read(v2.vnext);
376: end while
377: if (read(v2.val) 6= keyx ∨ read(v2.marked)) then
378: keyx.explored← true;
379: continue : Line372;
380: end if
381: e2 ← read(v2.enext);
382: while (read(e2.enext) 6= null) do
383: if (read(e2.marked) = false) then
384: local R← local R ∪ read(e2.val);
385: end if
386: e2 ← read(e2.enext);
387: end while
388: if (key2 ∈ local R) then
389: flag ← true;
390: return;
391: end if
392: keyx.explored← true;
393: end while
394: flag ← false;
395: return;
396: end procedure
4.4.2 Wait-Free Reachability
The following subsection presents an algorithm based on reachability for ensuring acyclicity in the
concurrent graph developed. Given a directed graph, G = (V,E) and two vertices u, v ∈ V , a vertex
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v is reachable from another vertex u, if there exists a path from the vertex u to v in G. By using
this idea of reachability, we define a method for cycle detection in concurrent directed graphs. Before
invoking this method, we must remember that AcyclicAddEdge(x, y) has already returned true. So
this is to check if there exists a path from vertex y to x in the concurrent graph. The reachability
method creates a local ReachSet of all vertices reachable from y, with an explored boolean field
corresponding to each vertex in this set. The reachability method begins by traversing the adjacency
list of y to find x in the concurrent graph, without acquiring locks. All these traversed vertices edge
nodes are added to the local ReachSet and the vertex y is marked to be explored. Now, the method
recursively visits (similar to breadth first traversal, BFS) the outgoing edges (which are not marked)
from the neighbours of y to find x. Clearly, this is done until all the vertices in all the paths from y
to x in G have been explored or a cycle has been detected in the graph. This method is described in
Algorithm 31.
However, in the concurrent setting, the set of vertices in the path keep varying dynamically. Since
the key size is finite and all keys are unique, the adjacency list will be traversed in finite number of
steps. Also, since there can only be a finite number of vertices in the path from v to u, this method
will terminate in a finite number of steps. We define reachability without acquiring any locks and it
terminates in a finite number of steps, so it satisfies wait-freedom guarantee.
Once a cycle has been detected, then the edge which caused the cycle is removed from the
concurrent graph (by invoking RemoveEdge) else the algorithm proceeds normally. An execution of
the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4.11.
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T1 : AcyclicAddEdge(3, 7) : PathExists
T2 : AcyclicAddEdge(4, 7) : PathExists
T2 : AcyclicAddEdge(4, 7)T1 : AcyclicAddEdge(3, 7)
Figure 4.11: An execution of wait-free reachability for concurrent cycle detect. Figure (a) is the
initial graph when a thread T1 is trying to concurrently AcyclicAddEdge(3, 7) to the graph. Figure
(b) depicts the graph when thread T1 has finished adding edge (3, 7) and is invoking PathExists.
Concurrently, thread T2 is trying to AcyclicAddEdge(4, 7). Figure (c) shows the reachability path
from vertex 7 to 3 as computed by thread T1. A cycle has now been detected and hence the edge
(3, 7) will now be removed. Similarly, the thread adding edge (4, 7) will also invoke PathExists
afterwards and remove it.
4.4.3 Correctness: Linearization Points
In this subsection, we define the Linearization Points(LP ) of methods of the concurrent graph data
structure with acyclicity. Only the LP of AcyclicAddEdge(u, v) changes due to the introduction of
acyclic invariant.
We linearize a successful AcyclicAddEdge(u, v) method call within its execution interval at the
earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent RemoveV ertex on u and v,
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the LP is defined as the last of read(e2.val) in Line 294 and write(e3.status, added) in Line 315,
depending upon execution. If the last line to execute is 294, the edge (u, v) is already present in the
edge list of the vertex u and whereas Line 315 implies that the edge (u, v) is not present earlier and
this line adds a new edge node (u, v) such that it is now reachable from V ertexHead of the vertex
list; (2) if there is a successful concurrent RemoveV ertex on u or v or both, the LP is the point
immediately before the first LP of successful concurrent delete on vertex u or v.
For an unsuccessful AcyclicAddEdge(u, v) call, the LP is defined to be within its execution
interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent AddV ertex
on u and v, the LP is last of read(u.val) in Line 86/111 where u is not found in vertex list or
read(u.marked) in Line 86/111 where u is found to be marked or read(v.val) in Line 94/103 where
v is not found in the vertex list or read(v2.marked) in Line 94/103 where v is found to be marked
or write(e3.status,marked) in Line 309 depending upon the execution; (2) if there is a successful
concurrent AddV ertex on u or v or both, it is linearized at the point immediately before the LP of
the first successful concurrent AddV ertex on u or v.
4.4.4 Safety: Proof Outline
In this subsection, we try to formalise the proof of our concurrent graph data structure with acyclic
invariant based on LP events of the methods. Here we show that the AcyclicAddEdge maintains
acyclicity property.
Lemma 44 The algorithms employed for our acyclic concurrent graph data structure are linearizable.
Lemma 45 The methods AddV ertex, RemoveV ertex, AcyclicAddEdge and
AcyclicRemoveEdge are deadlock-free and ContainsV ertex, AcyclicContainsEdge and PathExists
are wait-free.
Now, we show the proof of graph acyclicity. For simplicity in this proof sketch, we assume that there
are no concurrent add vertex and remove edges/vertices as they do not affect acyclicity property.
Lemma 46 Consider a state S in which there is a path from vertex u to v. Then if a thread invokes
PathExists(u, v) in S and there are no edge deleted in this path between this method invocation and
response then PathExists(u, v) will return true.
Proof Sketch: The proof of this lemma comes directly from the working of the algorithm. 2
Lemma 47 In any global state S, all the edges with the status added are acyclic in S.AbG.
Proof Sketch: We initially start with an acyclic graph. Let the cycle be formed in AbG after the
successful invocation & return of AcyclicAddEdge(u, v) by a thread Ti. This implies that in the
post-state of the LP of AcyclicAddEdge(u, v), say S′ there is a cycle consisting of edges with status
added. From our assumption, S′ the first state in which such a cycle exists. Let S be the pre-state of
AcyclicAddEdge(u, v). Then in S.AbG there is a path from the v to u.
W.l.o.g, let the path in S consist of the following vertices: v
a
=⇒ n1 a=⇒ n2 . . . nk a=⇒ u where v a=⇒ n1
implies that the edge is in status added. From our assumption, all these edges are in state added
in S. From the working of the algorithm all these edges must have been added as transit earlier.
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Among these set of edges, let us suppose that the edge ni
t
=⇒ nj be the last edge to be added in the
state transit by a thread Tx (which could be same as Ti). Note that this edge need not be the last
edge to be converted to the status added in this set.
Let ni
t−→ nj and u t−→ v be the events of the corresponding edges getting added to the AbG with
status transit. Now, we have two cases:
• ni t−→ nj <E u t−→ v: Here ni t−→ nj got added before u t−→ v. Thus from our assumption after
ni
t−→ nj has got added, there is a path from v to u in a state S1 consisting of edges with status
either as transit or added in the path. As per the algorithm, Ti will invoke PathExists(v, u)
after u
t−→ v. This from Lemma 46, this method would then return true since there is a path
from v to u. Hence, Ti will convert not the status of the edge from transit to added and thus
deleting this edge directly. Hence this case is not possible.
• u t−→ v <E ni t−→ nj: Here, u t−→ v has got added before ni t−→ nj. Now consider the state S1
just after adding of ni
t−→ nj. In this state from our assumption, we have that u t−→ v. Let
us consider the connectivity between nj and ni. Originally, we had assumed that there is a
path from v to u through ni and nj with ni to nj being the last edge added. Thus from our
assumption in S1,
v
t/a
==⇒ ni− 1 t/a==⇒ . . . ni (4.1)
This equation implies that there is a path from v to ni through a series of edges which are in
states either added or transit. Similarly, we have,
nj
t/a
==⇒ nj + 1 t/a==⇒ . . . u (4.2)
From the condition of this case, we have that an edge from u to v was added in transit state
before. From our assumption in S1 this edge would still be be transit. Thus we have that
u
t
=⇒ v (4.3)
Combining Equations 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, we get that there is a path from nj to ni in S1. Thus when
Tx invokes PathExists(nj, ni) after S1, from Lemma 46 we get that this method will return
true. This implies that Tx will not change the status of the edge ni to nj as added. Hence
when Ti changes the status of edge u to v to added the path v to u will not exist. Hence a
cycle is not possible.
Thus in both the cases, a cycle is not possible. 2
4.4.5 Liveness: Proof Outline
In this subsection we prove the progress guarantee of the methods of our proposed graph data
structure with acyclic property.
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Lemma 48 The methods AddV ertex, RemoveV ertex, AcyclicAddEdge and AcyclicRemoveEdge
are deadlock-free.
Proof Sketch: The proof of theAddV ertex, RemoveV ertex, AcyclicAddEdge andAcyclicRemoveEdge
methods are deadlock-free by direct argument based of the acquiring lock on both the current and
predecessor nodes. And the proof of AcyclicAddEdge and AcyclicRemoveEdge is given bellow.
1. AcyclicAddEdge: the AcyclicAddEdge(key1, key2) method is deadlock-free because a thread
always acquires lock on the enode with smaller keys first. Which means, if a thread say
T1 acquired a lock on a enode(key2), it never tries to acquire a lock on a enode of the
vertex vnode(key1) with key smaller than or equal to enode(key2). This is true because the
AcyclicAddEdge method acquires lock on the predecessor edge nodes of the vertex vnode(key1)
from the AcyclicLocateEdge method and returns after releasing the locks.
2. AcyclicRemoveEdge: the AcyclicRemoveEdge(key1, key2) method is also deadlock-free, simi-
lar argument as AcyclicAddEdge.
2
Lemma 49 The methods ContainsV ertex, AcyclicContainsEdge and PathExists are wait-free.
Proof Sketch: The proof of the ContainsV ertex and AcyclicContainsEdge method is along the
similar arguments as before.
2
4.5 Simulation Results & Analysis
We performed our tests on 2 sockets & 14 cores per socket Intel Xeon (R) CPU E5-2660 v4 running
at 2.00 GHz core frequency. Each core supports 2 hardware threads. Every core’s L1, L2 cache
are private to that core; L3 cache (35MB) is shared across all cores of a processors. The tests
were performed in a controlled environment, where we were the sole users of the system. The
implementationa has been done in C++ (without any garbage collection) and threading is achieved
by using Posix threads.
In the experiments conducted, we start with an initial complete acyclic graph. When the
program starts, it creates threads and each thread randomly performs a set of operations chosen by a
particular workload distribution. Here, the evaluation metric used is the time taken to complete all the
operations. We measure throughput obtained on running the experiment for 20 seconds and present
the results for the following workload distributions: (1) Update-dominated : 25% AddV ertex, 25%
AddEdge, 10% RemoveV ertex, 10% RemoveEdge, 15% ContainsV ertex and 15% ContainsEdge;
(2) Contains-dominated : 40% ContainsV ertex, 40% ContainsEdge, 7% AddV ertex, 7% AddEdge,
3% RemoveV ertex and 3% RemoveEdge; (3) Edge-updates : 40% AddEdge, 60% RemoveEdge and
rest are 0%. Figure 4.12 depicts the results for the data-structure methods. Figure 4.13, on the other
hand, depicts the performance results for the acyclic methods. Each data point is obtained after
averaging for 5 iterations. We assume that duplicate vertices are not inserted.
aThe complete source code is available on Github [37].
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Figure 4.12: Data Structure Results
Figure 4.13: Acyclicity Results
We tested different variants of the data-structure for different number of threads - -NoDIE: the
concurrent data-structure presented without Deletion of Incoming Edges (DIE) for deleted vertices,
-DIE: supporting Deletion of Incoming Edges of deleted vertices (Algorithm 15), CoarseLock: which
supports concurrent operations by acquiring a global lock and the sequential implementation. The
acyclicity variant has been implemented via reachability method as described in the Section 4.4.
These are compared against a coarse lock & sequential implementation of the same method. The
figures depict that the presented algorithm certainly outperforms the coarse lock and sequential
counterpart. Also update methods of and the reachability based cycle detection (without deletion of
incoming edges, DIE) give a significant increase in the throughput and scale well with increasing the
number of threads. We noted on an average 8x increased throughput. It is interesting to observe that
-NoDIE achieves higher throughput than the one with DIE. This can be attributed to the observation
that it is cost inefficient to traverse all the vertices to search for the incoming edges of the deleted
vertices. However, in Figure 4.12c and 4.13c, -DIE performs similar to NoDIE. This is because in
these experiments there are no deletion of vertices and hence no reason to perform DIE for deleted
vertices. Hence the performance is very similar. We performed initial experiments to also test the
number of failed AddEdge operations in our acyclic variant. Our preliminary results show that the
percentage of false positives are very low.
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4.6 Conclusion & Future Direction
In this chapter, we have shown how to construct a fully dynamic concurrent graph data-structure,
which allows threads to concurrently add/delete vertices/edges. The update methods of the algorithm
are deadlock-free while the contains methods are wait-free. Our implementation is not a straight
forward extension to lazy-list implementation but has several non-trivial additions. This can be
seen from the LPs of edge methods which lie outside their method & depend on other concurrently
executing graph methods. To the the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to propose a
concurrent data-structure for an adjacency list representation of the graphs. The other known work
on concurrent graphs by Kallimanis & Kanellou [34] works on adjacency matrix representation and
assume an upper-bound on the number of vertices while we make no such assumption.
We believe that there are many applications that can benefit from this concurrent graph structure.
An important application that inspired us is SGT in Databases and Transactional Memory. Motivated
by this application, on this concurrent graph data-structure, we pose the constraint that the graph
should be acyclic. We ensure this by checking for graph acyclicity whenever we add an edge. To
detect the cycle efficiently, we have proposed a wait-free reachability algorithm. We have compared
the performance of the concurrent data-structure with the coarse-grained locking and sequential
implementation and we achieve on an average 8 x increased throughput. For proving linearizability,
we have used linearization points.
As observed earlier, the current implementation of AddEdge using wait-free reachability might
falsely not be able add an edge although adding the edge will not cause a cycle. Our preliminary
results show that the number of total failed AddEdge operations are infact comparable to the
sequential counterpart. We plan to explore this issue more deeply to see how adversely can it affect
the progress of the algorithm and how can they be reduced.
Currently the update methods of our algorithm are blocking and deadlock free. We proposed a
blocking approach to this complicated problem of concurrent graph acyclicity as a first cut. In the
future, we plan to explore wait-free variant of all the methods of the graph data-structure. We also
plan to propose solutions for the efficient deletion of incoming edges of deleted vertices.
It is to be noted that the design of a concurrent acyclic graph does not lead to a straight-forward
solution to the SGT. A SGT scheduler exports the following methods: begin, read, write, tryCommit
and abort. Each of these methods must atomically: (1) identify all conflicting & real-time edges, (2)
add all those edges while ensuring acyclicity. Both these should occur atomically. The design of the
concurrent data structure provides a linearizable implementation for adding a single edge. However,
for implementation of SGT, we need to provide a linearizable solution for (1) & (2) while ensuring
that the history generated satisfies strict-serializability or opacity. We plan to explore this in future
and develop a mechanism for linearizing the methods of SGT itself.
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Chapter 5
A Non-Blocking Serialization
Graph Testing (SGT) Scheduler
5.1 Introduction
The goal in a ‘concurrent’ DBMS is to allow multiple users to access the database simultaneously
without interfering with each other. A problem with multiple users using the DBMS is that it may be
possible for two users to try and change data in the database simultaneously. If this type of action is
not carefully controlled, inconsistencies are possible. To control data access, we first need a concept
to allow us to encapsulate database accesses. Such encapsulation is called a ‘Transaction’.
The term transaction has been borrowed from databases which is a sequence of instructions appearing
to be executing individually and instantly and have ACID properties. Failure atomicity ensures the
computation either completes successfully or commits in its entirety or aborts. In addition, isolation
ensures that the transaction produces the same result as it would if no other transactions were
executing concurrently [38]. Though, programming language transactions bear some similarity to
DBMS transactions, the implementation and execution environments differ greatly, as operations in
transactional databases typically involve disk accesses. In contrast, programs typically store data in
memory. This difference has given this new abstraction its name, transactional memory (TM). So,
TM is a new parallel programming paradigm [39].
Figure 5.1: States of a transaction
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A TM can be implemented in hardware, in software, or as a hardware-software hybrid. STM
allows the programmer to divide the program into multiple transactions each of which is meant to be
executed atomically. Transaction is a unit of code in execution in the memory. STM ensures that a
transaction either executes atomically even in presence of other concurrent transactions or never
executes at all. On successful completion, a transaction commits otherwise it aborts. STM provide
programmers with the following API: Read(), Write(), Commit(), Abort().
Figure 5.2: A transaction scheduler
The TM’s main task is bookkeeping and in particular managing the lists trans, commit, abort,
and active that we introduced for our model of schedules and histories. In addition it keeps a list of
ready-to-execute steps for all the active transactions. From this list it selects individual steps and
sends them to the scheduler. In that way, the scheduler receives an arbitrary input schedule from the
TM, and its task is to transform that into a serializable output schedule.
The traditional solution employed by SGT in Databases & STMs to maintain dynamic graphs is
to use a single coarse lock to protect the entire graph. Clearly, this implementation can be made
more efficient by providing finer granularity of synchronization. Each thread which has invoked a
transaction should independently be able to add/delete from vertices/edges to independent parts
of the graph. It can be seen that this problem gets complicated if the graph is huge and multiple
threads are concurrently accessing the graph and performing some operations. Furthermore, on the
top of such a dynamically changing graph it is not clear how to check for cycles without locking
the entire graph using coarse locks. In this chapter, we provide a linearizable solution for SGT i.e.
(1) identifying all conflicting & real-time edges, (2) adding all those edges while ensuring acyclicity.
Both these occur atomically while ensuring that the history generated satisfies strict-serializability.
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5.2 Correctness Criteria
Here we concentrate on theoretical correctness of concurrently executing transactions on page model
or read/write model. This will enable us to appreciate the concurrency control algorithms and their
notions of correctness. We model an execution of multiple transactions that is interleaved over time
and thus concurrent by the notion of schedules and histories. So, history is a interleaved execution of
operations of multiple transactions. Whereas, schedule is a prefix of history.
A transaction can have following operations:
1. Read
2. Write
3. Commit
4. Abort
For eg.:- Consider following three transaction on shared variable x,y:
T1 : r(x), w(x), a
T2 : r(y), c
T3 : r(y), w(y), c
Another representation of histories can be shown as follows:
Another representation of histories is as shown:
H : r1(x), r3(y), r2(y), c2, w1(x), a1, w3(y), c3
And corresponding schedule can be:
S: r1(x), r3(y), r2(y), c2 or any other prefix of H
Thus, a history has to
1. Contains all operations from all transactions
2. Needs a distinct termination operation for every transaction
3. Preserves all orders within the transactions
4. Has the termination steps as final steps in each transaction
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5. And orders conflicting operations
We define an equivalence relation “≈” on the set S of all schedules. This gives rise to a decomposition
of S into equivalence classes [ ] according to ≈:
[S]≈ = {[s]≈ | s ∈ S}
[S]≈ denotes the set of all equivalence classes according to ≈. Clearly, all schedules in one such class
are pairwise equivalent, so that any schedule s can be chosen as the representative of that class.
According to what we said above, the interest will then be in those classes for which a serial schedule
can be chosen as the representative. Elements of such a class will be called serializable.
Informally,
Serial History: A serial history for any two transaction Ti and Tj is said to be serial if, i 6=
j and every operation of Ti appears before every operation of Tj i.e. (Ti < Tj) or vice versa. For
example,
S: r1(x), r2(z), w1(x), r1(y), w2(y)
Equivalent serial schedule would be
S′: r1(x), w1(x), r1(y), r2(z), w2(y) i.e. T1 T2.
Now, we know that concurrent execution of transactions creates the schedules or histories. If
let us say, two transactions have n operations, then one can have n! possible histories, some of which
could be correct and others may be incorrect, as we also discussed in example mentioned in Chapter 1.
Equivalent history: Two histories are equivalent if they have same number of operations and can
be reduced to each other by commuting non - conflicting operations.
Conflicting operations: Two operations of different transactions are said to conflicting if:
1. One of them is write operation.
2. Both operations use same shared variable.
Two operations are said to commute if they do not conflict.
The major goal of this section is to discuss the correctness criterion for histories. Serial schedules
are trivially correct schedules as they do not have any concurrent operations and all operations are
serially ordered one after another in time. So, one of the obvious correctness criterion one can think
of is, if a schedule s can be somehow made equivalent to a serial schedule s′, we can say that s is
also correct and its executions leaves the whole system in a consistent state.
This leads us to Serializabilty as one of the correctness criterion for schedules.
Serializability: Also, introduced formally above, a schedule s is said to be serializable if it can be
reduced to a equivalent serial schedules s′. Assuming all transaction eventually commit. For example:
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s = w0(x), w0(y), c0, r1(x), r2(y), w2(x), w1(z), c2, c1
This clearly can be reduced to one of 6 possible serial schedules and that is s′: T0, T1, T2 by commuting
w2(x), w1(z).
So to establish theoretical correctness of two histories/schedules all schedules can be categorized in
to two broad classes:
• View State Serializability
• Conflict State Serializability
5.2.1 View Equivalence
Let s and s′ be two schedules. s and s′ are called view equivalent, denoted s ≈v s′ if the following
holds [40]:
1. op(s) = op(s′)
2. RF(s) = RF(s′)
Intuitively two schedules s1 and s2 are view equivalent if it satisfies following conditions:
1. If the transaction ti in s1 reads an initial value for object x, so does the transaction ti in s2.
2. If the transaction ti in s1 reads the value written by transaction ti in s1 for object x, so does
the transaction ti in s2.
3. If the transaction ti in s1 is the final transaction to write the value for an object x, so is the
transaction ti in s2.
A schedule is said to be view serializable if it is view - equivalent to some serial schedule. Determining
whether a schedule is view serializable is NP-complete; view serializability has a little practical
interest. For example:
s = w1(x) r2(x) r2(y) w1(y) c1 c2
s is not view serializable as it is not view equivalent to any of the two possible serial schedules.
Taking T1 T2 as serial schedule then it violates property 2. If we take T2 T1 as a serial schedule
then it violates property 2 again. Whereas, r1(x) r2(y) w1(x) w2(y) c1 c2 is a view serializable schedule.
While observing VSR as correctness criterion we see that VSR is not fully reliable in terms of
correctness of schedules as it may permit dirty read in the schedules. Thus, we have another very
popular correctness criterion, Conflict Serializability.
5.2.2 Conflict Equivalence
Let s and s′ be two schedules. s and s′ are called conflict equivalent, denoted as s ≈c s′, if they have
the same operations and the same conflict relations, i.e., if the following holds:
1. op(s) = op(s′) and
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2. conf(s) = conf(s′)
Two schedules s and s′ are conflict equivalent if they have same operations and conflict relation of s
is same as conflict relation of s′. Thus, two schedules are conflict equivalent if all conflicting pairs of
steps from distinct transactions occur in the same order in both the schedules. For example:
s = r1(x) r1(y) w2(x) w1(y) r2(z) w1(x) w2(y)
s′ = r1(y) r1(x) w1(y) w2(x) w1(x) r2(z) w2(y)
are two conflict equivalent schedules. Now, we can say a history s is conflict serializable if there
exists a serial history s′ such that, s and s′ are conflict equivalent.
For example: s1 = r1(x) r2(x) r1(z) w1(x) w2(y) r3(z) w3(y) c1 c2 w3(z) c3 is in CSR because
it is conflict equivalent to serial schedule T1 T2 T3 but,
s2 = r2(y) w1(y) w1(x) c1 w2(x) c2 is not in class CSR of histories because it is not conflict equivalent
to any of the two serial schedules possible. One intuitive way to check the conflict equivalence to a
serial schedule is trying to repeatedly commute two non conflicting operations so that they become
equal to one of possible serial schedules.
Formally,
Conflict Serializability: A history s is conflict serializable if there exists a serial history s′ such
that s ≈c s′. CSR denotes the class of all conflict - serializable histories. Conflict Serializability is
the most important notion for correctness of transaction systems, being computationally easy makes
it to be the most practical correctness criterion. [40]
Conflict Serializability is based on the simple notion of conflicts as defined earlier. For exam-
ple: s = w1(x) r2(x) w2(y) r1(y) w1(y) w3(x) w3(y) c1 a2 is a schedule.
We say conflict relation of s,
conf(s) = {(w1(x), w3(x)), (r1(y), w3(y)), (w1(y), w3(y))}
We can easily observe that CSR is more strict than VSR, thus CSR is the subset of VSR. For
example:
s = w1(x) w2(x) w2(y) c2 w1(y) c1 w3(x) w3(y) c3
Here, s is in VSR but not in CSR.
What differentiates CSR from VSR is that membership in CSR can be tested efficiently in polynomial
time. From conflict relations of a schedule, we can make a simple conflict graph, CG(s) = (V,E) of
a schedule s where;
V = set of all transactions in s
E = set of all conflict in conflict relation of s (since we have stated that CG is a simple graph so no
transaction conflicts with itself, conflict edge is always between two different transactions)
Consider, s = r1(x) r2(x) w1(x) r3(x) w3(x) w2(y) c3 c2 w1(y) c1
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Thus to test the membership of a schedule in CSR we have following theorem.
Theorem: A schedule s is in CSR iff conflict graph of s is acyclic. [40]
Proof:
(only if) Let s ∈ CSR, then there exists a serial history s′ such that op(s) = op(s′) and conf(s) =
conf(s′), i.e., s ≈c s′. Now consider t, t′ ∈ V , t = t′, with (t, t′) ∈ E for G(s) = (V,E). Then we
have,
(∃ p ∈ t)(∃ q ∈ t′) p <s q and (p, q) ∈ conf(s)
Since the conflict relations of s and s′ are equal, p <s′ q. On the other hand, since s′ is serial, all of t
must hence occur before all of t′ in s′.
Now suppose G(s) were cyclic. Then there must be a cycle of the form, say, t1 → t2 → . . . → tk →
t1. The same cycle also exists in G(s
′), a contradiction to the fact that s′ is serial.
(if) Conversely, let G(s) = (V,E), where V = {t1, . . . , tn}, be acyclic. Then G(s) can be
topologically sorted to derive a total order of the nodes that includes partial order E; call the
result tρ(1) · · · tρ(n) = s′ for some permutation ρ of {1, . . . , n}. Clearly, s′ is a serial history.
We now show s ≈c s′: if p ∈ t and q ∈ t′ for t, t′ ∈ V such that p <s q and ( p, q) ∈ conf(s),
then (t, t′) ∈ E. It follows that t is also before t′ in the topological sort of s, that is, in s′. Since
p and q are still in conflict, we conclude conf(s) ⊆ conf(s′). Conversely, if ( p, q) ∈ conf(s′) and
p ∈ t, q ∈ t′, then p <s q and hence ( p, q) ∈ conf(s). Thus, conf(s) = conf(s′), and the theorem follows.
For Example: Above history s is in CSR as its conflict graph is acyclic and is conflict equiva-
lent to serial schedule T2 T1 T3.
But the following schedule, s = r1(y) r3(w) r2(y) w1(y) w1(x) w2(x) w2(z) w3(x) c1 c3 c2 is not in
CSR as evident from its conflict graph we have cycle between T1 and T2.
5.3 Coarse SGT Algorithm
A serialization graph tester (SGT protocol) maintains a conflict graph (G) and checks for cycle on
each read/write request by inserting relevant edges. The CSR property of the output is preserved by
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making sure that this graph remains acyclic at any time. The detailed description of the algorithm is
given below:
Whenever a new operation pi(x) arrives, the scheduler:
1. creates a new node for transaction ti in the conflict graph G if pi(x) is the first operation it sees
from ti. Real time edges are added from vertices of all committed transactions to the current
transaction’s vertex.
2. If the incoming request is:
Read operation: Perform validation given in step 3.
Write operation: It is added to the local buffer of the transaction ti. Validation of all write
operations is done during the try commit (deferred write approach).
Try commit: For all the writes of the local buffer, validation is performed.
3. Validation: An edge of the form (tj ,ti) is inserted into conflict graph (G) for each operation
qj(x) that is in conflict with pi(x) , i 6= j, and that has been output previously. Now two cases
can arise:
(a) The resulting graph G is cyclic. If pi(x) were executed, the resulting schedule would no
longer be serializable. Thus, pi(x) is rejected and ti aborted, and the node for ti and all
its incident edges are removed from G.
(b) G is (still) acyclic. Then pi(x) can be output and the tentatively updated graph is kept as
the new current one.
Consider the following schedule to understand the working of SGT protocol. Since we follow a
deferred write approach, we consider the conflict graph during the commit of each transaction.
s = r1(y) r2(y) w1(y) w1(x) c1 w2(x) c2 w3(x) c3
Commit of transaction 1:
When the try commit of transaction t1 arrives, the protocol adds the conflict edges of each write
operation stored in the write buffer. Adding these edges does not lead to the formation of a cycle.
Hence, t1 is committed.
Commit of transaction 2:
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On the commit of t2, when the conflict edges are added, we observe that there is a formation of cycle
and hence t2 is aborted.
Commit of transaction 3:
On the commit of transaction t3, we observe that no more cycles are formed, so t3 is committed.
Hence, the final schedule accepted by the SGT protocol contains t1 and t3 transactions.
Note: While checking for the existence of a cycle in the graph, we consider only the vertices of the
committed transactions and ignore other live transactions to avoid unnecessary aborts. Also in this
implementation we have considered the deferred write approach i.e. writes become visible only upon
the commit of the transaction. For instance consider the following schedule.
s = r1(x) r2(y) w2(x) w3(y) c3 w1(y) c1 w2(y) c2
During the commit of t1:
During the commit of t2:
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Only committed transactions are considered:
KeyNote:
Garbage collection runs periodically and controls the size of conflict graph by removing unnecessary
vertices. The vertex of a transaction ti can be deleted from the conflict graph (thereby reducing the
space consumed) if the transaction ti has committed. The intuitive reason why this is correct is
that once a transaction has committed, all the conflicts edges will be emanating from the committed
transaction; thus this transaction can now never cause a cycle in the conflict graph. Hence it can be
safely removed.
Whenever we are accessing the graph, mutex locks are used to ensure atomic access. In try commit
phase we obtain locks on all the data items present in the local buffer. To avoid deadlocks, locks are
obtained in a predefined order.
Proof of Correctness:
Here we give a proof that the schedules generated by the Serialization Graph Testing satisfies Conflict
Serializability (CSR).
Theorem 1) Gen(SGT) ⊂ CSR
Proof: Let s be a history generated by the SGT protocol, and let (ti, tj) be an edge in the conflict
graph G of s. Then there are operations pi(x) and qj(x) in conflict such that pi(x) <s qj(x). By the
SGT rule, this implies there is an edge (ti, tj) in conflict graph G. Now if a transaction tk is involved
in a cycle of G, we find that G contains a cycle and abort that transaction (causing cycle). Thus, G
is always acyclic, which means that s ∈ CSR.
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5.4 Construction of Non-blocking SGT Scheduler
5.4.1 Data Structure
The algorithm maintains the following data structures. For each transaction Ti:
• Ti.RS(read set): It is a list of data tuples (d tuples) of the form 〈x, v〉, where x is the t-object
and v is the value read from the transaction Ti.
• Ti.WS(write set): It is a list of (d tuples) of the form 〈x, v〉, where x is the to which transaction
Ti writes the value v.
• t−begCtr, t−tryCCtr: This counter is used to generate the ids/timestamp for a newly invoked
method of a transaction. This is incremented every time a new method of any transaction is
invoked. It helps in linearizing the transaction.
For each transaction object (t object) x:
• x.wl(write list): It is a list consisting of write tuples (w tuple) of the form 〈ts, w, rl〉 where
ts is the timestamp of a committed transaction that writes the value w to x. The list rl is
the read list consisting of a set of transactions that have read the value w (described below).
Informally the write list consists of all the transactions that have ever written to this t-object
and the set of corresponding transactions that have read the value w on x.
• x.rl(read list): This list contains all the read transaction tuples (rt tuples) of the form 〈j〉.
The read list rl is stored in each tuple of the version list described above.
• Committed pointer: This is a pointer to the last committed w tuple of x.
• Tail pointer: This is a pointer to the last w tuple of x. This is used for optimizing traversal
i.e. to avoid iterating from start of the write list always.
Figure 5.3: Data Structure of a Shared data object
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struct Tid {
long trans_id;
}
struct Oid {
long obj_id;
}
struct Stamp {
long timestamp;
}
final static int HD = 1;
final static int SIZE = 10;
enum States { Live, Committed, Aborted }
enum Method { VertexNF, Cyclic, Success }
/*TObject to be stored within a transaction */
class LObj {
T val; Oid id;
LObj(T val, Oid id) {
this.val = val;
this.id = id;
}
}
/* A normal node usually used for reading */
class Node {
Tid tid; Stamp st; Oid oid; T val;
AtomicReference<Node> next;
Node(Tid id, Stamp S, T v, Node n) {
this.tid = id; this.st = s; this.val = v;
this.next = new AtomicReference<Node>(n);
}
}
/* A node created for writing */
class WNode extends Node {
Node rHead;
WNode(Tid id, Stamp S, T v, Node n) {
super(Tid id, Stamp S, T v, Node n);
rHead = NULL;
}
}
/* A pointer to the last Node*/
class TailNode {
AtomicStampedReference<Node> infoLast;
TailNode() {
WNode wNode = new WNode(HD, 1, init, NULL);
infoLast = new Node(wNode,1);
}
TailNode(WNode wNode) {
infoLast = new Node(wNode,wNode.st);
}
}
/* A pointer to the last Node */
class CommittedNode {
AtomicStampedReference<Node> infoCt;
CommittedNode() {
WNode wNode = new WNode(HD, 1, init, NULL);
infoCt = new Node(wNode,1);
}
CommittedNode(WNode wNode) {
infoCt = new Node(wNode, wNode.st);
}
}
/* A shared tobj */
class ShTObj {
Oid oid;
WNode head;
TailNode tail;
CommittedNode ctNode;
ShTObj(Oid o) {
this.oid = o;
head = new WNode(HD, -1, NULL, NULL);
tail = new TailNode(head);
}
void insert(Node, WNode);
}
class Trans {
Tid tid;
List<LObj> lrSet, lwrSet;// Local sets
long tbegctr, tryCctr;
volatile States state;
Trans(Tid t) {
this.tid = t;
this.lrSet = new List<tobj>();
this.lwSet = new List<tobj>();
state = States.Live;
}
}
class STM {
/* All Global Declarations */
AtomicInteger mthCntr;
AtomicInteger transCtr;
ConcGraph G;
List<ShTobj> shTobjs;
HashTable<Trans> transTable;
public void STM-init();
public Tid STM-Begin();
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public int STM-read(Tid, Oid, T);
public int STM-write(Tid, Oid, T);
public int tryC(Tid);
void addRNodes(WNode wNode, List<Node>);
}
5.4.2 Working of Transactional Scheduler methods
The STM system consists of the following operations/functions. These are executed whenever a
transaction begins, reads, write or tries to commit:
init() : This operation initializes the STM system. It is assumed that the STM system knows all the
transaction-objects (tobj) ever accessed. All these tobjs are initialized with value 0 by the initial
transaction T0 in this operation. A version tuple 〈0, 0, nil〉 is inserted into all the write list of all the
tobjs.
begin trans() : A thread invokes a transaction by executing this operation. It returns an unique
transaction identifier which is also its timestamp. The id is used in all other operations exported by
the STM system.
readi(x) : To read any tobj by transaction i, this operation is invoked. First, the write list of x is
searched to identify the conflict edges. After adding these edges to the conflict graph, if it remains
acyclic, then the value w written transaction pointed to by the committed pointer, is returned.
writei(x, v) : Here write is performed in the local memory. This operation appends the data tuple
〈x, v〉 into the WS of transaction Ti.
tryCommiti() : This operation is invoked when a transaction Ti has completed all its operations
and wants to commit. This operation first checks whether Ti is read-only transaction or not. If it is
read-only then it returns commit. Otherwise, for each tobj x (accessed in a predefined order) in Ti’s
write set, the appropriate conflict edges are added. If the graph remains acyclic, the transaction is
committed and the committed pointer is updated appropriately.
Algorithm 32 STM-init Method: default memory initializer
1: procedure STM-init(SIZE ↓)
2: mthCntr ← new AtomicInteger(0);
3: transCntr ← new AtomicInteger(0);
4: shTobjs ← new List< ShTobj >(SIZE);
5: /*Initialize the list of all shared variables*/
6: for i←0 to SIZE do
7: shTobjs[i] ← new ShTObj(new Oid(i));
8: end for
9: /*Initialize the list of transactions*/
10: transTable ← new HashTable< Trans >();
11: /*Initialize the Concurrent Graph*/
12: G ← new ConcGraph();
13: end procedure
Algorithm 33 STM-Begin Method: creates a new trans object. Its
pointer is returned to the user which is used as argument for later op-
erations.
14: procedure STM-Begin()
15: /*Get an unique id for this transaction*/
16: Tid tid ← new Tid();
17: tid.trans˙id ← transCntr.getAndIncrement();
18: /*Create a new transaction and add it to the Transac-
tion Table list*/
19: Tid.tbegCtr ← mthCntr.getAndIncrement();
20: transObj ← new Trans(tid);
21: transTable.add(transObj);
22: /*Add all the real-time edges*/
23: end procedure
Algorithm 34 STM-Write Method: .
24: procedure STM-Write(itd ↓, oid ↓, retVal↓)
25: /*Get the current transaction*/
26: Trans curTrans ← TransTable.get(tid);
27: curTrans.lwSet.add(x, retVal);
28: end procedure
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Algorithm 35 STM-read Method: adds conflict edges caused due to
this read and checks for cycle. If, cycle is formed, transaction will be
aborted and 0 is returned Else data object is read from shared memory
and 1 is returned denoting successful read.
29: procedure STM-Read(SIZE ↓, tid ↓, oid ↓, retV al ↑)
30: /*Get the current transaction*/
31: Trans curTrans ← TransTable.get(tid);
32: /*Reference to shared variable*/
33: Node lastWNodeRef;
34: WNode lastWNode, finWNode;
35: Node curRNode;
36: /*Get Tobj for x*/
37: ShTObj xTobj ← shTObjs[x];
38: /*Get the last committed node*/
39: lastCNodeRef ← xTobj.ctNode.infoCt;
40: lastCNode ← lastCNodeRef.getReference();
41: /*Add x, val to lrSet*/
42: retVal ← lastCNode.val;
43: curTrans.lrSet.add(x, retVal);
44: /*Create a new read node*/
45: curRNode ← new Node(tid, lastCNode.st, retVal,
NULL);
46: lastCNode.addRList(curRNode);
47: /*Read the lastWNodeRef again to get the latest writ-
ing transaction & the corresponding node information*/
48: finWNodeRef ← xTobj.tail.infoLast;
49: finWNode ← finWNodeRef.getReference();
50: /*Next Add Edges in the graph to & from this vertex
by iterating through all the wNodes of x until finWNode
*/
51: curWNode ← xTobj.head;
52: while (true) do
53: /*Get the next Write Node*/
54: curWNode ← curWNode.next;
55: /*Break out if nextNode is same as xNode last added*/
56: if (curWNode = finNode) then
57: break;
58: end if
59: /*If the curWNode is aborted, then ignore it. No need
to add the conflict edges*/
60: Trans writerTrans ← TransTable.get[curWNode.tid];
// Get the corresponding writing transaction
61: States writeTransStatus← writerTrans.state; // Then
its status
62: if (writeTransStatus.state = States.Aborted) then
63: continue;
64: end if
65: if (curWNode.st ≤ curRNode.st) then
66: /*Add an edge from the writing transaction (curWN-
ode) to current reading transaction (curRNode). tryC
to read edge*/
67: if (G.addEdge(curWNode.id, curRNode.id) =
Method.Cyclic) then
68: curTrans.handleAbort();
69: return States.Aborted;
70: end if
71: else
72: /* Add an edge from the current reading transac-
tion (curRNode) to the writing transaction (curWNode).
read to tryC edge */
73: if (G.addEdge(curRNode.id, curWNode.id) =
Method.Cyclic) then
74: curTrans.handleAbort();
75: return States.Aborted;
76: end if
77: end if
78: end while// End of adding all the edges - tryC-read &
read-tryC
79: end procedure
Algorithm 36 STM-tryC Method:traverses the write buffer and adds
corresponding conflict edges caused due to writes. If the newly added
edges form cycles, transaction is aborted and 0 is returned Else transac-
tion status is set to committed and 1 is returned indicating successful
commit
80: procedure STM-tryC(tid↓)
81: /*increment the global method counter*/
82: int trycCntr ← mthCntr.getAndIncrement();
83: /*Get the current trasnsaction*/
84: Trans curTrans ← TransTable.get(tid);
85: /*Reference to shared variable*/
86: Node lastWNodeRef;
87: WNode lastWNode, finWNode;
88: WNode xNode, curWNode;
89: Node fromESet, toESet;Local structures
90: Iterate through all the tobjs
91: for (x in tid.wset) do
92: ShTObj xTobj ← shTObjs[x]; // shorthand syntax
93: TailNode lastWNodeRef ← xTobj.tail.infoLast;// Get
the info about the last node
94: xNode ← new WNode(tid, trycCntr, x.oid, x.val,
nil);// Create a node to be inserted
95: xTobj.insert(xNode);// Insert it into correct position
96: finWNode ← lastWNodeRef.get(finCntr);// Get the
reference to the last node
97: Initialize the LinkedLists
98: fromESet ← new LinkedList<Node>;
99: toESet ← new LinkedList<Node>;
100: /*Iterate through all the wNodes of x until encounter-
ing finWNode. Then add tryC-to-tryC, read-to-tryC
edges.*/
101: curWNode ← xTobj.head;
102: while (true) do
103: curWNode← curWNode.next;// Access the next node
104: /*Break out if we encounter null. A safety check*/
105: if (curWNode = null) then
106: break;
107: end if
108: Trans writerTrans ← TransTable.get[curWNode.tid];
// Get the corresponding writing transaction
109: States writeTransStatus = writerTrans.state;// Then
its status
110: /*If the curWNode is aborted, then ignore it. So iter-
ate until you a live or committed node*/
111: while (writeTransStatus = States.Aborted) do
112: /*If curWNode is the same as final node then break
out of this & the outer loop */
113: if (curWNode = finWNode) then
114: goto Line 142;
115: end if
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116: curWNode ← curWNode.next; // Go to the next
node in the list
117: /*If curWNode is null then break out of this & the
outer loop*/
118: if (curWNode = null) then
119: goto Line 142;
120: end if
121: /*Get the corresponding writing transaction & its sta-
tus
122: writerTrans ← TransTable.get[curWNode.tid];
123: writeTransStatus ← writerTrans.state;
124: end while
125: if (curWNode.st < xNode.st) then
126: /*Add curWNode to fromESet*/
127: fromESet.add(curWNode);
128: /* Add the read nodes (transactions) associated with
curWNode. All these transacrtion read the version of
curWNode*/
129: addRNodes(curWNode, fromESet);
130: else if (curWNode.st > xNode.st) then
131: /*Add curWNode to toESet */
132: toESet.add(curWNode);
133: /* Add the read nodes (transactions) associated with
curWNode. All these transacrtion read the version of
curWNode */
134: addRNodes(curWNode, toESet);
135: end if
136: /* Break out if the final node is reached */
137: if (curWNode = finWNode) then
138: break;
139: end if
140: end while
141: /*Finally add the read nodes of xNode to toESet */
142: addRNodes(xNode, toESet);
143: /* Get the iterator corresponding to both the Lists */
144: ListIterator<Node> fromENodeItr ← fromE-
Set.listIterator(0);
145: ListIterator<Node> toENodeItr ← toE-
Set.listIterator(0);
146: /*Now add edges in the graph to xNode. These are
tryC-to-tryC (xNode) & read-to-tryC(xNode) */
147: while (fromENodeItr.hasNext()) do
148: Node fromNode ← fromENodeItr.next();
149: if (G.addEdge(fromNode.id, xNode.id) =
Method.Cyclic) then
150: curTrans.handleAbort();
151: return States.Aborted;
152: end if
153: end while
154: /*Now add edges in the graph from xNode. These are
tryC (xNode) to tryC & tryC (xNode) to read */
155: while (toENodeItr.hasNext()) do
156: Node toNode ← toENodeItr.next();
157: if (G.addEdge(xNode.id, toNode.id) =
Method.Cyclic) then
158: curTrans.handleAbort();
159: return States.Aborted;
160: end if
161: end while
162: end for
163: /*After this point, the current transaction cannot
abort*/
164: curTrans.state = States.Committed;
165: /*Now iterate through all the tobjs in the wset of this
transaction and set the Committed Pointer*/
166: for (x in tid.wset) do
167: ShTObj xTobj ← shTObjs[x]; // shorthand syntax
168: Get the info about the last committed node*/
169: CommittedNode lastCNodeRef ←
xTobj.ctNode.infoCt;
170: /*Get Reference to the node created by the current
transaction*/
171: Node myNode ← xTobj[curTrans.id];
172: /*Get the node pointed to by the reference*/
173: WNode lastCNode ← lastCNodeRef.getReference();
174: /*Ensure that lastCNodeRef points to a node whose
stamp is greater than or equal to myNode.st */
175: while lastCNode.st < myNode.st) do
176: /*Change the pointer only if the timestamp of the cur-
rent committed node is less */
177: /* Change the last committed node reference */
178: if (lastCNodeRef.CAS(lastCNode, myNode)) then
179: break; // Break out if CAS is successful
180: end if//End CAS
181: /*Get the node pointed to by the reference*/
182: lastCNode ← lastCNodeRef.getReference();
183: end while
184: end for
185: /*Now iterate through all the tobjs & set the committed
pointer */
186: return States.Committed;
187: end procedure
Algorithm 37 addRNodes Method: .
188: procedure addRNodes(WNode wNode ↓, List<Node>
nodeSet↓)
189: rNode ← wNode.rHead;
190: while (rNode != NULL) do
191: rNode ← rNode.next; //Get the next Read Node
192: Trans readerTrans← TransTable.get[rNode.tid];// Get
the corresponding reading transaction
193: States readTransStatus ← readerTrans.state; // Then
its status
194: /* Add a read node to the set only if it is not aborted*/
195: if (readTransStatus !=States.Aborted) then
196: nodeSet.add(rNode); //Add the node to the set
197: end if
198: end while
199: end procedure
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Algorithm 38 insert Method: .
200: procedure insert(WNode xNode ↓)
201: int finCntr[] ← new int[1];
202: WNode lastWNode, startWNode;
203: WNode curWNode, predWNode, curWNode;
204: Node lastWNodeRef ← this.tail.infoLast;
205: lastWNode ← lastWNodeRef.get(finCntr);// Get the reference to the last node
206: /*Initialize startWNode accordingly*/
207: if (lastWNode.st < xNode.st) then
208: startWNode ← lastWNode;
209: else
210: startWNode ← this.head;
211: end if
212: /* After setting the pred & current iterate through them until the last node is obtained*/
213: while (true) do
214: /* Iterate through all the nodes*/
215: while (currWNode != NULL) ∧ (currWNode.st < xNode.st) do
216: predWNode = currWNode;
217: currWNode = currWNode.next.get();
218: end while
219: xNode.next.set(currWNode);// Set the next of xNode to be currWNode
220: if (pred.next.CAS(currWNode, xNode)) then// atomically set the next of pred to be xNode
221: break;
222: end if
223: end while
224: /* This is an optimization*/
225: if (startNode = head) then
226: return;
227: end if
228: /*Try to set the lastWNode pointer correctly*/
229: lastWNode ← lastWNodeRef.get();
230: while (lastWNode.st < xNode.st) do
231: if (lastWNodeRef.CAS(lastWNode, xNode) then
232: break;// Break out if CAs succeeds
233: end if
234: lastWNode = lastWNodeRef.get();
235: end while
236: end procedure
5.4.3 Strict-serializability Reasoning
We first linearize the methods of the non-blocking SGT. LP of the tryCommit method is the point
where the tryCommit-counter is incremented. All the reads are linearized immediately after the LP
of the tryCommit from which it reads. The linearized methods are serializable as the real time order
is preserved and each transaction reads only from its previous closest committed value.
5.5 Conclusion & Future Direction
The traditional solution employed by SGT in Databases & STMs to maintain dynamic graphs is to
use a single coarse lock to protect the entire graph. We provided a linearizable solution for SGT i.e.
(1) identifying all conflicting & real-time edges, (2) adding all those edges while ensuring acyclicity.
Both these occur atomically while ensuring that the history generated satisfies strict-serializability.
In the future, we plan to incorporate garbage collection of committed and aborted nodes. This
will ensure that the size of write-node list does not grow excessively.
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